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. .357 Maximum.357 Magnum

Comparison of Cylinders

Copyright 1983 by Sturm. Ruger & Company. Inc.
RUGER and BLACKHAWK are U.S. registered trademarks

New Thinking...New Dimensions
New Standards 01 PowerI Perlormance

The new Ruger Blackhawk SRM revolver opens a new era for
the handgun hunter and metallic silhouette shooter. The velocity
and energy ofthe new .357 Remington Maximum cartridge could
only be achieved with a new, longer cartridge case, and the Ruger
Blackhawk SRM revolver is made particularly for this great new
cartridge, with a new, longer frame and cylinder. Even the ejector
rod and housing are lengthened. The result is a marriage of
cartridge and revolver that provides a wholly new capability
wherever power and long range are sought after. It delivers accu
racy, velocity, and energy in a combination never before available
in any revolver.

The new Blackhawk SRM revolver embodies characteristic
Ruger deluxe features, and adds another chapter - perhaps the
final chapter - to the long and distinguished history of single
action revolvers.

Barrel'Lengths: (Catalog No. BNM-7) 7Y2". (Catalog No.
BNM-IO) 10 y.! "'; Overall Lengths: 13Mt". 16Ys"; Approximate
Weights: 53 Oz.. 55 Oz.; Deluxe Features: Steel Dragoon-style
grip frame. wide-spur hammer. wide serrated trigger. target sights.
high-polish blued finish.

Performance Characteristics
.357 Remington Maximum Cartridge

(158-Grain Semi-Jacketed Hollow Point)

Velocity Energy Mid-Range
(rps) (Ft. Lbs.) Trajectory

Muzzle 1825 1168 ~

50 Yards i588 885 0.4"

100 Yards 1381 669 1.7"

Specifications:

WRITE FOR A FREE COLOR CATALOG OF THE ENTIRE LINE OF FINE RUGER FIREARMS.
SINGLE COPIES OF INSTRUCTION MANUALS FOR ALL MODELS OF RUGE;R FIREARMS ARE
AVAILABLE ON REQUEST - PLEASE SPECIFY MODEL FOR WHICH YOU REQUIRE A MANUAL.

STURM~ RUGER & Compaoy~ Ioe.
2 Lacey Plaee
Southport, Cenneetieut 06490 U.S.A.
ALL RUGER FIREARMS ARE DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED IN RUGER FACTORIES IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

RUGER
ae al

Caliber .357 Maximum
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COM8Ar SHOOrlNG

THREE-TIME BIANCHI CUP WINNER
REPORTS ON 'FAVORITE LOADS'

MICKEY FOWLER

I f, when I first entered practical pistol
competition in late 1977, someone had

told me that by 1983 there would be a pro
shooting tour with more than $350,000 in
cash and prizes, I would have said he was
dreaming.

Those dreams are now a reality, and pro
fessional handgunning is starting to come
of age.

The Bianchi Cup, Steel Challenge, Sec
ond Chance Bowling Pin Shoot and the
IPSC National and World Matches form
this pro tour.

With other money matches in the plan
ning stages, it is only a matter of time be
fore shooting becomes a media-recognized
sport, and the top shooters can become
full-time professionals.

Much experimentation and develop
ment has taken place in handguns and am
munition. Some of today's top shooters
have volunteered information on their fa-

...
•

Mickey Fowler's speed of fire is shown
here. Note five empty shells in the air.

vorite loads used in this burgeoning sport.
Before we discuss these loads, however,

we must understand the basic require
ments for each match. Some have power
factors, or minimum bore size, usually .38
caliber or larger. IPSC (International Prac
tical Shooting Confederation) and the
Bianchi Cup use the same basic formula to
arrive at power factors: bullet weight times
velocity, divided by 1,000. To make major
caliber in IPSC matches, your ammo must
make a factor of 175.

A typical IPSC major load in .45 ACP
would be the 200-grain H&G #68 bullet
at 875 fps. This just makes the 175 power
factor.

A typical 230-grain .45 ACP factory ball
ammo would register at about a 185 on this
scale.

Bianchi has a minimum caliber of .38 or
larger, with a power factor of 135. Since
there is no major or minor scoring, your
ammo must equal the 158-grain lead .38
Special factory loads fired from a 6-inch
barrel revolver.

STEEL CHALLENGE MATCH
Taking each match in the order it ap

pears on the calendar, we will start by
looking at the Steel Challenge Shoot held
in Canyon Country, California April 14-16.

The Steel Challenge match offers more
than $75,000 in cash and prizes. The only
restriction is .38 caliber or larger. The
match features fast-shooting on multiple
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FAST SHOOTING REQUIRED
Targets are five regulation-size bowling

pins placed on a table about three feet
high, eight feet long and four feet deep.
The pins stand about 18 inches apart,
center-to-center, and one-foot back from
the table's edge. The shooter stands 25 feet
down range; at the start signal, he must
shoot all five pins off the table as quickly as
possible. The time is stopped when the last
pin hits the ground. Lowest total time for
five times over the course wins. To move
the pins off the table, large-caliber heavy
bullets at medium velocity work best. The
.45 auto has dominated this event.

The next major event is the IPSC Na
tional Championship, held in Moline,

Continued on page 48

P.O. BOX 828. WHITTIER, CA 90608 (213) 695-4134

Made of an exclusive
patented combination of
Cordura nylon, waterproof
closed-cell foam padding and
nylon lining to protect your gun's
finish, SIDEKICK holsters are
comfortable, lightweight and ex
tremely versatile. Ten sizes ac
commodate nearly every revolver
and auto, and hold them snugly
and securely. Camouflage and
black colors, right and left models,
all with adjustable safety strap and
sturdy 2-inch web belt loop. High
quality workmanship and attention
to detail. Matching brown and black
2-inch web holster belts sold sepa
rately. Look for the "Uncle Mike's"
label on SIDEKICK holsters at your
gun or sporting goods store.
Send $1.00 for catalog and selection
guide to Michaels of Oregon,
Dept. AHG-2, P.O. Box 13010,
Portland, OR 97213.

Name _

Address _

City/State/Zip

UNCLE
MIKES
bV Michaels of Oregon

SIDEKICK®
Great new idea in

HOLSTERS

-Advantage Grip System competition proven

by MICKEY FOWLER
"The Advantage Grip System was part of the
equipment I used to win the Bianchi Cup IV.
It's a simple screw on device that reduces
recoil a full 17%. It allows quicker sight
picture alignment and improves shot to shot
recovery. All my competition guns are
equipped with the Advantage Grip System."
Complete Advantage Grip System with checkered walnut
stocks, $40.00 - Add $2.00 for First Class Postage. Calif.
reSidents add 6Y2% Sales Tax. I ship immediately upon
receipt of money order or certified check. Allow 2 weeks for
all other checks to clear. Quantity discounts available. Dealer
inquiries invited. Write for additional information, brochure
and mathematical calculations to prove the recoil reduction.

of one-inch groups at 50 yards. The load
should be light in recoil, allowing you as
much time as possible for a precise sight
picture and trigger squeeze. Both revolvers
and autos can be loaded to achieve good
results.

Early June brings shooters to northern
Michigan for the Second Chance Combat
Match. Richard Davis, owner of Second
Chance Body Armor Company, puts on
what I consider to be a shooting Mardi
Gras. This fun-filled week of shooting has
cash and prizes worth more than $60,000.
The match features many different events
requiring many different firearms. I will
cover the loads for the five pin events,
which carries with it the title of overall
champion.

LONG, GRUELING COURSE
Ammo requirements are .38 caliber or:..

larger, with a power factor minimum oe,
135. Reliability, accuracy and mild recoil: .
are all important. Guns and ammo must
function perfectly throughout this long,
grueling 192-round course. One stoppage
could cost you thousands of dollars in
awards.

Two types of targets are used: Eight-inch
diameter 3/8-inch thick, round steel plates
set up in banks of six targets each; and
buff-colored cardboard targets, 18 inches
wide and 36 inches high. The tops are cut
on a five-inch radius and look like
tombstones. Scoring circles are a four-inch
X-ring, or tiebreaker; an eight-inch 10-ring
and a 12-inch 8-ring. Hits on the target, but
out of the scoring rings, receive five points.
The steel plates are hinged to fall from bul
let impact; 10 points if you knock one
down, zero if it is left standing.

The X-ring count is important in decid
ing overall and sub-match victories, so
good accuracy is vitally important. I want
an ammo-handgun combination capable

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER . JULY / AUGUST 1983

targets. Distances range from seven yards
to 40 yards. The largest targets measure
18 inches x 24 inches and the smallest are
lO-inch circles.

Each steel plate must be hit. An elec
tronic timer records total time when the
stop plate is hit.

In choosing a load for the Steel Chal
lenge match there are several points fo
consider. The foremost is reliability. There
are no reshoots when malfunctions occur.
You want as little recoil as possible, so light
powder charges are used. When shooting
the .45 auto-the best handgun for this
match-one must tailor his pistol for light
loads.

When low-power ammo is used, a light
recoil spring and long ejector must be in
stalled. Without the long ejector, cases are
not thrown clear of the slide and momen
tarily block the front sight from view when
moving rapidly from target to target. The
light recoil spring helps to eliminate these
"stovepipes," empty shells that are ex
tended, but not fully ejected.

The smallest targets are lO-inch plates,
so tack-driving accuracy is not necessary.
If my pistol and load combination will
group four inches at 50 yards, it is
adequate. .

The next stop on the pro handgun cir
cuit is the prestigious Bianchi Cup Tourna
ment of Champions, held in Columbia,
Missouri on Memorial Day weekend at the
Ray Chapman Academy range.

This is handgunning's richest event,
with more than $150,000 offered in cash
and prizes. John Bianchi 'and Ray Chap
man designed this match to be equally dif
ficult for both revolvers and autos.

The results of past Bianchi Cup matches
prove just how evenly this event is struc
tured. The top 10 finishers have
represented almost a 50-50 split between
the two action types.
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591 Camino de la Reina- Dept. 118
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If you order now this colorful ali-fabric GUNS
TEAM MEMBER PATCH Is yours with each paid
subscription.

BEAT
UNliT

Use the adjoining postage paid order card or write to:

Charge your subscription to
your Visa/BAC or

MasterCard

THIS OFFER IS VALID for only 3 months from cover date.

CALL TOLL FREE
800/824-7888

Operator 40.

Great reading ... that's what GUNS is all about. Great
reading about guns and only guns. It's the firearms
publication that the experts read ... and the ex
perts write. And GUNS covers the total firearms
field like no other magazine. It's the only one where
you'll find regularly featured articles on handload
ing, bench resting, black powder, airguns, knives,
handguns, rifles, and outstanding engraving.

Great coverage ...the most complete ever. The very
next issue may include just the article that you've
been looking for. An article that could save you
many times the cost of a subscription. You can't
afford to be without it.

Great value ... SAVE up to 53% by subscribing now.

One year $14.95 (you save $9.05)
Two years $24.85 (you save $23.15)
Three years $33.45 (you save $38.55)

Foreign subscribers add $6.00 per year.
Allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery.



PHILIP C. BRIGGS

Featuring the
TIC Shooting

System

• TOTALLY NEW BREAK
OPEN TOP LEVER DESIGN

• DOUBLE SET TRIGGERS
• INTERCHANGEABLE BAR·

REL SYSTEM
• SELECT AMERICAN WAL

NUT STOCK
• HAND CHECKERED
• SECONDARY LOCK CROSS

BOLT SAFETY
• LIFETIME WARRANTY

'i'i;~;rbompson/C.enter Arms proudly presents
. ,-OOS 'uniquely different sporting firearm. The
Tef:!'83 is a single shot hunting rifle of orig

inal design. Conceived by Warren Center's
design group, it represents the very best of
Thompson/Clmter's manufacturing exper

tise. While of European styling, ttl'e TCR '83
is totally American made. Each 'and every
firearm is backed by Thompson/.Center's

lifetime warranty

CALIBERS:
223 REM.

.22/250 REM.
.243 WIN.

7 M/M REM. MAG.
.30/06 SPRING.

Write for complete infprmation and catalog.

THOMPSON/CENTER ARMS
Farmington Road, P.O. Box 2426, Dept. TAH-R1
Rochester, New Hampshire 03867

JMA~
AlliJiurMt • ••

TC-RtlJjJ
SINGLE SHOT

SPORTS RIFLE
With European Styling
plus 5
Interchangeable
Barrels!

(69 percent) shooters fired a Thompsonl
Center Contender 7mm. Most of the other
guns were TICs in.30 Herrett, .30-30 and
.357 Magnum calibers.

The two top production category guns
fired in the 1982 nationals were a TIC in
.30-30 caliber and a Merrill in .357 Mag
num caliber.

In the revolver categories, the new Dan
Wesson .44 Magnum is making substantial
inroads, although the Ruger Super Black
hawk in .44 Magnum caliber is still looked
upon by many shooters as the most popu
lar revolver for metallic silhouette
matches.

Dick Folz of Anchorage, Alaska used a
TIC .30-30 to shoot a possible 80 in the
production international category. His load
was a Norma l70-grain FN with 33 grains
of 748 in Winchester brass and primed
with Federal #210Ms.

Folz neck-sizes only, and claims a case
life of 25 firings.

Mike Averre of Kalama, Washington
shot a possible 80 with his .357 Magnum
Merrill in the production international cat
egory , but lost the shootoff to end up
second.

HEAVY LOADS
His loads are too stiff to print, but he

uses a Sierra l70-grain bullet and 296 for
the first two targets, the Speer 180-grain
and HllO for the turkeys, and a Hornady
200-grain spire and 296 for the rams.

Claude Kinard of Puyallup, Wash
ington, last year's winner, fired a IOIh-inch
barrel Ruger Super Blackhawk, beating
out a swarm of Dan Wesson .44 Magnum
shooters to show everyone that the single-

Continued on page 54

INTERNATIONAL

HANDGUN
METALLIC

SILHOUETT'E
ASSOCIATION®

SI1UErAS

In anticipation of a record turnout,
range improvements at Black Canyon are
already well underway.

The 1984 championships are scheduled
to be held at Idaho Falls, Idaho, where
IHMSA's first permanent range is being
built.

Last year's IHMSAs matches were held
at Fortville, Indiana, where 1,525 shooters
competed; it was the largest pistol match
held in the United States.

In the production categories, 298 of 434

TOM'S GUN BLUING SHOP
1818 Crestview Drive, Carroll, Iowa 51401
(712) 792-4238

Specializing in Douglas barrel target conversions 'on
Rugers and High Standard 22's. ppe Hunting and
Silhouette Conversions on Smith, Colt and Ruger.
In-Shop bluing, satin nickel and gold plating.
Write or call after 4:30 p.m. Central Standard time
for details.

PERFECTION IS OUR STANDARD

IHMSA 1983 CHAMPIONSHIPS SET
FOR NOVEMBER IN PHOENIX, ARIZ.

T he 1983 championships of the Interna
tional Handgun Metallic Silhouette

Association (IHMSA) are scheduled to be
held Nov. 5-12 on the Black Canyon range
just north of Phoenix, Arizona.

Overall coordinators will be Bert String
fellow, IHMSA vice president, and his
wife, Shirley.

I'll be joining Walt Brantingham,
IHMSA's state director, as local host to the
more than 1,500 shooters expected to fire in
this year's competition.
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Lt. frank McGee of NYCPD points to hit
zone on target used at Police Academy.

Distances tenged to be "point blank":
87 were killed at ranges from up to one
yard; 121 from one yard to two yards. Six
feet to 15 feet was the killing distance for
30, and 14 died at distances from 15 to 25
feet. Only one officer was killed at a known
greater distance, 125 feet, while 12 died un
der circumstances where the distance was
unknown.

The report continues, "Over 85 percent
of the cases reported were between 1900
and 0400 hours (7 p.m. to 4 a.m.) in dimly
lighted areas, or under darkened condi
tions." According to NYPDs Firearms and

Continued 011 page 54

Murdered officers who died "on the
street" totaled 107. Another 27 were killed
in retail establishments, 22 in apartments
and houses, 17 in bars, 13 in restaurants,
seven in social clubs. Five were killed in
police stationhouses, two in churches.

1GUNSMITH IN LESS THAN 1\ ~ .~I
SIX MONTHS \l;;:::"\V ~,1START NOW AND EARN YOUR DIPLOMA -"':\>~'I

AT HOME IN YOUR SPARE TIME. ' .'
lOUR fAMOUS STAff Of EXPERTS WILL TEACH YOU:' 'I
1

. BASIC/MASTER GUN REPAIR· CUSTOMIZING' CHOKES 1
• ACCURIZING • BLUEING' SPORTERIZING • SCOPES
• BALLISTICS SECRETS' HOW TO BUY WHOLESALE

1 . RELOADING FOR PISTOL ANO RifLE' SHOTGUNS 1
• HOW TO GET YOUR fEOERAL fiREARMS LICENSE

1 PLUS MUCH MORE' 1
PROVEN METHODS-CHARTS-EXPLODfD VIEWS

1 ACCREDITED & APPROVED BY STATE & NATIONAL 1
AGENCIES & BY THE VA FOR GI BENEFITS

1 OVER 40,000 STUDENTS SINCE 1946 1
MAIL TODAY OR CALL (602) 990-8346

1-------------1• Please RUSH lullmlo on how I can become a prates·

1 ._ Slonal gunsmith the QUICK, easy home study way 1
" ·v, No obligation No salesman Will call

1 ' NAME AGE 1
~ ADDRESS _

1 CITY STAn 71P "I
MODERN GUN REPAIR SCHOOL DEPT. CG73

I II 2538 N. 8TH ST., PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85006 ,...-------_._--

MASSAD AYOOB

KILLED OFFICER USUALLY SOLO
NYPD notes, "The review disclosed the

officer was alone more ojien than not, and
his assailant had at least one confederate
present:' In fact, there was nearly a 3-to-1
ratio: 169 of the slain officers were alone,
66 were with a single partner, five were
part of a trio, and five were slain with three
or ,more officers there as immediate
backup.

In 117 of the murders, the killer acted
alone; 64 times, there were two; 42 times
the murdered officer faced three
opponents; and 10 times, there were five or
more opponents arrayed against the po
liceman who lost his life.

COP.rA1K

NEW YORK CITY COPS EMPHASIZE
CLOSE-RANGE SHOOTING PROWESS

T he specter of violent death hangs over
every police officer, on and off the job.

It tends to happen close and fast, usually in
the dark, often by surprise, rarely the result
of a deliberately orchestrated cop-killer
ambush planned by militant terrorists.

Studies show that only about one per
cent of New York City cop-killings-such
as the Foster-Laurie and Jones-Piagentini
murders-went down like that.

From September of 1854 to December
31, 1981,333 New York City cops met their
death in the line of duty, as follows:
Fire rescue: 12 Heart attack: 10
Drowned: 7 Stabbed: II
Vehicle accidents: 30 Beaten to death: 7
Electrocuted: 4 Bomb explosion: 4
Overcome by gas: 2 Thrown to his death: 2

SHOT TO DEATH: 244

The last line reaches out and grabs you
by the eyeballs. By the soul, in fact. Rut
notice that two of the cops were thrown
(presumably off tall buildings) to their
death, and seven were beaten to death. Ten
succumbed to cardiac failure during foot
pursuits, struggles with suspects, and simi
lar line-of-duty encounters.

Of the 333 victims, 269 were deliberately
murdered by assailants. Forty-six were re
sponding to a felony in progress and, sig
nificantly, 42 were slain while interrupting
a felony in progress. This second-biggest
killing situation puts the officer at the dis
advantage of being within the slayer's
reach before he knows what the killer
knows; that is, who's-who in the scenario.

Thirteen were killed during routine car
stops. Five were responding to calls for
help when killed. Three died after being
mugged while off duty (no one is 100 per
cent safe walking the streets of New York).

Proven By
Authorities.

If it's good enough for
law enforcement agencies,

the US. Int'l. Muzzle Loading
Team,and the curators of the NRA

Museum - you know it has to be GOODI

T.D.P. Industries, Inc. Dept. AH-7
Zieglerville, PA 19492

DOUBLE
Your Money
Back Guarantee.
If 55-2 is not all that we
claim. return the unused
can together with your
sales slip and we'll refund
DOUBLE your money
back. See your dealer
today. Dealers inquire.
Write for FREE Catalog of
TOP gun care products.

Terrific For Any Weapon!
Gunsmiths, who have a reputation to
protect, recommend 55-2. It penetrates,
lubricates, and protects all metal surfaces
(blued or not) with a dry film that defies .
moisture and wear. works in temperatures
as cold as 60 0 below! Whether you shoot
a Win. Model '\00. an Auto Ordinance
semi-auto. old-fashioned musket, or
hand load. use 55-2 Won·t harm wood
stock. metal surfaces. rubber. leather. or
your c:lothes.
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Bianchi's worth lightin' over!
These are some pretty tough words, but the fact
remains Bianchi is the best darn gunleather you'll
ever draw a six-iron from.

Bianchi remains the absolute leader year after
year in developing the finest quality leather
money can buy. Bianchi's complete line of leather
products is designed and producedJor sports
men, police and military worldwide. Bianchi
boasts well over 3,000 variations of hand-crafted
belts, holsters and slings - all from the best cut
prime leather available. But don't just take the
word of these wranglers here in this picture - get
on down and see the complete Bianchi line at your

nearest authorized Bianchi dealer. You'll be
fightin' for more Bianchi gunleather just as soon
as you strap on that first rig.

Send $1.00 for complete full color 1983 pocket
edition catalog to:

"The world standard by which all gunleather is judged."
100 Calle Cortez, Dept. AH783 Temecula, CA 92390



HAND10ADING
DAN CGnERMAN

BULLET CONCENTRICITY IS FAR MORE
VITAL THAN WEIGHT, POWDER CHARGE

Whether you reload one cartridge for
one or two handguns, or turn out dozens of
rounds with various bullet and charge
combinations, your effort will become
more meaningful if you approach each
loading with a definite goal in mind. This
may sound like square-one stuff, but sim
ply picking a load out of a manual and
filling brass with little or no idea of why
you're doing it is a sure-fire way to deprive

'"1 Thether you're an old hand at hand
VV loading your own ammo, or stand on

the threshold of this practical and fascinat
ing activity, take heed; the care you put
into setting up your reloading bench, as
well as your working methods, will deter
mine the amount ofsatisfaction you obtain
from your end product.

All of us, especially when we're anxious
to get on with something that promises en
joyment, tend to bypass important essen
tials. With reloading, it isn't difficult to
arrive at a finished product. The trick-and
this is where the care comes in-is to come
up with a product that'll meet our highest
expectations. To this end, it is worthwhile,
even if you've been into rolling your own
since new Blackhawks were selling for less
than a C-note, to take another look at your
tools, your bench arrangement, and your
methods. If you're a thresholder, you have
the advantage of being in a position to
start right-and stay right. Author fires 'ong-barre' T/ C with JY2X power Lobo scope, Pachmayr fore-end.

BERETTft:S NEW DOUB
Unmistakably Beretta. One small

handful of firepower engineered with
double action d.ependability.

Beretta's brand-new .25 caliber
Model 20 packs in every conceivable
handgun feature on a frame that
belies its 8 round delivery and 11 oz.
weigh-in.

M9S0 Regular

Even Beretta's unusual tip-up
barrel for fast loading. unloading and
cleaning is designed into the Model 20.
Add in this new handgun's straight
blow-back action. recoil ejection.
external thumb safety, a fit and feel
to the palm that suggest a larger
caliber pistol and you've discovered
the ideally engineered handgun.

Beretta has thrown all its tech
nological know-how into the Model 20.

Try it on for size.
Model 950 Family. City Cousins to

the new Model 20. Single action, semi
automatic in .22 Short and .25 Auto.
Eight rounds .25, or 6 rounds .22 Short
magazine capacity. straight blow-back
action. Purely Beretta from styling to
firepower.
Call toll-free for nearest Beretta Dealer.8a 1f l'

5

800-638-1301 '"6 W
7 8 0

Monday through Friday. 8 AM to 8 PM. Eastern Time. ,9
Maryland residents. call 301-283-2191



Accent here is on belling, just enough to seat bullet, without any shaving.

yourself of further interest in a potentially
rewarding pastime.

If your goal isn't making the bullets you
load "shoot where you look;' as hunters
used to say, you're doing a good thing for
the wrong reason; and there's every pos
sibility you've already overlooked the es
sence of reloading.

GOAL: 'A GOOD PRODUCT'
Conceding, however, that no right

minded individual would invest in tools
and components without wanting to turn
out a good product, it is encouraging to
realize that reloading bullets that will
shoot reasonably accurately is not difficult.
The point upon which satisfaction turns is
what you're going to settle for, and how
much point-on shooting you should expect
from the load, the gun, and its sighting ap
paratus. If you haven't come to terms with
your components and equipment with re
spect to these expectations before you
begin, you may be lining up on
disappointment.

Accuracy, as it applies to the kind of
handloaded ammo we're discussing here,
is constituted ina workable grouping of
successive shots at the effective range of
the load. The degree of accuracy we expect
from a target load obviously must be
greater than that expected from a combat
or self-defense load.

There's no reason to demand, for exam
ple, that a .44 Magnum load you've put
together for hunting purposes prints like a
tlilrget rifle at 100 yards. It's just as unrea
sonable to load for high velocity alone (the
looniest of goals) and look for target ac
curacy and ease of shooting. Learn, there
fore, to adjust your expectations according
to the purpose of each load, and the capa
bilities of the gun from which it is to be
fired.

Acceptance of loads that might other
wise be efficient within the perimeters of

their intended purpose is too often de
ferred, because of inadequate methods of
testing. In other words, the reloader
crosses off a component or a charge and
goes on to something else, before he takes
into consideration every aspect of his test
ing. Such an individual will slog labori
ously through an endless series of powder
types, charge weights, bullets, brass and
primers and never find satisfaction with
what he's doing.

Practical testing for acceptable accuracy
Continued on page 56-

LE ACTION MODEL 20.



INFO 'QUICKIE'
Trigger pulls vary from gun to gun.

You should learn to recognize one that
is good for you. This is difficult, and the
knowledge required can only come
from experience.

Handy for reloaders:
Federal's ammo tray

Handloaders will find especially useful
Federal's new Benchmark pistol and
revolver cartridge tray.

The injection molded tray replaces the
often-fragile foam blocks, and is ideal on
the range for fired cases.

Individual cells hold each of the 50
cartridges, while the flexible bottom web
provides elastic cushioning for loaded
cartridges.

Federal now incorporates the
Benchmark tray with the following
calibers, for both loaded ammunition
and unprimed cartridge brass:
.38 Special, .357 Magnum,
.357 Maximum, 9mm, .380 Auto and
.32 S&W Long.

For more information, contact
Federal Cartridge Corporation,
2700 Foshay Tower (Dept. AH),
Minneapolis, MN 55402.

Bilsom earmuHs give
maximum protection

There are some new, heavy-duty
earmuffs on the market that offer superb
attenuation in all frequencies, especially
in the troublesome low frequencies so
often found on rifle and pistol ranges.

Made in Sweden by Bilsom, they're
the Viking 2318 models, which feature
wide air cushions that spread pressure
over a large area for maximum comfort
to the shooter.

The earmuffs were demonstrated at
Ordnance Expo '83, held at the
Los Angeles Police Academy in January.
Comments by experienced shooters there
wer:: extremely favorable.

The headband is equipped with a soft
pad for extra comfort and stability, when
worn in the over-head position.

Extra-deep cups are filled with
Bilsom's acoustic fibers. They provide a
noise reduction rating of 28.7 decibels in
the over-head position (the range of
noise reduction ratings for hearing
protectors is approximately 0-30; high
numbers denote greater effectiveness).

The Viking hearing protectors are
completely adjustable and weigh less
than nine ounces.

Economical earmuff replacement kits
are available and are easily installed.

The Viking 2318 retails for $16.
For more information, write Bilsom

International, Inc. (Dept. AH), 11800
Sunrise Valley Drive, Reston, VA 22091.
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sight channel is reinforced with nylon
webbing.

Many guns will fit into a single holster.
Fit information is contained in the 1983
Michaels catalog, in a holster selection
guide available to dealers, and is
included with instruction material
packaged with each holster.

Michaels offers also two-inch nylon
web holster belts in matching brown and
black. The adjustable Sidekick belts are
56 inches long and feature a quick
release buckle. Suggested retail price is
$7.95.

For a catalog, send $1 to Michaels of
Oregon, POB BOlO (Dept. AH),
Portland, OR 97213.

WHA'rS
NEW

Michaels of Oregon has introduced a
line of padded nylon hip holsters that fit
virtually all handguns, including air
pistols.

They come in 10 sizes and range in
price from $10.95 to $12.95.

The new Sidekick holsters are made of
tough cordura nylon, padded with
waterproof, closed-cell foam and lined
with an abrasion-resistant nylon that
minimizes wear to the gun's finish.

The holsters are available in
camouflage and black finish, in right
and left-hand models.

An adjustable nylon web safety strap
can be quickly lengthened or shortened
to hold different handgun models in
place.

The belt loop on each holster, also
made of nylon web, is positioned to give
the holster a medium-high ride. Just over
two-inches wide, it holds the holster
firmly in position. Inside the holster, the

Michaels of Oregon
has new holster line

( . . / DeSaobs ma'.'faetu.... a """plefe ,:e-~,-~Is"""a.'d
~. acceSSOries, creatively designed to fill the specific

needs of gun en!i;usiasts and law enforcement personnel.

9£ ..
Available at your favorite Firearms or Sporting Goods Store,£ -:'t or mail $2 for catalog. Dealer inquiries invited.

,.,...l.Z'If::' HOLSTER & LEATHER GOODS Dept. AH-7.".• • 1.~ iiiI 155 JERICHO TURNPIKE· MINEOLA, NY ffSOf ·516-742-7900
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Buy One ID811 Book, Get One Free!

$1295

Gun Digest Book Of

\\~~, MODERN GUN VALUES
~~_~. 4th Edition

By Jack Lewis
This updated and expanded edition of
the book that's become the standard for
valuing modern firearms is 16 pages
larger. than its predecessor and covers
all non-military guns introduced between
1900 and 1981 .All guns are listed alpha
betically by manufacturer within their
proper sections for easy reference. In
cludes specifications, introduction and
discontinuance dates, helpful descrip
tions with large, accurate illustrations for
thousands of domestic and imported
firearms. All values have been fully up
dated to give the gun owner a current
reference whether he's buying, selling,
trading or updating the value of his col
lection. 400 8W' x 11" pages.

THE COMPLETE
SURVIVAL GUIDE
By Mark Thiffault
When faced with a life or death situation,
whether as a result of a manmade or
natural disaster, the goal is to stay alive,
and that's what this boOk is all about.
How to survive in the mountains, the
desert, at home. How to survive an earth- :.
quake, flood, hurricane, or brush fire.
What to do in case of chemical, biologi
calor nuclear disaster. Securing your
home and protecting your person in the
aftermath of nuclear catastrophe. How to
prepare for disasters: food preservation
and storage, caching survival tools,
medicines and first-aid equipment.
Comprehensive section on the best
weapons for each situation, plus full
coverage of survival equipment.
256 8%" x 11" pages.

$1095

offer,w~will automaticallyship
you - free of any cost - a
copy of RARE SELECTIONS
FROM OLD GUN CATALOGUES
(Reg. $4.95 retail) as a special
bonus whether you select the
1984 GUN DIGEST HUNTING
AN NUAL as your purchased
book (Column "A") or as your
free book (Column "C'') in the
coupon at the right. Order
#AH4846. Retail price $9.95.
August delivery. The balance of
your order will be processed
immediately.

Combs has compiled a vast array of inter
esting and informative material on carry
ing apparatus for all kinds of firearms.
American and foreign military holsters.
Shoulder holster and harness systems.
Combat and competition holsters. Belts
and slings. Saddle holsters and carrying
cases. Surveys all the major manufact
urers and the development of their var
ious styles and models. Profiles pioneers
of modern holster designs. l.eather care
and maintenance. Leather substitutes,
their pros and cons. Plus an extensive
catalog section and directory of suppliers
and manufacturers. 256 8W' x 11 "pages.

Edited by Roger Combs

Gun Digest Book. Of

HOLSTERS and
other gun leather

#HL4816

$995

,tt\t.\~\" .
~.\,\\t~ Introducing the .•.

G~t-'\JC\c:.~\V\. 1984 GUN DIGESTl"" VfT HUNTING ANNUAL

By Jack Lewis

Gun Digest Book Of

SHOTGUN
GUNSMITHING
By Ralph Walker
As the nation's top shotgun specialist,
Walker covers aspects of the shotgun, its
repair and customizing that most gun
owners have never before considered.
Chapters on patterning, headspace,
leading and rust problems, 16-gauge
conversions, replacement of non-avail
able barrels, stock fitting. Matching the
shotshell to the gun. Basic choke sys
tems and how they work. Full explanation
of the long forcing cone chamber.lnbuilt
chokes, Poly-Choke, Winchoke, the Cutts
Compensator~ how they work and in
stallation instructions for the gunsmith.
Histories of the smoothbore and the shot
shell as well as the development of the
various gauges. 256 8W' x 11" pages.

Gun Digest Book Of

THE HUNTING RIFLE
Lewis presents a thorough and know
ledgeable account of today's hunting
rifles, the pros and cons, from single shot This August, the Editors of GUN
to semi-auto. A study of calibers, match- DIGEST will present a brand
ing the cartridge to the game, with major new hunting annual for the active
emphasis on deer rifles. Varmint rifles hunter, the man who wants to
arid how to use them. Improving accu- improve his hunting skills in
racy in the field. Cures for flinching. Tech- whatever game he pursues.
niques for sighting whether with iron Share the hunting experience
sights or scope. Comparison of the ef- with such greats as Leonard Lee
fectiveness of magnums to standard Rue, Gene Hill,Jim Zumbo,Jack
calibers. Stocking, triggers, trajectory. Lott, Chuck Adams, Rick
Why the pre '64 Winchester Model 70 Jamison, Ed Matunas, and a
seems to be favored over all others and host of others. 224 8% x 11 pages
how it compares with the current feather- on hunting, the hunter and his$1095 weight version. A critical lOok at the 30-06. tools.
Much more. 256 8W' x 11" pages. Order before June 30, 1983 and

. '. in addition to our regular 2-for-1

USE COUPON ON OPPOSITE PAGE TO ORDER NOW!

#SG2916

#HR3926
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Buy One IDBII Book, Get One Free!

Book It

Book It.

Book It

$-------

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF
EXPLODED FIREARMS
DRAWINGS,3rd Edition

Edited by Harold A. Murtz
Expanded to over 400 fire
arms. New drawings from Mar
110, Interarm~ Weatherby,
Savage; the L.harter AR-7;
UZl's submachine gun. 448
8W'x II" pages.

#EX9336 ..... $12.95

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF
SINGLE ACTION
REVOLVERS By Jack Lewis
Covers historr, and folklore,
guns of "good' guys and bad
guys, minis and maxis, com
memoratives and collectibles,
custom grips, holsters, loads,
much more. Catalog section.
256 8W'x II" pages. .

#SA4216 $9.95

$

$

$

Book It

Book It

Name --, _

Book It

Column "B" Total

PLUS POStage,
insurance and
handling fee ($2.00
for each FREE book) $

C
Send These

FREE!

Address _

TOTAL ENCLOSED $ _

Cily, _

1D-DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.
ALLOW 4·~ WEEKS FOR DELIVERY,

OBI sOOKS, INC. Dept. 8414
One Northfield Plaz~. Northfield, IL 60093

PISTOLS OF THE
WORLD, Revised Edition
Bylan V.Hogg & John Weeks
Fully revised authoritative
encyclopedia of over 2000
handgun descriptions and 600
illustrations covering every
model worthy of note intro
duced since 1870.304 8W'
x II" pages.
#PW8226..... $12.95

RIFLESMITHING
By Jack Mitchell

Cov~rs locking systems, proven
designs, triggers, safeties,
barrel riflin~/crowninl1i,bed
ding, bolt Jewelling, 'instal
ling scope mOl.jfits and sling
SWivels, metallic rifle sights,
stocks and forearms, much
more. 256 8W'x II" pages.

#RG2816 $9.95

RELOADING FOR
SHOTGUNNERS
Edited byRobert S.L.Anderson
The psychology of trap and
Skeet reloading, wildcatting,
home def~nse and slug reloads,
patterning, much more. Plus
over 70 pgs. of load d'ata for
10,12,16,20,28 and .410
bore shotguns. Catalogsection.
224 8W'x II" pages.
#RS2606 $8.95
ABC'S OF RE~OADING

2nd Edition
By Dean A. Grennell

Step-by-step instruction on
powders, sh~lIs, shot and
loading density. Covers
handgun, rifle and shotshell
proce<lures. New ballistic
mfo and reload testing tech
niques. 288 8W' xii" pages.

#AB5636 $9.95

PART I: AUTOMATIC PISTOLS
#FP8616 $9.95
PART II: REVOLVERS
:tFFR8626 $9.95
pART III: RIMFIRE RIFLES
#RR8636 $9.95
PART IV: CENTERFIRE RIFLES
#CR8646 : $9.95
PART V: SHOTGUNS
#8R8656 $9.95
PART VI: LAW ENFORCEMENT
WEAPONS #LE8666 ..... $9.95

GUNSMITHING: THE
TRICKS OF THE TRADE

ByJ. B. Wood
Using ordinary workshop
tools, Wood explains how to
replace and repaIr brokenparts
Without welding; repoint firing
pins/auto pistol strikers;
tighten shotguns/revolvers;
more. 288 8\7"x II" pages.

THE COMPLETE GUIDE
TO GAME CARE
AND COOKERY

By Sam Fadala
Fadala's unique approach
covers everything from har
vestmg and preparatIOn to
cooking and serving. Learn
to butcher, bone, can, smoke.
age. but, best of all, enjoy.
288 8\7"x II" pages.

#GS5166 $9.95 #GM7526 $8.95

CARTRIDGES OF THE
WORLD 4th Edition

By Prank C. Barnes
Completely up-dated, this en
cyclopedic work covers the
dimensions. performance para
meters, physical characterist
ics for over 1,000 different
cartridges in one, well-organ
ized book. 384 8W'x II" pages.

#CW5046 .... $10.95
GUN DIGEST BOOK OF
PISTOLSMITHING

. By Jack Mitchell
Covers smoothing, tuning,
timing,joining, metal temper
ing, rebarrelling, troubleshoot
ing, accurizing, installinRlal
tering sights...making reprace
ment pa.rts, l\.its for a 45 auto
rebuilding ajunkerpistoL 288
8W' x II" pages,
#PS9546 $9.95

~1~~~~~iS:s~~~~~~
DISASSEMBLY'

ByJ. B. Wood
Field-stripping and complete
takedown' and reassembly of
201 popular firearms with
photos and text describing
each step. Each book con
tains 288-320 8W' x II"
pages.
ORDER INDIVIDUALLY

METALLIC CARTRIDGE
RELOADING Edited by

Robert S.L. Anderson
How-to articles by experts,
plus over 200 pages of load
table data on approx. 70 rifle
and pistol calibers. Emphasis
on modern rifle & handgun
cartridges, selected obsolete
ones. 320 8W'x II" pages.

#MC2706 .", $10.95

MILITARY SMALL ARMS
OF THE 20TH CENTURY
4th Edition
Bylan V. Hogg & John Weeks
Fully revised comprehensive
illustrated encyclopedia of
small caliber arms used by
the world's armies today,
those used in two world wars,
and those sure to be used in
the '80's. 288 8W'x II" pages.
#ME9146 ..... $10.95

THE COMPLETE GUN DIGEST
BLACK POWDER BLACK POWDER
HANDBOOK LOADING MANUAL

By Sam Fadala By Sam Fadala
Everr.thingfromproperlubes Extensive load table data on
and nfling twist to do-it-your- the most popular bla<;k pow-
selfaccessories. Plus surefire der guns, plus articles on the
loading methods,' ballistics, importance of the patch, State Zip_--::--:-:---:
safetYj successful shooting ~ropellants, much more. 224 u.s. & Canada only. 2 for 1 offer expires In 60 days'
tips, 20 8W'x II" pages. W'x Il"pages. Check or money order must aCCOmpany order.

L- #_B~.L_8_3_2_6_.._._.._._._.$__9_.9__5~ #_B_M_9~5-2-6-.-..-.-..-.-$-9-._9-5~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~------------~
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The seating die must also be backed
out, and the seating stem adjusted.
With the seater body backed out, the
mouth of the die is hidden by the top
section of the press, making it a little
awkward to start the bullet-seating
process.

RCBS die sets, specifically designed
to load the .357 Maximum cartridge,
are now available. These dies will elimi
nate the problems mentioned, but will
not load .38 Special or .357 Magnum
cases.

Part numbers for these die sets are
21208, regular, and 21212, tungsten
carbide.

These die sets do not include a wad
cutter seating plug, but do include
round nose, semi-wadcutter and a spe
cial plug to seat the new Speer 180
grain FMJ silhouette bullet, or bullets
cast from the new RCBS 180-grain bul
let of the same shape.

Suggested retail die prices are the
same as other regular RCBS dies: $31
for steel dies, and $53 for the carbide
set. The .357 Maximum case uses the
normal RCBS #6 (.38 Special/.357
Magnum) shellholder.

Any of Speer's .357 inch diameter
jacketed bullets can be used in the .357
Maximum. Recommended bullet
weights, however, are 140, 158 and 180
grain weights.

In loading the new Speer .357/180
grain FMJ bullet, the case mouth
should be crimped over the bullet
shoulder, to prevent bullet jump under
recoil.

Lead bullets probably will produce
leading problems, unless gas-check
types are used.

Designed for handgun hunters and
metallic silhouette target shooters, the
.357 Remington Maximum cartridge
generates energy levels that put it in
the class with the .44 .....
Magnum cartridge. ""'

The custom handgun is not the magi~

way to championship scores; however,
virtually all top shooters use them.
When you purchase a custom handgun
you are buying the best tool available.
Pistol marksmanship is definitely a
"do-it-yourself' project, in that you are
the fellow (or gal) who has to shoot the
scores. The development of your skill
will be the only limiting factor in your
scores when you have the best tools
available, through the purchase of
good, proven custom handguns.

INFO 'QUICKIE'

J

_ G

Q

conducted. Results will appear in the
September/October issue.

Meantime, because of the tremen
dous demand for information on how
to reload this caliber, we offer the
following data:

Although the .357 Remington Max
imum cartridge can be loaded with the
RCBS .38/.357 combo dies and some
earlier model .38 Special or .357 Mag
num die sets, the expander and seater
dies require a major adjustment.

The sizer may leave a ring on the case
body, due to the case taper. The ex
pander body must be backed out of the
press, and the expander adjusted to
give the right case mouth flare.

o
NEW!

CUSTOM
~tNa~,,,"~~~!!

SINCE 1949 Micro, Bomar front sights 18.95
B. King's Bushing Wrench 3.00
C. King's White Outline Blade will fit Ruger, Colt,

Micro sights 5.50
D. King's Recoil Buffer & Heavy Duty Plug Set tor

Colt 45 Auto; 416 stainiess steei, RC 30-35 (spec-
ify Government or Commander) 26.50

E. Magazine Base Pad 1.25
F. King's Wide Combat Grip Safety-no alteration to

frame (specify Gov't or Commander) 26.00
G. King's Recoii Spring Guides; 416 stainless steel,

ground. heat treated finish (specify Government
or Commander) 26.00

H. King's Trigger Boot for Colt 45 Auto, acts as stop,
Gold Cup Width 12.50

I. King's Target Bushing (blued), 45, 38, 9mm 9.95
J. 'King's N.M. Bushing; 416 stainless steel RC30-35;

45, 38, 9mm 16.50
K. King-Tappan Combat Sight, the famous anginal

for Colt 45 Auto
Set 29.95
l. King Hard Ball Sight Set 20.00

King's Hard Ball w/white Outline Set 23.00
M. King's Combat Speed Safety 19.00
N. King's Extended Siide Stop 30.00
O. King's Recoil Compensator-with National Match

Bushing, machined from one piece .416 stainless
RC30-35 for 45 Autos.
Must be fitted 34.00

P. Kit will do 50/60 inserts, glass mixing bowls,
dropper, and detailed instructions included

E 1~
Q. King's Custom Narrow Slot Grips Screws .416

stainless 1.35
(Also available in blue finish)

Gunsmiths inquire about quantity prices

Gunsmithing at the finestl Have your Colt Auto or
ours customized as only King's can do it! We've been
satisfying our customers nationwide for over 30
years! Inquire for prices.

For inquiries, send self-addressed stamped envelope to:

KING'S GUN WORK'S 1837 W. Glenoaks Blvd.- Glendale,
CA 91201 (213) 956-6010 6

.(.

COD (Cash Only), MASTER CARD, VISA ACCEPTED.
*CA. RESIDENTS ADD 6%. SHIPPING & HANDLING 1.50.

M

.357 MAX. TESTS
STILL UNDERWAY

Len Davis

I n the March/April issue of the
American Handgunner we said we

would carry an in-depth test report on
the new .357 Maximum revolver and its
ammunition "as soon as they become
available."

The guns are available in limited
quantity, and there's plenty of ammuni
tion around; but our tests are still being

Please give street address tor shipping as we pre
fer to ship UPS although we will ship by U.S. Postal
Service if necessary.

A cashier's check or money order will speed up

your order as personal cnecks must clear before
order is sent.

If amount for shipping and handling is not ade
quate. the balance will be sent COD (Cash Only).

1983 HANDG"NNER ANNUAL
Now on your newssfand'
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Add $2.50 postage &handling per order, COD's welcome. Available from

UU1'fi1flj"/N'lI''''.¥''

ROGERS HOLSTERS
1736 St. Johns Bluff Rd., Jacksonville, Fla. 32216

PH 800-874-1610 - Part No. 430025
Dealers Inquire

WILSON'S GUN SHOP, INC.
Rt.3, Box 211-01, Berryville, Ark. 72616

PH 501-545-3618 - Part No. 64

WILSON-ROGERS SHOK-BUFF®
RECOIL SYSTEM $29'5 Retail

THE SOPHISTICATED HANDGUNNER DEMANDS
tHE UTMOST IN DESIGN AND CRAFTSMANSHIP a
SO ONLY A COBRA WILL DO AT HIS SIDE! cOBRA
Send $2.00 for 24-page full color catalog. E I . I b GUNSKIN·

XC USIVe y y

1865 New Highway, Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735/516-752-8544

THE
"STINGRAY"

Series ofdouble
slotted holsters

for most gun sizes.

*Specialists in metal finishing*

QUICK
QUIZ

H ere are 10 true or false statements
developed from recent issues of

the American Handgunner. If you get
seven or more right, you win the Care
ful Reader Award and a tip 0' the hat
from Editorial Director Jerry Rakusan.
Answers are on page 23 .

(I) Bill Wilson's Accu-Comp System
retards, redirects recoil; this results in
seemingly less 'kick.' (T) (F)

(2) As pistol champ John Shaw put it,
"A match is 10 percent mental condi
tioning, 90 percent shooting." (T) (F)

(3) Warren Center designed the
Thompson/Center Contender (and
other T /C) guns in the mid-late
1960s. (T) (F)

(4) Colt's latest model handgun is the
"New Service" revolver. (T) (F)

(5) The first all-stainless steel hand
gun scope was introduced by the W. R.
Weaver Company.' (T) (F)

(6) The Frontier Museum in Te
mecula is adjacent to the Tex Shoe
maker holster plant. (T) (F)

(7) Bar-Sto makes precision barrels
in 9mm, .45 and .38 Super
calibers. (T) (F)

(8) The Eagle .357 Magnum auto is
one of the hottest handguns on the
IPSC circuit. (T) (F)

(9) Jeff Cooper organized the South
West Pistol League in the early
1960s. (T) (F)

(10) The Devel Corporation now
makes an eight-shot magazine for Colt
.45 autos. (T) (F)

1983 HANDGUNNER ANNUAL
Now on your newsstand'

By Len Davis

Gun refinishing supplies for the hobbiest
or the professional. Largest supplier in
the Southwest of buffing wheels, abra
sives, buffing machinery, Foredom tools
and accessories, Dremel accessories,
Cratex accessories, and bluing supplies
and equipment. Send $2.00 for catalog.

********
P.O. Box 13522, Arlington, lX. 76013

Phone (817) 274-1282 Dept. A

KNIFE" GUN FINISHING SUPPLIES
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IF YOU'RE SERIOUS ABOUT HANDGUNNING write for our new
free, 34 page catalog. One glance through the Contender section and you'll

see why Contender is the leader in down range performance.

I

$ 8.66
13.88

6/24.00
48/144.00

15 rd/14.95
25 rd/18.95

5.95
6/38.00

18.95
15.88
19.95

ALL MAGS GUARANTEED TO FIT AND FEED

~~~~~~1\1""
M191l. 1911Al. MK-IV.~: 1\

Gold Cups. Vegas '" •
Commanders. etc. • --

245 Auto Mags in GI belt pouch. all new
STAINLESS MAG SET
45 Mags, each only 4.49

12/42.00
45 Colt Auto, 10 rd 9.95

20 rd/16.95
Mag Loader, 45 automatic
455.5. Mags, each 7.49
Detonics 45,2 in pouch
Colt 38 Super, 21n pouch
Colt 9mm, 2 in pouch
Browning 9mm high power, 2 mags in free

pouch, (13 rd) 19.95
Browning 9mm, 22 rd 16.95 30 rd/24.95
S & W or Browning Mag Loader 5.95
S&W Mod 59 or 459 30 rd mag 24.95 14 rd/14.95
9mm Luger or 9mm P-38 Walther, 2 in pouch 22.95
Colt Woodsman 22 cal,

all models since WWII 12.95
Ruger 22 Auto, all models, each 7.95

2 in pouch 15.95
Star-PD 45, 2 in pouch 21.95
S&W M39, 2 in pouch 15.95 15 rd, ea. 19.95
Star BM, BKM or BKS 9mm, 2 with pouch 21.95

Y, MOON CLIPS FOR ALL 45 CAL REVOLVERS
8 pr. 2.00

20 pr. 4.00
50 pr. 8.95

Please include 1.75 minimum postage
and handling per order

Pistol Shootin' was once a close-up thing. Way down range was fifty yards and most
handgun cartridges had lost their "zap" by the time they made the journey. Designed

specifically for hunting, Contender has totally altered the history of handgunning.
Its superb accuracy, coupled with its unique interchangeable barrel system and

wide selection of meaningful calibers has extended the range of the hunting hand-
gun to over 200 yards. Whitetails, Mule Deer, Antelope, Grizzly, Elk, you name

the North American big game animal and Contender has the trophy to show for it.

The first "out of the box" production pistol to shoot a perfect score in Metallic
Silhouette, Contender Is now available In .357 Rem. Maximum.

I . _ I

CoNTENDER

two felt cleaners. One cylinder-shaped
felt cleaner is screwed onto the threaded
front end of the adapter; the other
is slipped on the smooth forward tip of
the pin.

When the shooter runs the felt
cleaners through the barrel, the first one
collects and pushes out the dirt, fouling
and old oils. This felt cleaner then drops
off, leaving the second one for polishing.
There's no dirty cloth or brush spreading
dirt, as it is run up and down the barrel.

To do a thorough job of cleaning rifled
barrels, Beeman suggests finishing by
applying a fine gun oil, such as Beeman's
MP-5, on one of these special felt disks.

Disks, felt cleaners, adapters and rods
are sold separately.

For more information, see the latest
Beeman Guide (# 10), available from
local Beeman dealers, or contact Beeman
Precision Airguns, Inc., 47 Paul Drive
(Dept. AH), San Rafael, CA 94903.

"............,
~t..~

THOMPSON/CENTER ARMS Farmington Road, P.O. Box 2426, Dept. TAH 7
Rochester, New Hampshire 0386!
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Beeman Rifling Cleaning System

THE HANDGUN
THAT ALTERED
THE GAME!

WHAT'S NEW
COlltilllled/rom page 14

I::).~'!'11ft :.:.:. ~<.~••- 4 ..i:&J. v:: ..

Beeman announces new
gun cleaning systems

New Beeman firearms cleaning
systems are said to make other methods
obsolete.

Beeman told the American
Handgunner that its new systems
"provide a better, faster, and easier
method of cleaning gun barrels."

Con'/entional systems of barrel
cleaning utilize rods that accommodate
only one cleaning cloth or brush at a
time. As the cloth or brush is run
through the barrel it spreads dirt and
oils, rather than thoroughly removing
them.

The new Beeman system utilizes an
adapter (attached to a rod), which holds
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100 MILLION ROUNDS!!
MORE THAN ONE HUNDRED MIL

LION CARTRIDGES were reloaded on
DILLON machines last year. That may
be more ammo than was reloaded on all
other progressive loaders combined! So
if it is volume loading you're after - - get
a DILLON.
The DILLON RL-450 is the least expen

sive, fastest-selling progressive reloader
on the market today. The RL-450 is
changing the way shooters reload. In
the past, only the professional reloader
could afford a progressive machine,
Now the DILLON RL-450 puts efficient,
progressive reloading of both rifle and
pistol calibers in reach of most shooters.
Production rate of the RL-450 is in
excess of 400 rounds per hour. If you
hate to waste time reloading, the
DILLON RL-450 is the machine for you.
Comes complete for one caliber, with
powder measure and large and small
primer feed, (except dies). $365.00

"The reloading machine for
shooters who HATE to reload."



DVNAMIT NOBEL OF AMERICA INC.
105 Stonehurst Court, Northvale, New Jersey 07647

Phone (201) 767-1660 Telex 134-405

Now you can purchase the
accessories you need in one
convenient place, We offer:

Forward Correct remittance in
cash. check or M.O. along

with 10% or $2.50 postage to:
FREE CATALOG UPON REQUEST!

Dealers please inquire

SJHl(() (OrXST
SUI»PI~Y

6225th
Belle Fourche, SO 57717

C.O.D. 's Welcome
or call your Visa and Mastercharge

orders to
(605) 892-2822

Attention!
,e((»Mi~AT

SJH[((»i(()lEI{S

Kings Extended Safties 18.50
Ambidextrous Saflies-M-S Safari 34.50

Colt 47.95
Extended Slide Release 19.50
Wilson Shok-buff 5.50
Wilson-Dwyer Group Gripper Govt. 22.95

Comm. 27.95
Wolff 18'hlb. recoil spring 4.50
MK IV recoil spring 1.50
Extended Magazine Release 17.50
Micro a~ljustablesights 31.50
Wichita adjustable sights 49.95
King-Tappac fixed sights 29.00
MMC Bar \"'1 os, fixed sights 26.00
Mellett fixed sights 26.00
Beavertail grip safties- M -S Safari 19.00

Colt 23.00
Long Match Triggers 10.40

31ightening holes 17.50
Magazines- Colt, blue 16.00

Devel,8rds 17.95
Flat Mainspring housing- Colt, cked. 23.00

Colt. serrated 23.00
Pachmayr 9.95

Colt Barrell and Bushing sets 48.60
Colt Commander Hammers 16.50
Micro Bushing 9.50
Bianchi "Askins Avenger" 35.00
Bianchi "Chapman Hi-Ride" 40.95
Blocker "Security" (teflon lined) 35.95
Blocker "X-16" 26.95
Rogers "Idaho Reloader" pouch 5.95
Rogers E-Z load 5.95
Bianchi "clip grip" 21.00
Blocker "double clip" 21.00
Rogers PPS Grips 15.25
Bianchi "Lightning" grips 21.00
Pachmayr "combat" grips 17.50
Deton ics Extended Recoil

Spring Guide 28.00
IPSC Hat Pins 6.75

\Ve have considerable experience
in ]Jerforming IPSC style modifica
tions. InqUire for details.

We are a Colt's Warranty Repair
Station' and carry a wide variety
of Colt Parts. I~~.u.i~~ for details.

We offer a complete money back
guarantee --

Here's a quick rundown on seven
good-looking catalogs for 1983.

DeSantis Holster and Leather Goods
Co. A 20-pager in full color. Gene De
Santis, founder and president of the
company, told the American Handgun
ner "it is by far the most complete and
informative book we've produced in
the company's lO-year history."

It's filled with pictures of holsters and
handgun accessories, and features 25
new items.

For a copy, send $2 to the company at
155 Jericho Turnpike (Dept. AH),
Mineola, NY 11501-1783. They're free
to distributors, retailers and law en
forcement agencies.

Leopold & Stevens, Inc. A 16-pager in
full color, showing handgun scopes and
explaining the design, manufacture,
testing and use of each particular
model. Mounts, too.

For a free copy, write the company at
POB 688 (Dept. AH), Beaverton, OR
97075.

Millet Sights. A 16-page profusely il
lustrated catalog of handgun sights and
various accessories, including the new
Handgun Boresighter Gauge (which
saves money and takes the guesswork
out of sighting-in your pistol or re
volver). A useful guide for the
handgunner.

For a free copy, write the company at
16131 Gothard St. (Dept. AH), Hunt
ington Beach, CA 92647.

Interarms, A 34-pager in full color,
showing the Walther pistol line; also
Mauser, Star, Astra, Bernadelli, Virgin
ian Dragoon and Sig Sauer double
action autos and Rossi revolvers. Plus
handgun accessories and an attractive
price list.

For a free copy, write the company at
10 Prince St. (Dept. AH), Alexandria,
VA 22313.

Dornaus & Dixon Enterprises, Inc. Its
16-page catalog features the Bren Ten
line of .45 ACP and IOmm autos, plus a
comprehensive description of the new
IOmm ammo. Accessories also are

7 catalogs are
examined by AH

....

For the past 30 years Darton has supplied the true
bowman with the finest crafted bows and quality
accessories. In continuing this tradition, Darton
introduces 11 new top-performing, high-energy bows
for the 80's. Featuring a brand new innovation in
high energy eccentrics ... the MARK I. It's designed
for maximum stored energy and much faster arrow
speed.
Value ... another Darton tradition that
assures you dependability, quality
and excellent performance at a
reasonable investment.
Start enjoying true excellence in
archery! Visit your Darton
dealer and/or send for our new
full·line catalog now.

TRUI IXCllllNCI
IN ARCHIRY

DARTON
.A- .....

DARTON ARCHERY
Dept. AH7-8 P.O. Box 4340

3261 Flushing Rd. Flint. Michigan 48504
13131239·7361

!111m 1@]II'I'I!l1Im~ iPif ,.,. •
~ ~VY~. pa ~
~ ~

!
"RWS MEISTERKUGELN •

MATCH PELLETS ... ~

, "Tum Lead into Gold, ~
~ just ask the Chomps" •
~ RWS Meisterkugeln Match Pellets ~
PJmI dre the most respected name in ~
~ World Class Competition. Since 1973 ~
rffiI nearly 800/0 of all medals won, were ~
~ by shooters using these quality pel- ~m lets. At the first three World Air Gun m
~ Championships, Meisterkugeln Pel· ~

~ lets stand out as the favorite with in- ~
~ dividual medal winners. . captur- ~m ing 19 out of 24 Gold, 22 out of 24m Silver, and 15 out of 24 Bronze. ~

~ ~I
~ ~I
~ ~I
~ yellow boxes for the air blue boxes for the air ~
~ rifle competitor. pistol competitor. ~

~ Ask for them by name - there are no m
substitutes - just ask the Champs ~

~ ~
~ ~fI~ ~
~ Dlinamit Nobel ~
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Also
available

in .22"

Sugg. Retail $129.95 at your dealer or direct.

Beeman/Webley Hurricane
• powerful and rugged

- for field use and
informal shooting

practice

• smashing
velocity
to 470 fps

• excellent
field accuracy

• adjustable
trigger pull

• micrometersights
• scope base

included. add a
scope with no
gunsmithing

• no pumping. no C02, no valves

BEEMAN INC.. 47-HG7 Paul Dr., San Rafael.
Calif. 94903 U.S.A.. (415)472-7121 - 24 hrs.,? days

BEEMAN makes
it HURRICANE

season all year long

Send for 92-pg Adult Airgun Catalog/Guide,
with new firearm section. $2 or FREE with
mention of code HG7. Add $1 for fast 1st class
mailing. Add $3 for overseas delivery.

DYNAMIT NOBEL OF AMERICA INC.
105 Stonehurst Court. Northvale. New Jersey 07647

Phone (201) 767·1660 Telex 134-405
I

~~I~I.mImImI (iii" . mI
mI !\VY~ .. mI
mI ~mI RWS MATCH RIMFIRE mI
mI CARTRIDGES... . [I
mI Big Winners of the ~

mI Smull Bore! mI
mI All RWS RimIire Match Car- mI

tridges feature optimum bulletmI designs that enhance their per- mI
m formance, stringent quality con- mm tral testing that assures consis- ~
'ill tent accuracy / velocities, and ~

~ over 50 years experience in set- ~mI ting records and collecting mI
m medals. For example at the 1982 mm National Small Bore Champion- m
'ill ships, Silhouette event, RWS / 'ill
; (~J- R-t~Os~:~t~~:d ;

Iirst 40/40mI .@!j jiM::J~I~f.';,<%t.; ever. mI
mI- mI'ill Ask for them by name - there are no ~
~ substitutes - just ask the Champs ~

mI m~~ mImI miPJ~ [I
mI Dqnamit Nobel mI

listed, along with a rundown of author
ized dealers throughout the United
States.

For a free copy, write the company at
15896 Manufacture Lane (Dept. AH),
Huntington Beach, CA 92649.

Trapper Gun, Inc. A 16-page catalog
in full color describes the pistol
smithing work done by the company,
on both revolvers and autos. Many
guns are pictured, with various
customizing features for a wide range
of handgun sports and uses. A com
plete price list is included.

For a free copy, write the company at
18717 East Fourteen Mile (Dept. AH),
Fraser, Ml 48026.

I ver Johnson's A rms, Inc. A color cat
alog describes the company's Model
X300 (.380 Pony) auto and Models
TP22 and TP25 (.22 and .25 ACP)
autos.

For a free copy, write the company at
Wilton Ave. off South Ave. (Dept. AH),
Middlesex, IIIIIIIIIII-
NJ 08846. ~

INDUSTRY INSIDER
COlltilluedfrom page 78

QUICK QUIZ
ANSWERS

COlltillued from page 19

(I) True.
(2) False. Reverse the numerals and
you'll be right.
(3) True.
(4) False. The "New Service" revolver
was produced by Colt from 1897 to
1943.
(5) True.
(6) False. The museum is adjacent to
the Bianchi Gunleather plant in
Temecula.
(7) True.
(8) False. Only prototypes have been
made (in Israel); production models
are expected shortly.
(9) True.
(10) True.

expense-to build temporary shooting
facilities in its gigantic parking lot; but
that, too, was turned down.

It's a shame that no one seems to be tak
ing all this seriously. I don't know where to
place the blame, but you are-for sure
going to hear a tremendous uproar if the
shooting events don't take place. It will
make Watergate look like a ruddy parking
ticket!

The hundreds of American shooters
who vie for Olympic berths, and those who
were disilppointed in 1980 when the U.S.
boycotted the Moscow Olympics, deserve
better than another year without the op-
portunity to at least try ~

for the elusive gold medal. ~

Hercules.
Specialists in
smokeless powders
for the Reloader.
Hercules. The leader in reloading
powders for more than sixty years.
Red Dot" Bullseye® Herco-A
Green Dot" Unique® Reloder 718-
Blue Dot" Hercules 2400jj)

Each is special, and each del ivers
high energy, fast, clean burn, shot-to
shot consistency, and economy.
Anticorrosive, too, for gun protection.

You do a special job when you re
load. Be sure your powder comes
from the special ist. And be sure to
pick up a Hercules Reloaders' Guide
FREE at your dealer's.

Hercules Incorporated, Marketing
Division, Wilmington, DE 19899.
XS 81-1

.@HERCULES
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Now
you
call it a

ilie®

PO. Box 1840, Ontario, California 91762
FREE BROCHURE ON REQUEST

The lowly flashlight has historically been
treated as just one more way of selling
batteries. Usually nothing more than a
sheet metal cylinder with a switch and a
reflector. "Usually" they last just about as
long as the original batteries.

Of course, on the job professionals like
police, firemen and field engineers de
mand more ... they use the Mag-Lite.

Constructed of aircraft grade aluminum
with the exacting tolerances of a fine
machine tool, the Mag-Lite features: a pat
ented, totally sealed self-cleaning switch
and is O-ringed throughout for maximum
moisture resistance. More ... the Mag-Lite is
the original adjustable beam flashlight.

With just Yo turn of its
headcap, the patented
cam action system lets
you go from a full in
tensity spot, to a soft

., "covering" flood.
The right light for any job!
Available at most sport
ing goods, hardware and
police equipment outlets.

rna

Lyman puts out new,
40-pg. color catalog

It describes metallic reloading equip
ment, bullet moulds and casting prod
ucts, publications, black powder guns,
kits and accessories and hunting and
target sights.

Complete specifications and prices
are included.

For a copy, send $2 to Phil Chase at
the company, Rt. 147 (Box AH), ......
Middlefield, CT 06456. ~

-----

Forster Accu-Loader
is first of its kind

Tyman Products Corporation of Mid
Ldlefield, Connecticut has come out
with its 1983 catalog, a 40-pager in full
color.

The new Forster Accu-Loader features
a self-indexing, automatic turret
advancement mechanism, the first of its
kind in hand-operated reloading presses.

The self-indexing mechanism advances
the turret with each pull of the lever, and
the five-station turret may be used for
mounting two, three or four piece die
sets and a powder measure.

Die sets can be permanently mounted
and ready to reload at all times.

The entire stroke of the ram is
completed with only a 95-degree pull of
the lever; this shortened lever pull saves
time and effort, and is another first in
reloading presses.

The 39-pound frame of the Accu
Loader provides rigidity, with no spring
in the turret and perfect alignment
between the one-inch ram and dies.

Three mounting slots provide
maximum stability for all heavy-duty
pres\) requirements.

The turret accepts any 7/8 inch die set
or powder measure.

Suggested retail price is $298.
For more information, contact

Forster Products, 82 East Lanark Ave.
(Dept. AH), Lanark, IL 61046.

Scale %

Handguns to
44 Magnum

•

Now you can join the champions, Mickey Fowler and
Mike Dalton, in the latest, most improved techniques
in the arts of self defense, competition, or just those
who must carry a pistol daily. Classes are now forming
with the personal supervision of Mickey and Mike at
their new facility in So. Cal. These international experts
will teach you to fire fast controlled shots, with the
mental conditioning to attain pin-point accuracy and
fulfill your personal goals!
Send $1.00 Postage and Handling For Full Descriptive Brochure To:
International Shootists Inc. P.O. Box 5254, Mission Hills, CA 91345

~~I! IS YOUR
LIFE
SAFE?

PN-TI61201

INTERNATIONAL SHOOTISTS INC.

Silhouette is
shock mounted
bending back as
it is hit then
springing back
with a clang to
its original
position.

TORSO
SPRINGER

For free catalog of our competitive and
"Shootin for Fun" metallic silhouette~

Write TARGET MASTERS8341 CanogaAve.A

Canoga Park. CA 91304 (213) 998·3166
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You will solve the problems of slippage and inconsistant hold by simply installing a pair of Bullshooters
Fingergroove Grips on your gun.

Your scores will improve automatically as the fingergrooves insure proper hand placement and totally
eliminate shifting of the weapon especially during rapid fire.

These features, combined with the natural pointing and handling characteristics give the advantage you
need in hunting or competitive shooting.

BEAUTIFUL CONTROL
NOW AVAILABLE FOR COLT PYTHON,

S&W, N, L & KFRAME REVOLVERS
AS WELL AS AUTOMATICS

SUPERIOR CONTROL
DOESN'T HAVE TO BE UGLY.

CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-528-1142
ORDERS ONLY

,._- -

.41 AVENGERTM
Instantly convert your 1911 to the hard
hitting flat shooting .41 Avenger by
installation of SSK's conversion kit. Kit
consists of a Match Grade .41 Avenger
Barrel, National Match type fitted bushing,
link, complete die set, and spring set.
SSK's Kit is available as a,"drop in" unit or
oversize for gunsmith fitting. Ballistically
the .41 Avenger combines the flat trajectory
of the 9MM with 30% more energy than a
.45 while retaining enough bullet diameter
to create effective wounds. The 185 grain
cast bullet at 1200 F.P.S. delivers out
standing accuracy, produces 590 F.P.E. and
astounding penetration. Jacketed .410
diameter bullets may be used. .45 ACP
cases are readily formed in the full length
sizing die for target loads. Bullet molds
available. Commander and Government
Model Kits, $230.00. 6" for 5" Slide,
$240.00. Match Grade 45 Barrels also,
$130.00 with bushing and link. Stamp for
information.

SSK INDUSTRIES
Route 1, Della Drive

Bloomingdale, Ohio 43910

614·264-0176

Detonics
$24.95
$35.00
$85.00

BULLSHOOTERS' new FLUORESCENT
Sight Insert Kit ... An acrylic resin with
5 fluorescent colors; red, yellow, orange,
blue. green, and opaque white. A liquid
that hardens in 10 minutes, without heat.
Inserts won't fall out, withstand hot
bluing, Our Fluorescent kit includes side
forms. mixing bowl. and complete, illus
trated instructions on Iront.nd rear sight
inserts. Immediate shipment. satisfaction guaranteed.
20 INSERT 1 COLOR KIT (ANY COLOR) $8.95
20 INSERT FLUROESCENT 6 COLOR KIT .. $16.95 Ppd.
150 INSERT FLUORSCENT 7 COLOR KIT .. $38.50 Ppd.
300 INSERT FLUROESCENT 7 COLOR KIT. $59.00 Ppd,
LUMINOUS PIGMENT (FOR 20 INSERTS) ..... $15.00

RUORESCENT COLORS!

NEW! BULLSHOOTERS
White Outline Rear Sight Blades
Fit: Colt, Micro, Ruger, Virginian Dragoon

$4.95 Each
Only $3.50 ea. when ordered with any insert
kit.
Also Available with a Luminous Outline,
same prices.

"100% PROFESSIONAL" Shooting Industry, Sept. 1980
"IF YOU WANT TO INSTALL INSERTS WITH PROFESSIONAL LOOKING RESULTS ...
THE BULLSHOOTERS' INSERT KIT IS WHAT YOU'RE LOOKING FOR ... 1981 American
HandgunnerAnnual

GENUINE BULLSEYE SPRING KITS
Ruger d/a Revolvers (.357 & .44) $8.60 Colt Automatic Pistols $14.45
Dan Wesson (.357 & .44) $8.60 Browning Hi-Powers $13.50
Smith & Wesson J Frame $8.60 Smith & Wesson Mod. 39 & 59 $13.50
Smith & Wesson N, K, & L Frame .. $11.50 Ruger New Model Single Actions .. $11.50
Colt Python & Old Style Trooper ... $11.50

, '?\' 1 BULLSHOOTERS' SUPPLY =
I MasterCard: 1241 East Prince Road/P.O. Box 13446 VISA
'- _.':X......) Tucson, Arizona 85732/602-298-6924

Bullshooters' Supply is a division of the B.E.W.B. Corp.
Copyright, @1983 BEWB CORP.

Now yO'u can have beautiful control in Cocobolo, Zebrawood, Rosewood, or other unusual exotic woods,
like the exhibition grade Bacote illustrate'd above. Quaiity engineered, finely finished, your new Bull-
shooters' Fingergroove Grips will give you positive, beautiful control. Revolvers

Hi-Powers
S&W 39 & 59

$33.00
$45.00
$85.00

Colt
Walnut $24.95
Standard Grade Exotics. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $39.95
Exhibition Grade Exotics $85.00
Send $1.00 for our complete brochure. Dealer inquiries welcome.

,

MasterCard, VISA - C.O.D.'s Welcome

GET THE
COMPETITIVE EDGEI
HANDGUN COMPETITION is the
comprehensive sourcebook that
covers all aspects of competitive
pistol and revolver shooting. Top
ics include historical develop
ment, shooting instruction' and
selection, care and maintenance
of equipment. Also featured is a
review of the rules and techniques
governing each of the major
types of competition: civilian, po
lice, or military. If you are a
prizewinning shooter, or just want
to be, then send for a copy of this
book right away. Only $14.95 plus
$1.50 postage and handling..............................................
HANDGUNNER BOOKS, Dept. 99AH-7
591 Camino de la Reina, # 200,
San Diego, CA 92108
__ Please send me a copy of
HANDGUN COMPETITION.
Enclosed is $14.95
plus $1.50 postage and handling.

Charge my credit card __ Visa/ MC
__ MasterCard Number _

Exp. Date Initials _
NAME _

ADDRESS _

CITY STATE _ ZIP __

California residents add 6% sales tax.
Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.
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NCNV IN PRODUCTION•••

MAGNUM
KIT
kits everywhere in various stages of
completion.

I selected two six-inch and one five-inch
barrel kits at random. I felt that this would
be the best way to make sure I had true
production quality units to evaluate.

Since I was purchasing the units, I se
lected one of the six-inch kits for myself. I
felt that the .451 cartridge would, in the
longer barrel configuration, be suitable for
handgun hunting. Washington State,
where I reside, has a minimum barrel
length of six inches for any handgun used
to hunt big game. The other two kits were
for friends who had offered their guns for
use in the tests.

DROP-IN FIT
It turned out that the conversion units

are almost a drop-in fit with most guns.

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER . JULY / AUGUST 1983

By Dave Stanford

Includes everything
needed to convert
the Colt .45 auto to
this new and ver
satile caliber. Units
are almost a drop-in
fit with most guns.

D etonics Manufacturing Corporation
has, for some time, been promising

to bring out its .451 Detonics Magnum car
tridge in a conversion kit that will fit the
Colt Government Model .45 Auto. Most of
the kits supplied have been "custom
made;' not true examples of normal pro
duction runs.

I was offered the opportunity to test sev
eral of these early prototypes and evaluate
them, but declined to do so until I was cer
tain that production difficulties had been
solved. I was somewhat skeptical because
many other companie~had tried similar
concepts-to no avail.

When Detonics informed me that it had
a large quantity of the kits in stock and a
steady supply in production I was de
lighted. I stopped by at the factory a few
days later and, sure enough, there were
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Author clears last bow;ing pin from table; one round, one pin was the rule.
Even when hit in the head with the .45 J Detonics load, pins drop-quickly.

The only tools necessary to do the fitting
are a small mill bastard file, a fine mill file,
both with safety edges, and a small abra
sive wheel or moto-tool with rubberized
abrasive attachment.

The two guns I had chosen to have the
barrels fitted were a Colt Government
Model and a Colt Gold Cup, both in .45
ACP caliber. The fitting of the units took
about 30 to 45 minutes each. The barrel on
the Government Model virtually dropped
in with only about half-a-dozen file strokes
on the hood necessary to fit it. The extrac
tor was another matter and required a
small amount ofnarrowing of the nose and
reducing the tension ring with the rub
berized abrasive. All other parts were in
stalled without any other fitting.

The only fitting required on the Gold
Cup was that the hood on the barrel be
narrowed and shortened and the files were
used for this. No fitting of the extractor was
necessary.

I learned a great deal by going through
the fitting process at Detonics. I was able to
successfully fit the standard five-inch bar
rel in a Government Model in about 30
minutes, going very slowly and carefully.
The five-inch model is slightly longer than
the standard barrel and protrudes about
.200-inch from the muzzle. This is for in
stant identification, according to a Deto
nics spokesman.

Ifyou have had barrel fitting experience,
putting the units together is a relatively
easy process.

CLOSER TOLERANCES
The metal used in the Detonics .451 bar

rel is not the normal 400 series stainless
steel. This is a new generation of stainless,
with far greater tensile strength and less
elongation and distortion properties. De-

This Speer 200-grain hollow point, fired
into damp sand at J,300 Ips, expanded to
.830-inch, retained all its weight.

tonics holds its barrels to far closer dimen
sional tolerances than was even possible a
couple of years ago.

The Detonics .451 Magnum kit appears
to be truly match quality throughout. It
consists of a match barrel with fitted bush
ing link and pin, one of Detonics' re
designed extractors that works well with
either .451 Magnum cases or Colt .45 ACP
cases, and a Detonics Competition Recoil
System with guide rod and impact-dead
ening elastimer; together with a heavy duty
firing pin spring. Included in the kit is a

Forester reamer for making your own
cases out of .308 Winchester brass, along
with a box of 50 .451 Detonics Magnum
brass made by Winchester. Instruction and
reloading manuals complete the package.

The whole kit is packaged in an attrac
tive red and black box and is priced at
$250. for standard barrel lengths in Gold
Cup Government and Commander con
figurations. For the extended barrel ver
sions in any of the above configurations,
the price is $275.

I elected to test only bullets recom
mended by Detonics for the .451 and se
lected two powders that I had used in test
ing this cartridge in the short Detonics .451
Magnum pistol: Unique and 700X. The
other powder that I used for testing was
Hercules 2400 which, according to the H.P.
White data, produced very uniform ve
locities and lower pressures for the velocity
generated. I had passed up this powder
earlier as I felt that it would be too slow
burning. It proved however, to be a very
good and uniform performer.

BULLETS FED WELL
The bullets tested were the Hornady

185-grain point and the Speer 200-grain;
both hollow points. They both fed well in
two of the guns used in the test. To insure
reliable feeding in my own six-inch, I hqd
to take a polishing bit and "break the
edge" of the chamber slightly. Once this
was done, feeding and reliability were
excellent.

All loads tested used Federal standard
large pistol primers, except with 2400
powder, where all loads tested used
Winchester Magnum large pistol primers.

In a five-inch barrel, using 700X
powder, the Hornady 185-grain hollow
point produced velocities of 1,204 fps and
1,248 fps with 8 and 8.5 grains of pOWder,
respectively. The Speer 200-grain hollow
point with 8 grains of700X produced a ve-
locity of 1,150 fps. .

Accuracy was good and averaged three
inch groups at 50 yards with the i-Iornady
185-grain, and 2% inch with the Speer 200
grain hollow point. These load combina
tions were the most pleasant of all to shoot,
with muzzle blast, felt recoil and muzzle
rise all easy to control

Unique powder proved to give the high
est velocities of the powders tested in the
five-inch gun. It did seem to have more felt
recoil and muzzle rise than either 700X or
2400, at or near the same velocities.

The Hornady 185-grain hollow point
produced 1,292 fps with II grains of
Unique. The Speer 200-grain hollow
point, with the same powder charge, chro
nographed at 1,288 fps.

Using Winchester magnum primers in
all loads with 2400 powder, a compressed
charge of 18.5 grs and the Hornady 185
grain hollow point produced 1,208 fps. The
same load with the Speer 200-grain hollow
point produced 1,220 fps.

The loads tested using 2400 powder are
Contin·ued on page 45
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It attracted 1,021 competitors from 10 coun
tries; they fired in 27 different handgun com
petitions on the. famous ranges at Bisley.

Changing the targets from the buff
Charging Man to the black-and-white ugly
criminal targets made the Ne1son. Range·
ready for the Police Pistol courses.

Police Pistol J is the standard British
police course, known also as the Mander.
Designed between the traditional target
courses and a combat shoot, the Mander is
used by many pistoleers as a bridge be
tween the two; as such, it was the most
popular single event at Pistol '82, receiving
338 entries.

Mander was fired in three stages: 12
shots in five minutes at 25 meters; single
shots On each of 12, two-second exposures
o[the target at 15 yards; and double taps in
three two-second exposures at 7 yards.

A more interesting and demanding
shoot was the 66-round Police PistollJ, a
close cousin of the FBI course. The target
rings demand extreme precision at 7 yards
(six-shots in five seconds from the holster)

SERVICE PISTOL EVENTS
For those who were uninspired by the

UIT (International Shooting Union) offer
ing, a quick trip to the Nelson Range at
Pirbright, on the edge of the Bisley com
plex, found the service and police pistol
events being held. Both are open to civil
ian, as well as military shooters.

Service Pistol had two classes of entry,
one for the standard British Army issue
9mm Browning High-Power, the other
open <to any Centerfire handgun between
.354 and .455 caliber. The course for both
entries was a 24-round affair shot on two
Chqrging Man targets, at ranges between
10 and 25 yards, at various time intervals
(the fastest sequence was six shots in six
seconds).

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER . JULY IAUGUST 1983

wanted to shoot in Pistol '83, you had to
.enter early.

Pistol '82 catered to every pistol shoot
ing taste. For.those uncertain of them
selves in big competition surroundings,
there wits the familiar Club Pistol event, a
.22 course at .20 and 50 yards, on which
nearly all British target pistoleers are
brQught up.

Graduating to full bore, they could go on
to shoot Centerfire Precision at 25 meters
on the CheyleslT\ore Range, which was
built for the 1948 Olympics. It iS,a 30-point
facility, which also accommodated the full
Center/ire course (30 shots precision, 30
duelling) that attracted 273 entries.

Free Pistol, the gruelling 75-round, 2Y2
hour course 'has always had its own range
on the other side of Bisley Camp.

T!J.e A ir Weapons course also has its own
range.

The remaining events-Olympic Rapid
Fire, Standard Pistol, Standard Handgun
and the Ladies' Match (both shot on the
Centerfire course with .22s) are now fired
on the Running Deer rifle range.

By Richard Munday

Por the past five years, a pistol shooting
event bigger and richer in variety than

anything elsy in the world has taken place
in Great Britain.

. Pistol '82 was held at Whitsun on the
century-old complex of ranges at Bisley, on
the Surrey heath south:-vest of London. It
attracted 1,021 competitors from 10 coun
tries. They logged a total of 3,287 .separate
entries in a total of 27 different handgun
competitions.

(Note: we plan to carry a story on Pistol
'83 as soon <:\S it's filed by our correspon
dent in England, after its completion in
May.)

The overlap in dates with the Bianchi
Cup match in Missouri has meant that rel
atively few of the top American handgun
ners have sampled the delights of this great
British shooting festival.

Massad Ayoob (an American Handgun
ner columnist) crossed the Atlantic and did
well in Pistol '79, and J.D. Jones (another
AH columnist) displayed his long-range
shooting skills in Pistol '81. But there ought
to be more Americans at the top of the
prize lists.

Despite the crackdown on the private
ownership of guns by our police and
bureaucrats, the 1970s were yyars of un
precedented growth in British handgun
ning. They saw the development of interest
in antique guns, long-range shooting, and
the flourishing of practical pistol matches.
The hard-won ground gained by the vari
ous associations governing these disci
plipes left them resilient, and enabled
them to join forces in the creation of the
huge handgun meeting: Pistol '82.

Pistol '82, a four-day affair utilizing
twelve ranges, could not meet the demand
for space in all of its 27 events. If you
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stage, as they do in the four"posiiion, 25
and·50 meter stages. At both these <;Iis
tances,it is the six shots left-handed from a
barricade that really sorts out the com- .
petitors.

The most complex course was Practical
Pistol, which was shot on the Shorts rifle
range near the center of the. Bisley Camp.
It attracted 224 competitors.

On the practical end of the shooting
spectrum, a new competition was added to
the Pistol '82 program: Man vs. Man, run
on the Jeff Cooper J-Ladder system.

Adjacent to Shorts is the lOO-target Cen
tury Range. It was here that Princess Alex
andra fired the first shot (from a fixed Lee
Metford rifle) when Bisley Camp was,
opened in 1890. Centur.y has been the cen
ter of rifle shooting activity at Bisley ever
since. But at Pistol '82 long-range hand
gunners were most evident there.

C01lti1lued 011 page 76

Pistol '82 competitors check in at the elegant Sritish Pistol Club, one of several
Victorian-style buildings at Sisley Camp in.England. Drool, you U.S. shootersf

The J5-yard stage of Police Pistol J(Mander course) requires one shot on target at
every 2-second exposure. Many shooters prefer an isosceles stance toW~aver.
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Shooter at top makes sure he fires on the right target, while the shooter be
low (posed) will end up at the bottom of scoreboard; note terrible position.

Ho andgun competition is a demanding
sport. It really doesn't matter which

discipline you follow, the stresses and
strains of one particular style of shooting
are much the same as those of another.

Regardless of the course of fire, or type
of gun being used, all match shooters share
a common bond. If you were to conduct a
random survey, you would find that no one
style has an exclusive on the demands
placed on the shooter. In spite of some
opinions to the contrary, they all require
similar efforts for a shooter to rise to the
top of the heap. To be successful, a shooter
must be willing to sacrifice considerable
time, money and energy.

Ten ways to do it are
outlined here by one
of the nation's top re
volver shooters (who
has won many a PPC
match over a 16-year
stretch on the range) .

PPC (Practical Pistol Course) is no
exception.

Serious prc shooters invest a small for
tune in their equipment, and they think
nothing of spending awhole weekend
traveling many miles to and from a jerk
water match just to improve their standing
in the "Governor's 20;' for example. Con
sidering what's at stake, you would think
that everything these shooters do is geared
toward winning. Right? Wrong.

Many match shooters (IPSC and bulls-

HOWIO
LOSE A

PP(HAI(H
By Officer Fred Romero
Los Angeles Poiic~ Dept.

eye included), who are otherwise excellent
marksmen, stack the deck against them
selves before they ever fire their first shot at
a match. Through conscious and uncon
scious acts, many potential winners fall
into suptle traps that can undermine any
chance they had of a championship perfor
mance.

You know the kind ofshooter we're talk
ing about. He's the guy who usually does
very well in practice, but never quite seems
to get it all together for the important
matches. No matter what happens to him
and it generally does-he has an excuse
already prepared. Before the smoke has
cleared from his last string of fire, our luck
less friend is busy cornering other shooters
trying to explain why he "fell through his
grommet:'

EXCUSES,EXCUSES,EXCUSES
"I had a bad batch of ammo;' and "The

guy's gun next to me was spitting lead;' are
common statements.

"A bug flew into my eye at 50 yards;'
and "The pull of gravity at this range is
diff~rent than what my gun is sighted-in
for;' are more original excuses. It doesn't
matter what the reason is for doing poorly,
the point is you can always count on hear
ing an excuse.

At a well-run match, each shooter faces
the same set of conditions that every other
shooter does. So why do some individuals
always seem to do so well; while others are
never able to measure up to the task? The
answer is attitude. A winner thinks like a
winner-and performs like a winner.

A true winner approaches each match
with the idea in mind that he came to win.
It's not that he's conceited or egotistic, but
he knows his abilities and he expects to live
up to them. To feel that he might do less
would be self-defeating. Everything he
does is with the intention of coming out
Number One; he leaves nothing to chance.
All negative influences are blocked out.
When a winner walks out to the firing-line,
he knows that he and his equipment are
ready.

Unlike the shooter who blames every
thing else for his lack of skill, the winner
thinks positively and rarely offers any ex
Cuse for a poor performance. If a winner
has a bad day at the range, he's confident
enough to accept it and plaee the blame
where it belongs-with himself. This type
of attitude fosters the kind of professional
approach to match shooting that lesser
shooters can only admire. The winning
marksman is committed to his craft and it
shows in his scores, time after time.

10 WAYS TO LOSE
The reason a winner stands out in a

crowd is because the majority of shooters
show up at a match prepared to lose, and
they are not often disappointed. No matter
how many books or articles they read, or
how many advanced classes they take,
losers still fall into traps that winners
avoid.

Continued on page 47
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~TIl~~lJO[?)~
Collected by Jon Winokur

Breath Control
In bullseye shooting, breath control is critical.
You literally can't afford to tal~e a breath
during a string, nor can you over-extend
your breath.
Breath control is just as important in combat
shooting.
Upon the command to "stand by", I tal~e a
deep breath and immediately let it out.
Then, on "ready", I tal~e a second breath,
let about half of it out, and proceed to fire
the string in that condition.
In all forms of morl~smanship,controlled
breathing is essential.

JOE PASCARELLA, 1980 and' 81 Nationall3ullseye
Pistol Champion. -

.©Jon Winokur 1982
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SPECIFICATIONS
Hammerli M1S2

This ammo is NOT for plinking. It's
super-accurate, at about $8 a box I 50.

adjust the weight, you use an Allen wrench
that's provided, and insert it in a screw
underneath and behind the trigger base.
Clockwise will make it heavier, counter
clockwise lighter.

SIGHT ADJUSTMENT

Once I got the trigger adjusted for my
hand, I had to figure out the sight adjust
ment so I could get a relatively good zero
before firing for test purposes. Sight ad
justment is done by two large knurled
knobs on the left side of the rear sight.
They can be turned by your fingertips, or a
small screwdriver can be used. The rear
most knob is for windage; clockwise move
ment will move the group to the left, and
counter-clockwise to the right. The for
ward-most knob is for elevation; clockwise
movement will move the group down,
counter-clockwise up. At 50 meters, each
clock moves the group about 10 mm.

If you are not happy with either front or
rear sights, they can be changed to the in
dividual's liking. The front sight is
changed merely by pushing it back with a
piece of wood or plastic. It's held in place
by a ball safety. Hammerli has four dif
ferent front sight widths available, from
3.2 mm to 4.4 mm widths. Rear blades are
changeable by pushing in the ball safety
with a small punch (provided) and pulling
the blade up. Rear blade options include
3.2mm, 3.6mm, and 4mm openings, both
square-shaped and U-shaped.

Once you get the front and rear sights
the way you want them, I would recom
mend etching the rear sight with markings
you can understand, telling you how to
move the sights correctly. "D" for down,
with an arrow showing direction, and "L"
for left with an arrow, is simple and can
avoid much confusion in a match when
you are trying to remember which way to
move your sights; or worse yet, which
sights to move. A thin, sharp object-such
as a safety pin-and some airplane hobby
paint can be used for this.

I now felt I had the gun ready for testing
and all I needed was suitable ammo. Al
though a pistol of this quality would prob
ably do well with most brands of standard
ammo, I decided to use the best, so I
picked four brands of match grade am
munition. They were Eley IO-X, Eley Pistol
Match (designed specifically for free pistol
shooting), RWS R-50 and Lapua match
grade select. Pres Kendall, of Kendall In
ternational, the importer for Lapua, was
kind enough to furnish me with some of
the Lapua for my tests as I didn't have any
readily available.

I had every good intention to test-fire
this fine pistol at 50 yards, but on test day
the 50-yard line at the San Diego Police
Range, where I planned to do the test, was
not available. Consequently, I had to im
provise and settle for testing on the 25
meter range. I was able to rig a rest with
sand bags on a sturdy table and, with the

.22 LR
440mm
155 mm
80mm
1,330 grams,
with battery
370mm
287mm
3 to 80 grams
9 volts
Up to 5,000
shot releases
(with Mallory
Duracell)
1.7 millisecond, max.Lock time

Sight radius
Barrel length
Trigger weight
Voltage
Capacity,
1 battery

Caliber
Overall length
Height
Width
Weight

Selling for about
$1,400 retail, it's a
gun that undoubtedly
will be seen in great
numbers on the firing
lines of the 1984
Olympic games: a po
tential gold medal
winner next year.

By Sam A. Baiocco

~e 1984 Olympic games are drawing
1. closer each day and although the ac

tuallocation for the shooting competitions
is still in doubt (at this writing), one thing is
certain: Hammerli free pistols will be very
much in use when the competitions begin.

Made in Switzerland, the Hammerli free
pistol M152 was introduced to the general
public in the latter part of 1979. Based on
the design of the Ml50 Hammerli, which
uses a mechanical set trigger, the Ml52 fea
tures an all-new electronic design, incor
porating several salient advantages such as
extremely short lock time, exceptionally
light trigger pull, and extended battery
life.

The M152 I used for this test was fur
nished by Osborne's Shooting Supplies, Rt.
3, Box 254-H (Dept. AH), Roscommon,
MI 48653. Greg Osborne, the owner, gra
ciously furnished me with a new Ml52 f9r
testing. Each Hammerli M152 comes in a
handsome hard case that locks, and in
cludes the necessary tools for dismantling,
adjusting and cleaning the pistol. An in
struction manual, pril).ted in four lan
guages, and an actual test target complete
the package. Each Hammerli Ml52 also
comes with a 12-month warranty, which
guarantees it against faulty material or
manufacturing defects.

Before I began the actual testing, I fa
miliarized myself with the technicalities of
the pistol by thoroughly reading the in
struction manual. For example, dry-firing
can be done with this pistol; but ifyou do it
wrong, you can damage the firing pin. The
correct way is to move the cocking lever
up, and then bring the lever only partially
back down. This activates the trigger's
electro-system, which enables you to dry
fire; but the firing pin will not fall, thus
preventing damage. With the lever in the
fully down position the firing pin will fall.
Some shooters like to dry-fire with an
empty case in the chamber, to absorb the
shock of the firing pin. Not a bad idea if
you dry fire a lot and make the mistake of
moving the cocking lever to the fully down
position.

The trigger on the Ml52 is a shooter's
delight, adjustable for weight, travel, side
ward movement and length. Length ad
justment is done simply by removing the
trigger from the forward-most hole and re
positioning it into another bore hole.

The trigger pull of this pistol is adjusta
ble between three and 80 grams. It comes
from the factory at 25 grams. This is about
nine ounces! I decided to leave the weight
at this figure for the tests. If you want to
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Grip angle on the Hammerli MJ52 takes geHing used to. Note bent-down wrist
position. Well.designed Morini grips make pistol an extension of your arm.

RWS/R50 ammo, JO shots at 25 meters.

Eley Pistol Match ammo, JO/25 meters.

Eley, offhand, JO shots, 25 meters.

addition of a good chair, I was ready. Be
fore the actual test, I fired about 20 rounds
oflband to get used to the light trigger and
general handling of the pistol. Once I was
satisfied I knew what I was doing, I was
ready for testing.

to-SHOT GROUPS
I decided on lO-shot groups with each

brand of ammo. I was able to cradle the
pistol in the sand bags in such a way as to
prevent very little barrel movement. By
loading from the top each time, I was able
to keep the pistol in the same relative posi
tion for the entire lO-shot string.

The first lO-shot group was fired with
Eley Pistol Match. This ammo had
noticeably less recoil than the other
brands, as well it should, since it's about
100 feet per second slower than the other
ammo. Eley recommends this ammunition
specifically for free pistol shooting. The re
sults were excellent. The group size mea
sured about Yz inch with eight shots, and
two flyers caused the group to open up to
about an inch.

The next brand of ammo used was RWS
R-50. The recoil was more noticeable, but
nothing of consequence. The results with
the R-50 were excellent, but groups were
slightly larger than those fired with the
Eley load. The group size measured about
II/.! inches, with fewer doubles than the
Eley.

Next, I decided to try the Eley IO-X. Re
coil was about the same as the RWS, but
after seeing the target, the results were
somewhat better. The group was noticea
bly smaller, and the group size measured
about Y2 inch, with two flyers opening it up
to about one inch; definitely the best group
so far.

The last ammo tested was the Lapua
Match Grade. Here again, the recoil was
similar to the lOX and R-50. The results
with the Lapua were not quite as good as

with the lOX. The group measured about
one inch, and flyers opened it up to about
II/.! inches.

The "flyers" were probably more me
than the ammo. I tried to make sure I fired
10 shots in exactly the same manner, but
occasionally I could have varied a bit,
causing the group to open up. Although
individual pistols seem to group better

Continued on page 70

OLYMPIC
SHOOTING

The shooting matches of the modern
Olympic games began in 1896, when
Her Royal Highness, the Queen of
Greece, fired the first shot for record.

Of the 21 scheduled games through
1976, three were cancelled because of
war (1916, 1940 and 1944); two did not
include shooting events (1904 and
1928). The 1980 Olympics, held in Rus
sia, was boycotted by U.S. participants.

The two Olympic pistol events are
about as far apart in technique as one
can imagine. While the rapid fire match
calls for good accuracy, it puts a pre
mium on speed shooting: five shots in
four seconds in one stage. The free
pistol match, on the other hand, is a
slow, drawn-out affair with emphasis on
super-accuracy. It demands great con
centration; each shot is a major
production.

There is not and there never has been
a good U.S.-made free pistol, so the
people who are serious about Olympic
shooting use foreign-made guns-such
as the Hammerli free pistol ("free"
meaning a minimum of design
restrictions).
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THEY ENHANCE ACCURACY

Colt's new competition grade Combat
Government Model has many refinements.

Lead bullets create many problems, solutions
to which are outlined here by the author.

By Df!n Zutz

Tead bullets invariably introduce prob
L lems in Colt .45 autos.

They're caused by basic hardness; lubri
cation; bore leading; imperfections from
poor casting methods; deformation from
careless handling, haphazard bullet seat
ing and case-to-riflingjump, and irregular
bullet pull.

Each factor alone can affect accuracy; in
combination, they can have a snowballing
influence on group expansion.

I'll point out methods that improved the
overall accuracy of my Gold Cup .45 auto
with the swaged lead bullets now on the
market.

Much of my initial shooting was done
with variously loaded rounds, using the
200-grain swaged semi-wadcutters by
Hornady and Speer. Hornady uses the
"waffled-sided" concept and a dry lube;
Speer uses the exterior sticky lube. My
pistol was indifferent about which bullet
was used, but it did prefer certain powders
and charge weights. The two best reloads
used 4.6 grains of Bullseye or 6.5 grains of
Unique. Another load, 7.5 grains of
Hodgdon's HS-5, showed excellent prom-

ise; but I did not refine it adeq ua tely
because winter came slamming in on me
before I could work it down to the nth
degree.

A series of tests run with both loads
under conditions as controlled as I could
make them indicated that 6.5 grains of
Unique held an edge on group size. Some
shooters undoubtedly will consider that
load too robust for sustained target work,
and I can't disagree with them. But 4.6

grains of Bullseye is less expensive and less
violent than 6.5 grains of Unique. All I can
do is report what I found to be true in my
particular gun.

What interested me most, hOwever, was
that both my Gold Cup and a Government
M19ll that I used shot better with the
230-grain round-nose bullets swaged by
Speer. Guess the 230-grain swaged bullet
jibed better with the Colts' rifling twist
than did some of the lighter, target-type
bullets. In any case, the 230-grain slugger
outshot the semi-wadcutters when it was
motivated by a couple of select powder
charges.

One such powder was Unique, which
showed good groupings with between 5.5
and 6.0 grains. Bullseye wasn't bad, be
tween 4.7 and 4.9 grains; but HS-5 did well

with a standard-force primer touching off
7 to 7.3 grains.

BULLET SEATING IMPORTANT
Although the correct powder charge is

needed for good handgun accuracy, bullet
seating techniques are equally important
with lead bullets, because they can be de
formed by haphazard seating and by the
jump from case to rifling.

The conventional method of belling a
pistol case had never been conducive to
good accuracy. Merely popping a lead bul
let into a belled case mouth leads to a
cocked seating position, and there is
nothing uniform from cartridge to car
tridge. Too, by pressing a cocked slug into
a belled case mouth, one can readily de
form one side of the bullet's base under
seating pressure, and that leads to uneven
gas escape at the muzzle. What happens
then is that the gases spurt past the angled
deformation of the base and push it offline
at muzzle exit.

To eliminate cocked bullets and the po
tential for seating-caused deformation, the
Lyman 2-step neck expanding die is rec
ommended. It opens the case mouth to just
over bullet diameter for the first II 16 inch,
which allows one to seat the bullet's base
carefully, in a straight line, without nicking
or shaving the base.

Seating depth is vitally important. A
lead bullet can be shaved, stripped, or
otherwise deformed by the case-to-rifling
jump. And if a lead bullet doesn't engage

Continued on page 67
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TOP GUN WRITERS DISCUSS...

FA'ORITE
By Len Davis

grain HP. "It's the best load for a two- or
four-inch barrel."

.357 Magnum-1O.5 grains of Unique,
125-grain HP. "I also like .18 grains of
WW296, 158-grain Hornady SP (in heavy
frame guns only). Velocities change radi
cally with component variations."

9mm Luger-6.5 grains of Dupont PB,
90-grairi HP; also, 7.5 grains of Herco, 115
grain Sierra HP. "This is a hot load; for
self-defense or hunting only."

.44 Special-18.5 grains of 2400, 250
grain Lyman #429421. "Although recoil is
brisk in my three-inch Charter Arms re
volver, it doesn't seem to have caused any
harm to the gun."

.44 Magnum-24 grains of 296, 240
grain HP; also 21.5 grains of296, 315-grain
cast lead bullet. "There's no better
penetrator-a great hunting load!"

.45 A CP-9.5 grains of 4756, 185-200
grain HP. "A hot load for self-defense and
hunting!"

Jones told theAmerican Handgunner:
"I've shot several head of big game with
many of these loads; but hone comes close
to the .44 Magnum in knockdown power,
penetration."

Jones listed also the following two loads
as "mighty firie for dangerous game:"

The .375 JDJ, 46.5 grains ofH4895, 270
grain Hornady SP; and the .45-70, 50
grains of H322, 400-grain Speer SP.

He said the .375 moves out at approx
imately 1,950 fps, while the .45-70 has a
muzzle velocity of approximately 1,650
fps.

"Both have a muzzle energy of between
2,250 and 2,500 foot pounds;' he said.

•
L. R. Wallack is a hunter, custom

gunsmith, firearms consultant and author
of several gun books published by
Winchester Press. He recommends three
loads for self-defense:

.38 Special-2.8 grains of Bullseye, 148
grain Speer We. "It's super-accurate and
should be good at bedroom distances."

.44 Special-7.6grains of Unique, 215
grain Speer SWC/gas check. "It shoots
fine in a Charter Arms Bulldog."

.45 ACP-6.1 grains of WW231, 185
grain Homady HP.

Wallack's favorite load for medium-size

consultant to several major manufacturers
of firearms, and founder of H andgiln
Hunters International, made the following
entries on his favorite loads work sheet: .

.38 Special-8.5 Grains of Unique, 125~

This Star Universal reloading tool is a
high-quality model. Costs about $925.

Their names read like
a Who's Who of hand
loaders. Recommen
dations cover most
major handgun cali
bers. Several hunting
loads included, along
with many for self
defense purposes.•

J. D. Jones, another longtime contribu-
tor to the American Handgunner, veteran

T he favorite loads ofnine ofthe nation's
foremost gun writers and experiment

ers cannot be found anywhere else in one
place except iIi this issue of the American
Handgunner.

Their names are recognizable to most
readers of gun magazines: Larry Kelly;
Dan Cotterman, J. D. Jones, L. R.
Wallack, Evan Marshall, Mason Williams,
Skeeter Skelton, Don Zutz and AI Pickles.

We asked them to list their favorite loads
for such calibers as the .38 Special, .357
Magnum, 9mm Luger, .44 SpecialJ .44
Magnum and .45 ACP. Here are their rec
ommendations and comments on either
hunting or defense loads, or both:

• •

Dan Cotterman, longtime contributor to
the American Handgunner and a ballisti
cian of considerable note, made the fol
lowing commentS with respect to his favor
ite defense loads:

.38 Special-ll grains ofHllO, Speer 140
grain HP. "This will average around 950
fps in a six-inch barre!. Offers good bal
ance between bullet weight/velocity."

.357 Magnum-15 grains of 2400,
Hornady 158-grain JHP. "Not a maximum
charge for this bullet. But it does the job,
with a margin of safety; and it's accurate."

9mm Luger-8.5 grains of Blue Dot,
Speer 125-grain JSP. "Overall lerigth of
cartridge with this bullet should be set at
l.l inch, for reliable functioning in autos."

.44 Special-24 grains of WW296,
Remington B22940 240-grain JHP. "The
velocity from a six-inch barrel revolver IS
not sensational; about 820 fps. But it's an
easy shooter, with good expansion, using
the Remington bullet."

.44 Magnum-24 grains of WW296,
Speer 240-grain JHP. "R~mington's

B22940 functions equally well III thiS load,
with good accuracy and expansion."

.45 A CP-7.5 grains of Herco, Speer
200-grain JHP. "This is a high-yield load
that offers good velocity for powder
amount (about 930 fps) and performs
wei!."
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PRIMER TIPS
Primers do explode.
This is the purpose for which they

were designed. Accordingly, they de
mand the respect and careful handling
due any device containing explosives.

Primers should never be handled,
used, or stored in bulk, since primers in
bulk can explode simultaneously.

It is recommended that primers be
handled individually, unless adequate
safeguards for multiple-handling are
provided and used.

Care must always be exercised in any
handloading operation to avoid any
rough handling andundue force where
a primer is involved. Any malfunction
of equipment must be cleared with ex
treme caution. The decapping of cases
containing live primers is to be avoided.

Precautions should be taken to pre
vent buildup of static electricity on the
person handling primers or conducting
handloading procedures. Loading
equipment should be electrically
grounded. '

All loading equipment and adjacent
areas must be kept scrupulously clean'
and free of primer "dust" and powder
accumulations.

Accidentally spilled primers should
be picked up immediately; they may
explode when stepped on.

An absolute minimum number of
primers should be maintained at the
loading operation. Only one packing
tray at a time should be removed from
the primer storage.

When a priming operation is com
pleted, any rem3,ining primers should
be returned to the package in which
they were originally contained.

Never have an open flame, source of
sparks or hot particles in the vicinity of
primers or any ammunition loading
operation.

Do not smoke near primers.
Safety glasses should be worn when

performing any handloading opera
tion. Additional protection, such as
face shields or machine guards. is
strongly recommended.

Storage cabinets containing only
primers are recommended. Such cabi
nets should be ruggedly constructed of
heavy metal or lumber at least one-inch
thick, to delay or minimize the trans
mission of heat in the event of a fire.

Store primers only in their original
factory containers. Do not transfer the
primers to glass bottles, fruit jars, plas
tic or metal containers; primer storage
is extremely hazardous.

And observe the warning on each
box of primers: Keep out of reach of
children.

hard-cast 250-grain SWc. "In spite of
heavy muzzle blast/flash, 2400 is still the
best powder for the .44 Magnum cartridge.
This bullet won't expand; muzzle velocity
is around 1,100 fps."

. 4 5 A C P,- 7 g r a ins 0 fUn ique,
Winchester 230-grain FMJ. "Maximum
loads usually are inaccurate; but not this
one, which shoots groups of under three
inches at 50 meters offhand in my Plaxco
045." , .'

Larry Kelly, founder and pre'sident of
Mag-na-port and a veteran handgun
hunter, has shot more than 300 animals in
the past three years-"forty of them just for
leopard bait.

"My idea of the perfect combination for
medium-size and large North American
game;' he said, "is the Hornady 270-grain
soft point loaded in front of 46.5 grains of
H4895 powder and fired in a .375 JDJ

Continued on page 68

Accurate, effective marksmanship' in
volvesshooting skills, proper loads.

POWDER TIPS
Most smokeless powders do not ex

plode with spectacular violence if igni
ted in their original containers. But they
are highly inflammable and
precautions should be taken to keep
them from catching fire.

Avoid smoking around open con
tainers of powder. Post No Smoking
signs around the loading area, and en
force this rule with visitors and helpers.

Keep your supply of powders in cab
inets or cases, so you can remove them
from the premises quickly should a fire
start or threaten.

Avoid having powder near those
areas where you cast bullets; a flying
drop of molten bullet metal can ignite
the powder and start a fire that's diffi
cult to 'bring under control.

Keep at least one operable fire ex
tinguisher in a spot that's easily accessi
ble. Check it frequently to make sure it
works properly.

Many states and cities impose some
maximum limit on the quantity of
smokeless powder that can be stored in
a private dwelling or business establish
ment.

Check your local regulations, to be
on the safe-and legal-side.

game is 16.5 grains of WW630, Homady
l25-grain .357 Magnum HP.

For large North American game, he
likes a Al Magnum with 20 grains of2400,
21O-grain Hornady or Remington bullet.
"It's a vastly underrated cartridge, and cer
tainly as good as the 044 Magnum." In that
caliber, Wallack likeS 22 grains of 2400 be
hind a 240-grain Hornady HP bullet.

For dangerous game, Wallack recom
mends the 044 Magnum with 21 grains of
2400 and the 265-grain Hornady bullet "or
either of the above loads in Al and 044
Magnum."

"The new .357 Remington Maximum
should also be a winner;' he added.

•
Evan Marshali, Detroit Police Sergeant,

IPSC shooter and ballistician, told the
American Handgunner his favorite defense
loads are:

.38 Special-l2.5 grains of 2400, 160
grain cast SWc. It's a rather stiff load that
is extremely accurate in my S&W
L-frame."

.357 Magnum-12.8 grains of Blue Dot,
125-grain Sierra JHC. "A heavy, but excel
lent, defense load in my fourcinch."

9mm Luger-5.3 grains of Unique, 123
grain Ohaus cast bUllet. "Extremely hard,
it s400ts rings around every other hand
load in my S&W M659. Actually, I 'stole'
this load from Ken Waters."

.41 Magnum (he substituted this caliber
for the 044 Special)-8 grains of Unique,
cast 21O-grain SWc. "A decisive personnel
ioad!"

.44 Magnum-20 grains of2400, Lyman,

Larry Kelly took this moose with ,a 6-inch
Abilene, using the 320-grain J. D. Jones
bullet, 21.5 grains of 296 powder.
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INSTILLS CONFIDENCE...

THERA.SI.RIST
This precision device takes the guesswork out of
assessing loads for accuracy at all ranges, with
both pistols and revolvers.

By Stanley w: Trzoniec

M ention the words "precision pistol
. rest" to knowledgeable gun buffs

and they'll most likely associate them with
the Ransom Rest.

Designed by Chuck Ransom, the rest
and its list of specialized grip inserts have
continued to grow and prosper among
rank and file pistol shooters.
. The original intent of his rest was aimed

primarily at the bullseye shooter. But now,
with the nation's economy the way it is,
more and more handgunners are using this
equipment to get the most mileage from
their loads, with a minimum of fuss or
bother-and expense.

The Ransom Rest is a product that not
only compares loads for YGU with consis
tent repeatability, but also helps instill con
fidence in your potential shooting ability.

The rest itself($245.) comes in two parts,
which may be purchased separately, or to- .
gether, as a unit. I recommend you buy
both at the same time. One reason is that
when you buy both at once, the rest and
windage base ($105.) are machined and

finished at the same time, matched by
number then sent on to you. And the addi
tional windage base makes sighting adjust
ments much easier.

The Ransom company makes grip in
serts ($35.50 each) for 57 different frame
styles, plus a blank which you can carve
yourself. I mention frame styles, but this
does not include the various numbered
models in a frame category; for example,
the "N" insert for Smith and Wesson mod
els 25, 27,28,29, and 629. Ifwe listed all, I
am sure we could top 100 or more
handguns.

GOOD BASE NEEDED
Let's go through the basic procedures

necessary to get the best out of your rest.
First and foremost, you need a good base.
Ransom recommends selecting a good
grade of3/4 inch to I-inch plywood about
14 inches wide and long enough to span the
counters at your local range. For' example,
mine is 16 inches wide and 28 inches Icing.
After cutting, glue and screw two pieces of
Ix3 inch pine or strapping to the plywood,
fore and aft, roughly 1/2 inch from each
end. These are used to keep the center of

the test board from contactmg the bench,
allowing for a little "cushion" as the gun
recoils.

One tip I found handy: If your range is
~quipped with wooden shooting tables,
when tightening down the two end strips,
leave the screw heads out just a bit. Don't
countersink them into the wood. This
helps the board to get a better "bite" on the
wood when the "c" clamps are tightened
for actual testing.

Stain the plywood for that professional
appearance. When dry, mount the Ran
som Rest on the board, slightly off-center
towards the rear. Purchase four good "c"
clamps and take off to the range.

At the range, place the board on the
shooting bench, aim it in the general target
direction and clamp it down. Hand
tighten, using moderate pressure.

Remove the three star nuts and the out
side black clamp plate. Take the right
hand side of the grip, place it over the studs
and flush to the rest. Now, take the gun you
are testing, place it in that half of the in
sert, then proceed with the left half. With
the gun positioned inside the grips,

Cqntinued on page 46

Hand is over nut A, which must be finger-tight (as with nuts
8 and C) to create an even gap at the rear of gun's frame.

38

Note even line at rear of gun's frame, which indicates equal
tightening of the three side nuts. On autos, gap will widen.
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SILE DISTRIBUTORS
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By Al Pickles

I taly has long been known for its excel
lence in gun craftsmanship.
Modern Italian guns have experienced

quality control problems only during times
of war, a problem common to all nations.

Today, commercial arms manu
facturers-such as the Benelli Armi
Company-justify the pride of the old
Italian artisan. A relatively recent arrival
on the scene, it makes the finest quality
modern firearms.

The Benelli plant is situated in Urbino,
Italy, a small town in the hilly country of
the north, near the top of the "boot" and
only 20 miles from the Adriatic Sea. It is an
area of highly industrious people. At the
close of World War II, I had the good for
tune to be assigned to a city not far from
Urbino, where I worked with the Italian
civil police.

40

Benelli, however, is a much more recent
entry among Italian arms makers. Thus
far, it has produced only two guns for the
American market-the Benelli auto
loading shotgun in some 14 variations, and
the Model B76 autoloading pistol.

While U.S. distribution of the shotgun is
being handled by Heckler & Koch, the
pistol is being handled by Sile Distribu
tors. Sile, a century-old maker of custom
stocks for pistols, rifles and shotguns, also
distributes police products and other fire
arms-related equipment.

Although Sile has been offering the Ben
elli B76 9mm pistol in its police/military
configuration for several years, its new
cqmpetition model has caught my atten
tion. The new pistol carries the official des
ignation Benelli B76-T (the "T' stands for
Tournament). It is a match pistol designed
to whet your appetite.

DOUBLE-ACTION AUTOLOADER
The basic Benelli B76 pistol is a double-

action autoloader. Of unique design, it has
a fixed barrel and a special breech-locking
mechanism. The operating principle is
rather complicated for those of us who cut
our teeth on John M. Browning's designs,
such as the Colt M1911 and the Browning
Hi-Power. Nonetheless, it functions well
and disassembly should not prove beyond
the capabilities of a shooter with even the
most scant mechanical know-how.

One set of features that should elicit in
stant appreciation is the location of the
controls. The safety and magazine release
are both within reach ofthe shooting-hand
thumb, as in the Colt. The safety has
enough exposed surface to engage and
disengage every time, even under panic
conditions. It may well be the smoothest
operating safety I have ever used. The
magazine release is definitely the smooth
est and fastest. The magazine is cleanly
ejected from the well, every time.

The slide release, although just as easily
reached with the control thumb, is not



could foresee a bit of juggling around in
the hands of a slightly-built person.

The gun can be carried loaded, cocked,
and locked exactly like the Colt Ml911.
This is the way I would elect to carry a
Benelli, its double-action feature not
withstanding.

ZipState

Address

City

Contest void where taxed or prohibited by law. No pur
chaee nllOllS8&l'Y. Winner must comply with &II federal
and local laws. Employees and agents of Publisher's
Development Corp. not ellg1ble..
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Dealer

Name _

Address _

City &! State _

'0 III!D oon.,: Use a. postca.rd,
follow sample; include name, address,
HOM-J/A,loca.l dealer name and address.
Mail before August 1, 1983. Send to

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER, Box 16025,

San Diego, CA 92ll6.
TOURNAMENT MODEL

The B76-A Tournament Model is classy
Continued on page 46

Editor's note: The winner will receive,
with the gun, a holster crafted by DeSantis
(155 Jericho Turnpike, Mineola, NY 11501).
The customized gun box was manufactured
by Harrison-Hurtz Enterprises (Box 268,
Wymore, NE 68466). Pistolsmithing was
done by Jack's Guns (3911 West Waters,
Suite 3, Tampa, FL 33614).

For further information about the gun,
dealers should call SHe Distributors at
1-800-221-9408/9. Others should call SHe
at 212-925-4111/2.

quite as easily manipulated. A man with
really big hands could probably accom
plish it one-handed, but the rest of us will
need an assist from the other hand (not
really a problem, because a trained com
bat shooter will rarely shoot his gun dry
before changing magazines).

The angle ofthe grip is excellent and the
Benelli points extremely well. This could
prove more important to a professional
shooter than most people might suspect.

Police studies show that the average
shooting incident is over in less than three
seconds, takes place under very poor light
and at a range measured in but a few feet. I
did find, however, that when holding the
gun in the proper grip for combat shooting<
in the double-action first shot mode, I was
just barely able to reach the trigger with
my finger. There was no problem once the
first shot was fired and the gun went into
single-action mode.

While I experienced no problems in the
transition from double- to single-action, I
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NYCPD PROVES...

IT IS POSSIBLE TO
COMPENSATE FOR
THE .38 SPECIAL

By Massad Ayoob

M ost quests for combat handgun
knowledge seem to end on firing

ranges, or in blocks of lelia.
But there's one worthwhile pilgrimage

best begun on the New York subway. One
day recently I picked it up in Manhattan at
57th Street, noting the wary glances of the
Transit Authority cops as they moved
through the throngs. "In this city;' an ex
pert would tell me later that day, "most
incidents of cops shot with their own guns
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't takes a big range to train a big department; it a'so takes a super-ta'ented
instructor-Lt. Frank McGee, head of the NYCPD Firearms/ Tactics Sect.

have been happening with Transit. They're
packed like sardines down there."

The subway moves beneath Manhattan,
then breaks out of the tunnel onto an ele
vated track. You look down at the decay of
the Bronx, streets that are rapidly becom
ing a war zone. Finally, at the end of the ,.
line, you reach Pelham Bay Station. You're
just 10 minutes away from City Island,
horne of the NYPD Firearms and Tactics
Section.

It is a pilgrimage I've made before and
will make again, learning more each time,
because amid the Quonset huts of the Sec-

tion, which resembles a military training
camp, is perhaps the most exhaustive com
pilation of documented police gunfights in
the world.

For a long time now, every officer who
fires his gun anywhere but on the range has
had to fill out the intensively detailed
SOP-9 report. In the last 10 years, the Sec
tion has documented between 6,000 and
10,000 armed encounters involving various
levels of lethal danger to officers. In a typi
cal year, its men will fire 700-800 rounds at
criminal suspects. It is all recorded here.

Many gun buffs speak of NYPD and its

guns with scorn. This is because the only
handgun officers are allowed to carry (ex
cept for a handful of narcs) is the fixed
sight .38 Special revolver, loaded with 158
grain semi-wadcutter bullets at standard
velocity. Round-nose lead bullets were
carried until 1971.

The monthly qualification shooting fre
quency of police departments such as Los
Angeles doesn't happen here: cops fire
about 1,000 rounds at the recruit academy,
and then go twice-a-year to the outdoor
range and once-a-year to the indoor ra~ge
for refresher shooting. The average New
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Here is a fine closeup of one section of the NYCPD firing range on City 's'and.
A relay shoots on the 7-yard line. Behind are the 15,25 and .sO yard 'ines.

NYCPD officers, who buy their own guns, usually opt for such mode's as Ruger
Service iSix (top) and S&W M 10; 4-inch heavy barre's, round butts, .38 Spec.
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York cop will lire 200 rounds a year, 50 of
them in the dimmed light of the indoor
range.

RANGES SHUT DOWN
It bothers gun buffs that there isn't more

training. It doesn't bother most New York
cops. Each can, if he likes, pick up a box of
factory ammo each month and practice on
a police range on his own time. So few do
that recently four of the six practice ranges
were shut down for lack of use. Only re
cruits from the recent 'classes are likely to
take advantage of the practice.

When I was a young puppy firearms in
structor 10 years ago, Frank McGee told
me, "Don't let the cops break your heart.
You'll lind they don't care as much about
their skill as you do. The average New
York cop would rather have a nice Parker
pen than a custom Smith & Wesson."
McGee's comment, widely quoted since,
remains in effect. I've been in the City Is
land armory when cops came in for their
routine firearms inspection. I saw rusty
guns, guns that probably would not have
lired. It was scary-and depressing.

McGee was, and is, the Lieutenant in
charge of the Section. He's due to retire
this year, and his shoes will be hard to fill.
Frank has been called the most powerful
lieutenant in NYPD history, the only one
who can call the Police Commissioner's of
fice and get the PC himself on the line,
which is a little like you calling the White
House and getting the President.

McGee has that power because he is
revered in NYPD by the brass and the
street cops alike, and for one reason:
Frank McGee keeps policemen alive. The
authors of the famed Street Survival book
for cops call Frank the father of the officer
survival movement. They may be right.

In spite of feeble .38s with wimp loads,
and training schedules that some of us
don't think are adequate for our wives'
practice, let alone that of cops, McGee
brought the survival ratio of New York
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Restricted to fixed-
sight .38 Special
revq'lvers and 158
grain semi-wadcutter
ammo at standard ve
locity,!I. New York cops
mak~; up for it with
tactical training.

cops up to II-ta-one, that is, eleven dead
bad guys for every dead cop.

TACTICS PREDOMINATE
The reason is in the title of this section:

Firearms and Tactics. Sirice around 1970,
under McGee, the twice-annual day at the
range for every New York cop has been
split into four hours of shooting, and four
hours of lecture and role-play on the tacti
cal aspects of surviving armed encounters.
It shows. I have spent many days riding in
heavy-action districts with New York cops,
gone through the official reports of dozens
of their gunfights, arid never have I seen an
agency where the line street cop takes bet
ter advantage of cover, manpower, com
munication, and other components of

COl1til1ued 011 page 62



,38 SUPER, .38 SPl
.45 ACp, ,223
AND OTHERS

Call For Quantity Prices
(512) 858-4441

THE BRASS WORKS
p.o. Box 31SH

Dripping Springs, TX 78620

DIIIP.ESS DESTtOIS

BRASS

~ GUN SPECIALTIES INC. .
~ College Park, Georgia P.O. Box 31

with rust, corrosion, mildew ruining valued
guns, preci.sion.flnished equipment, etc.

Silica Gel Unit
Drinks Dampness
From the Air
40 gram eOrTlpact
Unit"protects 3 cu.
feet. Ideal for gun, ~=;;""'...;...ll;;;;;

camera. case; tool box; etc. The desiccant
of·.choice by gov't and industry. Prevents
rust, corrosion, mildew by adsorbing mois
ture to create a protective shield of dry air
within any enclosed area. Built-in indicator
signals when to reactivate. Reactivates
easily in any oven. Lifetime protection.
$4.95 each. Send printed name & address
with check. (NY Res add sales tax.)

Hydrosorbent Co. Box 675·Z Rye, NY 10580

PISTOL BULLET SWAGING DIES
AND COMPONENTS

Swage half Jacket and nnc base bullets In caliber 30. 9mm.
357. 44 and,4 5. Zinc base bullet~ may be fired at Jacketed
bullet velocitieS and at a fraction of Ihe cost.
For information and pnces contact SPORT FUTE MFG.. INC.

2520 INOUSTRIAL. ROW, TROY. MI 48084
1313) 280-0648.

45

THE LEWIS LEAD REMOVER
SATiSFACTION
GUARANTEED

$11.75
Revolver Cleaning Kit. Removes leading from Forcing
Cone. Cylinder. and Barrel. Available in either 38-41-44.45
cal. Brass cloth patches (Pk. 10) S2.30. Order direct or from
your dealer. Check or Money Order.

:." 'I

let your electrIC hanel-drill. polisher or grinder do
lhe polishing. Removes lead. Polishes 10 it
mirror-like liniSh. breech lhru choke 10 mUllle.
No reselling head. FilS 12,16.&"0'5129'5gauge barrels. Comes with. polishing ~._~.l!\1'"

he(ld. 34" sleel rod, 4 polishers. • S2 rw~t-:~""\'I.

NEW GUNSMITH CATALOG .. $2.00 P"" i

•••• °0ii"EADNAfiGHT·····;
357/448&0 :

Conversions of S&W 27-28 Ruger 357 :
T.C. Contender-Marlin 1894 :

13AIN & DAVIS ;
559 W. Las Tunas, San Gabriel, Ca. :

. .••................•.....•............
.451 Detonics Magnum
Colt Government
Model/Gold Cup.
Colt Commander, in .45
ACP caliber, .
Standard 5" or 6" in
Government/Gold Cup.
Standard 4" or 5" in
Commander.
Consists of match-grade
barrel, bushing, link and
pin, new extractor,
Detonies recoil system,
heavy-duty firing pin
spring, plastic box of 50
rounds of brass, reamer
for making cases from
.308 brass, loading
manual and instruction
manual.
Standard barrel lengths:
$250.
Extended barrel lengths:
$275.

SPECIFICATIONS
.451 Detonics Conversion Kit

Caliber:
Applicatidn:

Barrel:

Complete kit:

Cost:

percent of their initial weight. I was unable
to recover any of the Hornady 185-grain
bullets. Previous experience with this bul
let indicates that above 1,100 fps, they gen
erally fragment on' impact.

All velocities quoted Were recorded at 15
feet from the muzzle over an Oheler
Chronograph. Range temperatures were
from 75 degrees F. to 82 degrees F.

I tried some of these loads on bowling
pins and the action imparted to the pins
was dramatic, to say the least. I found that
a 200-grain bullet traveling at about 1,200
fps from the .451 took the pin off the table
without hesitation. Even when hit in the
head, the pins were cleaned off the table.

QUICK RECOVERY
The difference that extra two to three

hundred feet per second makes over a
standard .45 ACP traveling at about 1,000
fps is significant. I found that with the Det
onics .451 Magnum loaded down to the
1,20b fps level, I could manage quick" re
covery and fast follow-up shots. In its full
power mode I felt recovery to be a little
slow for my liking.

I see a good market for this conversion
unit for the serious individual who wants
the ultimate in a fast, reliable automatic
with one-shot stopping power in defensive
situations.

It also has its application in competitive
shooting; where energy imparted to the
target is a large factor-such as in bowling
pin competition.

Further, I believe that for the average
pistol buff it will enable him to use his pri
mary defensive weapon as a hunting hand
gun, a mighty big plus in my book.

.451 DETONleS
Continuedfrom page 2 7

not listed as maximum. Detonics' reload
ing manual lists 19.5 and 20 grains of 2400
powder as maximum with the 200-grain
and 185-grain bullets, respectively.
However, the primers were beginning to
show pressure signs at 18.5 grains with the
200-grain bullets. These loads were very
uniform and produced a standard devia
tion of only 17 fps. Accuracy was good and
averaged 231.1 inch groups at 50 yards.

In a six-inch barrel, 700X powder failed
to give much velocity increase, using the
same charges as were used in the five-inch
version. This tells me that most of the 700X
was consumed in the shorter barrel.

Accuracy was still excellent, and again
the most pleasant loads to shoot were with
this powder.

Eight grains of 700X behind the Hor
nady I85-grain hollow point bullet went
over the chronograph at 1,228 fps, while
8.5 grs produced 1,262 fps. The 200-grain
Speer produced a velocity of 1,202 fps with
the 8-grain load.

Unique powder again produced very
well, showing 1,313 fps with 11.2 grains beo
hind the Hornady 185-grain 5ullet: The
Speer 200-grain bullet moved oui at 1,319
fps with the same.powder charge. Here, we
have a heavier bullet traveling faster than a
lighter bullet, with the same powder
charge. .

The Speer 200-grain hollow point and
this load produced a six-shot,100-yard
group of 4\4 inches. Four of the six rounds
went into 231.1 inches. This group was shot
sitting in the back of a pickup truck, using
a two-hapd hold with back braced against
the cab. It was, by far, the best group fired
at this range with any of the loads.

EXTRA INCH PAYS OFF
Eighteen and one-half grains of 2400

powder and the 185-grain Hornady bullet
produced a velocity of 1,308 fps in the six
inch tube, the same charge behind the 200
grain Speer hollow point came out at 1,324
fps. This is where the extra inch. of tube
begins to payoff. Once again we see a
heavier bullet traveling faster than a
lighter bullet, with the same powder
charge. These loads are quite pleasant to
shoot, being second only to the 700X se
ries. Accuracy was excellent, around two
inches at 50 yards.

Except for the 100-yard grou p, all ac
curacy testing was done from a sitting
position-not from a machine rest.

I fired several rounds of both 200-grain For more information, write to Sales
Speer and 185-grain Hornady bullets into & Marketing Div., Detonics Manufactur
damp sand at a range of 50 yards. Velocity ing Corp., 2500 Seattle Tower Bldg.
was at the 1,300 fps level. I recovered two (Dept. AH), Seattle, WA 98101. Orders
of the 200-grain Speer hollow points and may be placed through Detonics or DJ.
they miked .830 inch and .850 inch. When Sports, POB 55456, Seattle, . IIIIM-
weighed, they had retained virtually 100 WA 98155. ~
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Introducing the new field target
holder from Outers.

(automatics for example), the gap will
widen. No matter, it still must be uniform.

ADJUST TRIGGER RELEASE
Next, adjust the trigger release so it con

tacts about dead-center on the trigger it
self. On revolvers, this should be adjusted
in the cocked position, trigger back, gun
uriloaded. With automatics, obviously
there is only one position (except on single
action/double action autos). Again, here
you follow the single-action rule.

All that remains now is to sight the gun
toward the target. I find it is best to stand
behind the gun about arms length and
sight in just as if you were holding the
piece. If you didn't purchase the windage
base, here you will loosen the "C" clamps,
then proceed to tap the base left or right
until all looks even. With the windage
base, however, all that is necessary is to
simply adjust it as it sets; within reason of
course.

Adjustments on the base are small, con
sidering what happens at the other end. At
50 yards, 114 turn on the elevation screw, as
measured by the Ransom witness mark,
will bring the bullet up or down approx
imately six inches. With the windage ad
justment, 112 a notch (left or right) will
position the bullet roughly 6 inches to one
side or another.

When firing a string, I follow a pattern.
After loading the gun, cock it, then place
your thumb on the trigger.bar. The other
four fingers are positioned on the outboard
side of the tension spring. Fire the gun.
Then push it back down with the recoil lug,
which is cast into the rest frame for this
purpose. Do not touch the gun, and never
reset it by using the barrel as a lever. Cock
it, start all over.

FOUL BARREL FIRST
Before shooting for record, fire at least a

clip-full in autos, a cylinder-full in
revolvers. This not only fouls the piece, but
also "settles" the gun into the grips for a
true picture of accuracy.

At 20 yards, a good tuned target auto
matic should, with factory ammo, or hand
loads, shoot a hole covered easily by a
dime. With a wheelglin, using hunting or
defense loads, the spread will enlarge. At
50 yards, depending on the ammo, 3Yz
inches or under groups with any handgun
is good performance by my standards.

Personal criterion is yet another aspect.
Some fellows will work until they have ex
hausted the last possible millimeter out of
a group size. Others will be happy
with less.

Whatever your yardstick might be, the
Ransom Rest instills confidence. Actually
seeing what is happening on the target,
whether it be 7, 20 or even 50 yards away,
goes a long way to assure you of just what
your gun is capable of doing. This, in turn,
will pay big dividends on the shooting end.

And, that, partner, is where you come in.
For more information, contact the peo-

ple at CArco, POB 308 (Dept. ....
AH), Highland, CA 92346. ~

GUN OF'MONTH
Continuedfrom page 41

and controls are a matching black with
dulled critical surfaces. The frame is of
alloyed steel, sporting a glass bead hard
chrome finish that is extremely well
executed. The barrel of the "T" variation
extends 1% inches past the front of the slide
and is Mag-na-ported. Overall barrel
length is abolit 5Vz inches.

The rear sight is click adjustable for ele
vation, but must be drifted for windage.
For a combat pistol, however, this adjust
ment should only have to be made once, if
ever, after deciding on the most suitable
ammunition. The rear sight also features
white painted bars, rather than a complete
white outline; I had no problems with this
configuration. All sharp edges have been
removed. Compatibility dictates that the
front sight be somewhqt high, but the con
tours are well executed by the people at
Benelli.

I believe the Tournament model has had
the benefit of considerable hand polishing
of internal paris; the action-both double
and single-is smooth as glass. My test gun
couldn't have been any sweeter to shoot.

Since this particular gun was destined to
be the American Handgunner Custom Gun
of the Month, I did not have the oppor
tunity to fire the many hundreds of roup.ds
I would normally put through a test gun;
nor did I have the chance to find out which
brand and type of ammo it preferred for
optimum accuracy.

I can report, however, that Federal's
123-grqin metal case (# 9AP) 9mm car
tridge delivered groups of less than two
inches at 25 yards and four-inch groups at
50 yards. Some old military ammo from
Finland performed with only marginal ac
curacy. These were. the only two loads used
in my tests, and I don't think Federal's per
formance can be much improved upon.

All in all, I must rate the Benelli Tourna- .
ment test as an A + experience. I am so
impressed that I am purchasing a standard
Benelli B76 for comparative tests and eval
uation. Its basic design is a real winner, a
trait found in many guns .....
marked "Made in Italy." ~

reinstall the clamp plate, washers and star
nuts, sqrewing them down until gentie con
tact is made on the plate.

Once the initial contact is made, tighten
nuts A and B until finger tight. Then turn
nut C until that too is finger-tight. When
all nuts are snugged down, the gap qll
around should be even. On some hand
guns, it will be a hairline crack; on others

RANSOM REST
Continuedfrom page 39

It's easy to carry and simple to set
up. So you can spend more time
shooting, less time looking for a
convenient post. .

Made of sohd steeL it features an
anchor plate that keeps it steady.
even in a breeze, .

Eight chps let you hang paper
targets for practice, or tin cans for
phnking.

And now Outers offers you eco
nomical paper silhouette targets for
22 rimfire practice.

The 25-meter target features all
fOUT silhouettes perfectly scaled to
the size you'd see in your sights on
the range.

You can use the four individual
silhouette targets at actual firing dis
tances. They're full sized rephcas of
the standard steel targets. And each

features a sighting-
in grid. .

So visit your
favorite Outers
dealer today. He's
got the new field
target holder,
and a full hne

LIiIIiIIII-"!'~of NRA-approved
Outers targets. In fact.

everything you need to improve your
shooting, whether you're just out for
fun, or out for trophies.

Em
GET TIlE WHOLE SHOOTIN' MATCH

FROM TIlE GOOD Ot BOYS.
CCI. Speer. RCBS & OUlers

@1983 Omark Industries
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PPC MATCH
Continuedfrom page 30

Since there appears to be such a genuine
interest in losing by so many shooters, per
haps things could be made easier for them
by offering a list of suggestions on how to
lose a PPC match. For too many years now,
the tenets of poor marksmanship have re
mained a secret. But because of increased
awareness and popular demand, the time
has come to reveal to the masses what only
a few great losers have known. if your goal
in shooting is to remain on the sidelines
and watch someone else reap all the glory,
then this is for you.

Here are ten ways to lose a PPC match:
(I) Look at the target while shooting:

Probably the best way to be a loser. Instead
of concentrating on your sights, watching
the target will allow you to see your hits as
they drift from the ten-ring out to the
seven-ring and beyond. If you're really
tricky, you can also watch the targets next
to you while you're shooting. Guaranteed
results-bad ones.

(2) Snap the trigger: It's a toss-up be
tween this and watching the target. Many
top-notch losers say they prefer snapping
because the effects are so, startling,
especially at 50 yards. With practice, you
can even expect ricochets in the kneeling,
sitting and prone positions.

(3) Shoot on the wrong target: No need
to worry about your aggregate with this
method. In addition to learning how to
shoot at multiple targets, you also have an
opportunity to share some of your better
shots with someone else. A great way to
break the ice and make friends!

(4) Rushing: A real favorite with many
losers. When you're in a hurry, you don't
have time to worry about such things as
sight alignment, trigger control or pre
match preparation. The added "pump"
really helps your concentration, too. Rush
ing is enhanced by such things as arriving
late, failing to pre-register and not having
your equipment ready when your relay is
called to the line.

(5) Don't test ammo: It saves the hassle
of having to find out where a new batch of
ammo prints at 50 yards. It doesn't really
matter that different bullet weights and
powders affect accuracy, one bullet is just
as good as another in an important match.
If you're a sport, you can even make small
wagers with your friends on where the new
bullets will group during an actual match.
Loads of fun!

(6) Have a good time the night before a
match: Why worry about the match the,
night before? Common sense will tell you
that it's more fun to eat, drink and be
merry. Everyone knows that a hangover is
great for a case of the shakes. Besides, hav
ing a good time is always more important
than winning. Losers like to stay up late
swapping stories and partying. A real

party-animal doesn't mind giving up his
match fees for a good time. It's macho!

(7) Worry about the score board: It's al
ways nice to know what score you have to
beat before you shoot. Good friends, who
have your best interests at heart, will usu
ally let you know what's posted on the
board, just in case you may have over
looked it. Knowing everyone else's scores
will also help you to keep track of what
your chances of winning are while you
shoot.

(8) Go to a match unprepared: One way
to find out who your friends are is to arrive
at a match without all your equipment. A
true friend will help you out with ear pro
tectors, ammo, gun, loaders or leather.
Anyway, it's kind of fun to piecemeal your
equipment together at a match. Anyone
can shoot a good score with his own gear; it
takes a real man to fire a winning score
with someone else's equipment.

(9) Don't check sights: One of the better
ways to lose a match. The effects of this
syndrome are particularly awesome at 50
yards, but interesting results can also be
obtained at 25 yards with the 50-yard dope
still clicked in. Many classic losers have en
deared themselves to their fellow shooters
by using this gimmick. It really works!

(10) Maintain a poor attitude: This is the
catchall of the "Loser's League." Any time
you think that you may have a chance to
win, just develop a poor attitude '\nd your
problems are solved. Most serious losers
try to arrive at a match with a full-blown
negative attitude. Feeling negative
through a complete match may seem hard
at first, but with a little practice you'll find
that you will be able to start out negative
and end up the same way. Boy, won't your
friends and teammates be amazed when
those scores start to drop!

There are many other sure-fire ways to
lose a match, but space won't allow for
each and everyone. If you would like to
find out more about how to lose, ask
around. You'll find that every shooter has
his own special way of "dropping it" in an
important match. Even the winners have a
few suggestions on how to properly lose
a match -every now ......
and then. ~

INFO 'QUICKIE'
In 1935, a course of fire stressing the

practical aspects of pistol shooting and
using a man-shaped silhouette target
(less exacting than the bullseye target)
was fired during the police sessions of
the Small Arms Firing School at the
National Matches, Camp Perry, Ohio.

It was called "Hogan's Alley" and
the shooter walked down a "street"
lined with mock-Ups of one- and two
story buildings. Targets suddenly
appeared in windows and doorways,
remained in view for three seconds (the
firing time for each target) and then
disappeared. Ranges varied from 10 to
20 yards.

The best selling progressive loader
ever invented just got better. With
three new models. the Green Machine
can now load 9mm. 45 AUTO.
or 44 MAGNUM, in addition to the
original 38 and 357.

Best of all. the Green Machine is
still very affordable - listing around
$600. of course, you save a little on
every round you load yourself. And
at upwards of 600 rounds an hour
that can really add up. Not to men
tion the time you save.

So if you've had your eye on pro
gressive loaders, but found them out
of your range, head on down to your
RCBS dealer today. See the Green

Machine in action. And check
out its new tubeless primer
feed. carbide size die and
window bullet seater.

The Good 01' Boys just
made the best progreSSive
loader even more papillar.

Produces up to
600 rounds/hour,

priced around $600. The Green Machine opens up
a whole new shoolin' match to a whole lot more
shooters.

EJ
GET TIlE WHOLE SHOOl1N' MATCH

FROM TIlE GOOD 01: BOYS.
CCI. Speer. RCBS & Outers

'@19820marklndustries
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FAVORITE LOADS
Now, let's take a look at the favorite

loads of today's top professional
handgunners-nine of them. Each man,
listed in alphabetical order, has spent
many hours testing and experimenting to
tailor each load for its intended purpose.

Continued on page 50
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Greider's Custom .45 Shop
• Highest Quality

Work
• Target, IPSe or

Combat
Conversions

• Standard or Shooters Specifications

For further information and specifications, contact:

Bob Greider
4625 Carrie Ann Lane
Abilene, Texas 79606

915-698-2006

INSIST 0rtTHE ORlai l
MAG·NA·PORT@ PROCESS
Mag-Na-Port® has 10 years in the
recoil reducing business and we're
still growing.•Many imitators have
tried. to-copy our process but
consistently fail.-
Mag-Na-Port~ the original muzzle
venting process, has become
famous because thousands of
shooters insist on having
greater control of their fire
arm. Will NOT change the

....-sallistics orAccur~~y, ~

(u.s. Patent No. 38089"43) •..

ALPHA PRECISION, INC.
CUSTOM

COMPETITION
HANDGUNS

PPC, IPSC, DUTY, TARGET,
SILHOUETTE AND SPORT

• COMPETITIVE PRICES· OVER 20 YEARS EXPERI
ENCE· PROFESSIONAL CRAFTSMANSHIp· ALL

WORK TESTED AND GUARANTEED
SEND $2.00 (REFUNDABLE) FOR INFORMATION:

ALPHA PRECISION, INC. Dept. 01
1231 Sunderland Ct., Atlanta, Georgia 30319

(404) 458-0477
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COMBAT SHOOTING
Continuedfrom page 7

Illinois. Top qualifiers from around -the
country compete for the National Cham
pionship and a place on the five-man team,
which represents the U.S. at the World
Championship.

IPSC uses a power factor of 175 to make
major caliber. Minimum bore size is .38
caliber. The .45 auto wins most events. It is
scored major, and is quick to reload. Para
bellum 9mm autoloaders are used by a few
competitors, but they are scored as minor

Officer Fred Romero of LAPD shows his
championship form in kneeling position.

caliber. This means that a center hit re
ceives the same points as major; but any
shot out of the center receives one point
less than major scoring. This has proved to
be an insurmountable handicap in today's
big matches. Most IPSC matches require
rapid reloading, which rules out revolvers
for a chance at overall victory. Scoring
areas on IPSC targets are fairly large, so
any handgun ammo combination capable
of shooting four-inch groups at 50 yards is
adequate.

The last major event of the 1983 pro
handgunning circuit is the IPSC World
Championship. This year, the U.S. will be
host. Ammo requirements are the same as
for the IPSC National Championship.



INFO 'QUICKIE'
The psychology of shooting is vitally

important to the achievement of good
ocores in a match, under pressure.
"Buck fever" can be prevented merely
by building up your self confidence.
Walk up on the line and say to yourself,
"I'm going to shoot better today than I
normally do in practice." Chances are
10-1 you will. Try it!

lice Department won in 1981. Because of
an injury, he did not fire this year.

Here are the first 10 places in this year's
match:

(1) Tom Heniger, Banning Police
Department.

(2) Mike Bradburn, Orange County
Sheriff's Office.

(3) Ray N e ai, Pal m S p r i n g s
(unaffiliated).

(4) Archie Montgomery, U.S. Border
Patrol.

(5) Scott Davis, Garden Grove Police
Department.

(6) Doug Oliver, La Mesa Police
Department.

(7) Wheeler (see above).
(8) Rick Hartman, Los Angeles Police

(9) Ralph Pendleton, U.S. Border
Patrol.

(10) Al Culbertson, San Diego County
Marshal's Office.

Officer Claudia Keller of the Los
Angeles Police Department, the sole
woman shooter in the match, placed 36th.
It was only her second competition.

"I'll do a lot better next year, for sure;'
she told the American Handgunner.

About 20 percent of the shooters fired
autos, the rest revolvers, according to
Hahn.

He said the only match restrictions were
that shooters fire duty ammo, with no
metal-piercing or wadcutter bullets, and
handguns normally carried by law enfor
cement agencies.

Prizes were presented by Oceanside Po
lice Chief Laurence R. Marshall.

Lou Duncan, range owner, operates
Duncan's Gun Works, Inc., San Marcos,
California. He is a former member of the
Marine Corps Rifle and .....
Pistol Team. ~

By Len Davis

Police Makh
Features Unique
Course of Fire

I nnovative course design highlighted the
9th Annual Police Combat Match held

January 29 at Lou Duncan's range in
Rainbow, California.

Each of the 63 shooters from various law.
enforcement agencies in the state's south
ern tier fired 24 rounds with handguns at a

variety of steel plates-some falling, others
stationary-and c<;lrd board silhouette
targets over distances of 3 yards to 35
yards.

Many of the targets were momentarily
blocked by a swinging silhouette; the se
cret was to shoot only when the target was
exposed. It was a tricky stage offire, but
well received by the lawmen (and one
woman).

Another stage required the handcuffing
of a lifesize dummy hanging from a metal
support. Several good shooters lost time on
this part of the multi-faceted course.

Firing was done from behind large boul
ders and through the door (with the win
dow rolled down) of a parked black-and
white at shoot and no-shoot targets placed
at strategic distances.

To make the match even more challeng
ing, each shooter was required to fire three
rounds with a police shotgun at steel
plates.

The course-based on speed and
accuracy-was designed by Bill Hahn, a
former Marine Corps captain and director
of the match co-sponsored by the Ocean
side Combat Pistol League and the Ocean
side Police Department.

Readers of the American H andgunner
wishing to know more about his course de
sign should write to Hahn at 140 Fireside
Drive, Oceanside, CA 92054.

Last year's match was won by Sgt. Dave
Wheeler of the Los Angeles Police Depart
ment. He won also in 1979, 1980 and 1982;
Officer Ken Burkett of the Escondido Po-
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•Brian Enos, who resides in Mesa, Ari-
zona, is a young but experienced competi
tor who, I believe, will be one of the future
greats in professional handgunning. He is
blessed with much natural ability and a
maturity beyond his years.

He finished a strong second in the
1982 Bianchi Cup using an Aimpoint
equipped revolver, and second in the 1981
Soldier of Fortune three-gun match. Enos,
a former Arizona state champion and Pres
ident's Cup winner, is equally talented

COMBAT SHOOTING
Continuedfrom page 48

•Ray Chapman, owner of the Chapman
Academy in Columbia, Missouri, is the
1975 IPSC world champion and winner of
many practical shooting matches. He is the
dean of American practical shooting com
petitors. His favorite .45 ACP loads are as
follows:

For IPSC matches, he uses the H&G
200-grain # 68 bullet, hardcast to 204
grains or less, lubed with Microlube 500 X.
Powder charge is 5.7 grains of231 in WW
cannelured cases with WW large pistol
primers.

Since Chapman's range hosts the
Bianchi Cup match, he doesn't compete in
that event; however, he does have a favor
ite load for it. Once again, it's the 200-grain
H&G #68; this time with 4.7 grains of
WW231 powder. This chronographs at
about 700 fps and is extremely accurate.
For the Second Chance Bowling Pin
match, he uses Speer 185-grain factory hol
low points loaded to factory velocity. He
favors this same load for defensive use,
along with the Federal 185-grain hollow
point factory load. For practice, Ray re
duces his normal IPSC load of5.7 grains of
WW231 powder to 5.4 grains. This pro
duces about 820 fps velocity and is easier
on pistols than full loads.

•Mike Dalton, from Mission Hills, Cal-
ifornia, is a four-time winner of the South
west Pistol League Championship and is
my partner in International Shootists Inc.,
a handgun training facility located in Can
yon Country, California. He is a consistent
high finisher in national and international
competition. His favorite .45 ACP loads
use the hardcast H&G # 68 bullet. Cases
are WCC '71, or later, once-fired military
brass with Federal large pistol primers.
Dalton's choice of powder is WW231 in
various charge weights, depending on
match power requirements. For IPSC
matches, he uses 5.7 grains of WW231; for
the Steel Challenge, 5.2 grains. In IPSC
practice firing, he reduces his normal load
of 5.7 to 5.5 grains, which cuts down wear
on his pistols. Dalton's favorite self-de
fense load for the .45 auto is the 200-grain
H & G # 68 behind seven grains of
Unique powder.

It provides consistent, reliable
double diameter expansion
over a wide range of velocities.
Combined with the unique
Sierra hollow' cavity design, it's
devastating.

The Power Jacket is a totally
new concept in hand
loading bullets. Ask for
the Sierra Sports Master

~~;:~. Sierra
The BulletsmithsT.\I

Bullet

TYLER'S TRIGGER SHOE
Durable light weight cast aluminum for Colt, S & W
and many other modern pistols, rifles and shotguns.
POLISHED or BLACK $4.50; GOLD FINISH $5.00
AT YOUR FAVORITE DEAltR OR ORDER DIRECT. Send
make & model of gun. No C.O.D.'s please. Add $1.00
for Shipping Chorges. Fully Guaranteed. Genuine
Stag-Wood & Synthetic Gun Grips. Lee Loaders
Bullet Molds - Gun Accessories. Buck Knives - Hand
made Holsters & Belts. leather & Clarino.

New! 'VORE» GUN G RIPS
MELVIN TYLER MFG. AND DIST.

1326' W. Britton Rd.• Oklahoma City. Okla. 7311
I fr -654- 415 Outside Oklahoma

I---TYLER'S
BETTER SHOOTING~""••~~
with this improved
cast Aluminum Grip
ADAPTOR. For Colt,
S & Wand Ruger D.A.
Revalvers. DURABLE, PRAC
TICAL-EASY TO INSTALL.
THREE ATTRACTIVE FINISH COLORS.
POLISHED or BLACK $6.00; GOLD $6.50

Jackel

Finally a visible difference in
handgun bullet performance.

We've made the most devas
tating handgun bullet on the
market today-the new Sports
master Power Jacket.

Thanks to six small serrations
around the nose of the
jacket, the Sierra Power
Jacket transfers energy
more efficiently than any
other handgun bullet.

BULLET SWAGING
YOUR BULLETS CAN PAY!

Turn your hobby mto a source of security,
now and for the future. Learn how hundreds
of shooters design and manufacture their own
bullets at home Don't put it off . every
bullet you shoot pays someone else' Send 53
for Corbm Handbook. or 530 for 5-book
Ilbrarv. to

" __111. P.O. Box 75B
• Phoenix. OR 97535
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P. O. BOX 40529
SANTA BARBARA

CA. 93103-1529

5" 'Rib Gun.

HANDGUNNER ANNUAL
on your newsstand!

-FREE CATALOG
Of Scope Mounts

And Gun Tools

LIGHTEN DOUBLE ACTION S & W & COLT
HIGrl STANDARD SPECIALIST OLD &, EW
LUGER REBARRELING & TRIGGERWORK

CAMPBELL H. IRWIN
EAST HARTLAND, CONN. 06027

TEL. 203·653·3901

CUSTOM WORK PISTOL & REVOLVER
REBARREUNG & CHAMBERING

TRULOCK TOOL COMPANY
Custom manufactu~precision gunsmIthIng

tools. DesIgned by a gunsmith.
FREE BROCHURE UPON REQUEST

Trulock Tool Company
Post Office Box 74

Whigham, Georgia 3 t 979

A TEXTBOOK BY E. ~. FENJOHN
ABOUT THE PROPER USE OF A
HAND GUN TO DEFEND A HOME

AND ITS OCCUPANTS
HARDCOVER

ILLUSTRATED
SE:\D

$6.95 POST PAID
TO:

GOLD STAR PUB. CO.
DEPT. AH-7, 90 CRICKET AVE.

ARDMORE, PA 19003

GUNFIGHTING

AT HOME

AND

RELATED

SUBJECTS

SENO 1100 ron INFORMATION AND Sit /0 PlCrvR£

•Mickey Fowler. My .45 ACP loads are
all assembled with WCC '71 or later, once
fired military brass, WW231 powder and
Federal or Winchester large pistol primers.
The H&G 200-grain # 68 bullet, behind
5.7 grains of WW231 powder, is my favor
ite IPSC match load. I use this same load
for most practice shooting. For the Steel
Challenge, I use the H&G #68 and five
grains of WW23 I. For the Bianchi Clip, I
use the Homady 200-grain CT match bul
let, loaded with five grains of WW231.
Some lO-shot machine rest groups fired in
my match-tuned guns have produced one
inch groups at 50 yards. For this year's
Second Chance Bowling Pin match, I plan
to use a 230-grain round-nose lead bullet
with 5.4 grains of 231 powder.

(Editor'S note: Fowler is three-time win
ner of the Bianchi cup match, along with
many other important matches too numerous
tlJ list here.)

•Mike Plaxco, a custom pistolsmith, lives
in Roland, Arkansas. He is a true gentle
man and sportsman. Well known for his
quick and accurate shooting, Plaxco is one
of the world's fastest shooters firing Colt
autos equipped with his famous Plaxco

with both .45 automatics or big-bore
revolvers.

For IPSC matches, he uses the H&G
#68 200-grain bullet loaded in WCC '71,
or later, military cases behind 5.8 grains of
WW231 powder with Federal large pistol
primers.

His IPSC practice load uses the same
components, except the powder charge is
reduced to 5.5 grains of WW23 I.

He uses the H&G #68 200-grain
bullet loaded with 4.7 grains ofWW231 for
the Steel Challenge. This light load helps
reduce muzzle rise, allowing Enos to stay
with the front sight while moving from tar
get to target.

At the Second Chance Bowling Pin
match, he opts for a 230-grain round nose
lead bullet loaded with 5.8 grains of
WW231 powder. Enos uses a .38 Special
PPC-type revolver for the Bianchi Cup
match. Bullets are 158-grain round nose
lead; behind 3.5 grains of 700X powder.
This is a very accurate load which makes
the power factor, while producing mini
mum recoil. For self-defense, Enos uses his
IPSC competition load.

OVER 15.000 IN STOCKNEED HANDGUNS?

RSR~WH~G~~ALE
"The Handgun King"

DISCOUNTS ON MOST HANDGUNS
3 LOCATIONS:

NEVADA FLORIDA NEW YORK
84 Coney Island Dr. ~O. Box 9168 ~O. Box 15576

~O.B. 1039. Bldg. 23. Ste.B 11815 E. Colonial Or. 552 Avis SIr.eel
Spar1l:s. NV 89431 Union Park, FL 32817 Rochester, NY 14615

(702) 358·3111 (305) 282·1111 (716) 458-8820

Send FFL for free price list.

CLASSIC AMERICAN FIREARMS
DISPLAYED ON BEAUTIFUL LAMPS

-------- -.,CUT OUT CARBON
Incredible New Lubricantl I

.Gunsl~Ld :
• No mote scraping build-up I

and chipping • Increases accuracy
• Shoot more. and muule ~elocjty

clean less • Extends batlel lite I
INTRODUCTORY OFFER:

One ounce container of amazing new T GUN I
lubricant at the Incre<:hbly low price 01 $4.95
each. (pIuS $1.00 postage and handling) I
CallI. reSidents add 6% sales lax

Mall check or money order
along With your name and address 10: I
PROLUBE PROOUCTS - Oept. A

P.O. Box 1526 I
Rancho Califor"ia~CA 92390

DEA~EA INQUIRIES WELCOME ...

'------'---_.----

Each lamp comes with IileralUre describing the story behind the gun.
Perfett for desk or rable. sMuerproof t(1? d perfect gift idea! Includes
bUrldP shade. Hand lurned hardwood lOp dnd base. Your
choke of:

Full color reproduction:
I. Colt ,\1odel 1860 Amly Revolver. Caliher .44
2. Slarr Revolver. Caliher .44
Hardwood Stain:
I. I'alurallighl 2. Natural dark
Lamp Size: !Includes shade)
I. 17 inch @ $25.50 (Cal. residents $27.03) 5
2. 29 inch @ $36.50 (Cal. residents $38.69)
Add 52.50 shipping {or each lamp ordered. Please
indicate reproduction. slain &: lamp size. Include all

three choice~l;~i~~~.~~~~~~~~~~}'~~~t;:ayahh:10 .

Marilyn's Company' Dept. AH
3771 Christine St" San Diego. CA 92117

Allow six weeks for delivery. Sdtisf,lction gU(lml\lccd.

{ ',WatCh fer fulUrc offers!

'---_ MARJLYN'S COMPANY_-_----'
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P.S. He also uses a pair of Pacific 00-7's
to load much of -his ammo.

Compensator System, he has won many
practical matches, including the 1982 IPSC
National Championship and the 1982 Steel
Challenge.

He is also a member of the five-man
U.S. practical pistol team, which won the
1981 World Team Championship held in
South Africa.

All of his .45 ACP match loads are
assembled with new Winchester brass, or
once-fired WCC'71 or later military cases.
Primers are either Federal or Winchester
large pistoL He uses WW231 powder in
varying charge weights, depending on the
powder requirements, for all his .45 ACP
loads. Bullets are the H & G #68
200-grain lead cast by the Rogers Holster
Company of Jacksonville, Florida. For
IPSC matches, he uses 5.7 grains of
WW231 powder; for the Steel Challenge,
5.2 grains of WW23L This same load is
used when Plaxco competes in the Bianchi
Cup. Atlanta Arms load his practice and
match ammo to the above specifications.
For the Second Chance Bowling Pin
match, Speer .45 caliber 260-grain jack
eted hollow-cavity bullets are loaded be
hind 5.7 grains ofWW23l powder. This is a
potent pin-stopper. Plaxco uses his IPSC
match loacls for self-defense.

•Fred Romero is a Los Angeles Police
officer and top national PPC competitor.
He also shoots his bull-barrel .38 Special
revolver in So~thwest Pistol League
matcht;s. One high point in his long shoot
ing career was winning Match One, the
Practical Event, at the 1982 Bianchi Cup.
His score of 475 was only five points off a
perfect 480.

Romero competes only with the .38
Special revolver and is highly skilled in its
use. For PPC (Practical Pistol Course)
competition, he loads .38 caliber Speer
hollow-base wadcutters in Federal,
Winchester or Remington cases. The
powder charge is 2.7 grains of Bullseye, or
3.2 grains of WW231 powder. Primers are
Federal small pistoL The velocity of this
load is 750 to 760 fps out of a six-inch
barrel revolver. .

For the Bianchi Cup and IPSC matches,
Romero uses l58-grain round-nose lead
bullets, loaded with four grains ofWW23l
powder. These chronograph at around 860
fps from a six-inch barre!. Miwal Ammo
Company of Grass Valley, California loads
his match ammo.

•Ross Seyfried is a Colorado ,cattle
rancher and one of IPSCs greatest com
petitors. He is the 1981 IPSC World's
Champion, 1978 U.S. National Champion
and winner of many practical pistol titles.

He is noted for his fast, accurate shoot
ing and cool consistency in man vs. man
competitions. Seyfried was the leading
member of the U.S. gold medal winning
practical pistol team.

A sportsman and gentleman, he pre
sents an image practical shooters can justly
be proud of.

.Frank Howell. ...'
Seminole, Fla.
consi.$tently
taltes honie .
th:e winner's
t~ophywitll
:QortULdY·
Bullet.s.·

, Join the

Iii Or:o.adyTeam
Hornady Mfg. Co., Dept. AH-7 Box 1848, Grand Island, NE: 68802

"Consistency," says Frank, "is reany the name ~f
the game. I rely on Hornady Bullets because round
after round, lot after lot, they are consistent. Hornady
accuracy is always there, whether I'm s400ting my
Wichita with the 30 caL 168 boat tail, the Contender
with the 7mm 154 and 175 spire point, or the 44 mag
240 jacketed hollow point." Howell is the current
Florida State Champion and thus far in 1982,he's won
the Florida Sun Shoot and posted the first Florida
Production 40 . He's a member of the President's 100
and 14u Club.

Bight
OD
the
mari!
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• Industry standard for Handloaders
• Cleans cases fast. effiCiently without

weakening metal
• Insures longer case 'and die life
• Ten models to handle from 35 to 2000

rifle casings
• Quiet operation
• Doubles as rock polisher for entire familyl

TRU-SQUARE METAL PRODUCTS
Box 585,Dept. AHA, Auburn, WA 98002

Accessories

• Brass polish media

• Liquid Brass Cleaner

• Power cleaner and
primer pocket
brushes

• Shot shell buffer

••• provides hands~meappearance of stainless steel
THIS IS THE FINISH! It protects ALL metal surfaceS
by a c;ombination of heat and chemical treatments.
The surface you see; the bore where deterioration
is m0F't deadly; moving parts - without harm to
close machine tolerances, without loss of temper
to springs. Far outlasts blueing. Lab and field
tested for several years. Provides like-new restora
tion for favorite older guns; special good-looking
protective finish for that new purchase. Results
guaranteed! Investigate.

WRITE FOR
Full color illustrated
brochure and name
of nearest
dealer

1'.'

HARD CAST LEAD BULLETS-SIZED & LUBED

9MM 115 GR. RN . . .. 527.50 .
30 CAL. 115 GR. SPITZER. . 27.50
38 CAL. 148 GR. we. ..... 28:50
38 CAL. 148 GR. DEWC . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. 28.50
38 CAL. 158 GR. RN .. 29.50
38 CAL. 158 GR. SWe. 29:50
41 CAL. 210 GR. SWC . . 36.50
44 CAL. 225 GR. SWC 36.50
44 CAL. 240 GR. SWC . . . . ... .. .. . 37.50
45 CAL. 185 GR. WC 31,50
45 CAL. 200 GR. SWC . . 1. • ••••• 32.50
45 CAL. 230 GR. RN .... 36'.50 .

0.5.5. "COPPER·CLAD" BULLETS

9MM 115 GR. RN . . ' 535.50
38 CAL. 158 GR. SWC . . . 40.50
44 CAL. 240 GR. SWC . . 50.50
45 CAL. 230 GR. RN 47.50

All prices per IOOO-AII bullets bulk pocked 500 to a bor.
Special wax type lubricont- :# 2 Alloy

ALL ORDERS SHIPPED fREIGHT COLLECT.
QUALITY GUARANTEED OR YOUR MO~'P; R.EFUNDED

"DEALERS WRITE OR CALL fOR WHOLESALE PRICE liSTS

T~~!~llY~~~:'~~~~:dij,
makes for more accurate sh9pting; but
it also magnifies any apparent
unsteadiness of hold. This can rattle the
best Inatch shooter when the going gets
hot, so some prefer a shorter radius as a
concession to their nerves. A short ra
dius can backfire, too, because the illu
sion of steadiness it creates might instill
overconfidence, with resultant sloppy
holding.

The .45 ACP is his choice for all practi
cal events. His IPSC match loads are as
sembled in new Winchester-Western cases
with 5.7 grains of WW231 powder ignited
by Federal large primers, which drive
Sierra 230-grain match' hardball bullets
well over the 175 major power factor.

For the Bianchi Cup match, he uses
180-grain jacketed Sierra match bullets
loaded with 5.1 grains of WW23 I powder.
Seyfried likes the Hornady 230-grain jack
eted flat-nose bullet, hand-loaded with 5.7
grains of WW231, for self-defense.

•John Shaw operates M.IS.S., a shooting
school near Memphis, Tennessee. He is the
only two-time IPSC U.S, ational Cham
pion, winning in 1980 and 1981. He was
team captain of the 1981 gold medal win
ning U.S. IPSC world team. Shaw won the
1981 Steel Challenge match.

His .45 auto loads are put together in
once-fired or new brass, using Federal or
Winchester pistol primers. For IPSC
matches he uses 5.8 grains of WW231

. powder and the 200-grain Hornacjy CT
match bullet. His practice load is 4.7 grains
of WW231 with the 200-grain H&G #68
lead bullet. For bowling pins, Shaw uses
the Hornady 230-grain jacketed flat-nose
bullet, or a 230-grain round-nose lead
bullet and 4.8 grains of Bullseye powder.

His Steel Challenge load is a 200-grain
Hornady CT match bullet and 4.7 grain of
WW231 powder. Five grains of WW231
powder and the 203-grain Hornady CT
match bullet are used for the Bianchi Cup.
This load gives superb accuracy and light
recoil.

Shaw uses Hornady 185-grain hollow
point factory ammo for self-defense.

•Bill Wilson is a custom pistolsmith who
resides in Berryville, Arkansas. He is the
only man to win the Second Chance Five
Pin Championship twice and holds the
fastest time for this event. He also is a
consistent high finisher in IPSC national
and international competitions and placed
fifth in the 1982 Bianchi Cup match.

All of his match loads use WCC '71, or
later, once-fired military brass. Federal
large pistol primers and Bullseye powder
round out his components. For IPSC
matches, the 200-grain H&G #68 lead
bullet is used with a powder charge of 4.9
grains of Bullseye powder. Bianchi Cup
loads are 3.7 grains of Bullseye and the
H&G #68 bullet. For bowling pins,
Wilson uses the 225-grain H&G # 34
round-nose lead bullet behind 4.6 grains of
Bullseye powder. This is a load lighter than
most competitors use. His IPSC competi
tion loads are used for self-defense.

•For my next column, I will answer com-
bat shooting questions from readers of the
American Handgunner.

Just send them to me in care of this
magazine, and I will answer as many as
space permits. --M-
Good shooting! ~
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LEE'S RED RAMP KITS $13.95 SILUETAS
Continuedfrom page 9

LEAD BUILD·UP

GUN CLEANING CLOTH KIT

COP TALK
Continuedfrom page 10

action isn't dead yet.
Scott Lindiey of Idaho Falls shot a

70X80 in the AAA revolver category with a
lO-inch barrel (VH) .357 Magnum Dan
Wesson, using cast bullets.

He fired the Lyman #358315 bullet
(about 200 grains), cast of Linotype, sized
.358 to match the cylinder mouth diameter
and loaded to 1.6 inches overall length in
.38 Special cases with 13 grains ofHllO and
Federal #200 small rifle primers.

His bullets are cast with a ladle, the
metal is fluxed with MarvelLux, and the
bullets are sorted visually only.

Lindley claims such a load will shoot
one-inch groups at 50 yards, off the side of
his leg.

An IHMSA official estimated that more
than $50,000 in merchandise was donated
by the firearms industry to shooters at the
1982 championships.

Among the non-industry contributors
were Budweiser, which sponsored the first
10 places, and American Airlines, which
awarded a trip to Hawaii.

The National Association ofFederally
Licensed Firearms Dealers presented its
1982 Shooting Sports Award to IHMSA
members.

A walnut-mounted brass plaque read:
"For outstanding influence in the

advancement of handgun sports: for fur
thering the ideals of safe, responsible fun
shooting, and for contributions to new ad
vancements in handgun accessories and
sales of firearm-related items in the pur
suance of the metallic silhouette sport."

See you in Phoenix ~

in November. ~

1. IIJI IIl11J

White outiine sights for Colt, Ruger, Micro, & Virginia
Dragoon $5.95 each.

1. Removing lead from the forcing cone, barrel and cy
linders is no longer a task. Simply cut a 1/2"xl/2"
patch and wrap it around an old brush of the same cal
iber. A lillie scrubbing and the lead is gone, Follow this
with a clean gun patch and that part is done.

2. To clean the face of the cylinders simply wipe the
lead away
3. Lightly wipe the exterior with the WIPE AWAY
followed by a clean cloth and the job is finished.

With the WIPE AWAY, it is no longer a messy and time
consuming job to clean a handgun.

-BobZwirz
Eastern Editorial Director
Gun World And Annuals

-Jerome Aakusan (Editor)
American Handgunner

Magazine
For removing leading & carbon build-up

WIPE AWAY is the best that I have worked
with to date,·

t can vouch for it really working. Just one or
two swipes althe cloth and leading around barrel
disappears .... "

THIS AMAZING CLOTH KIT CLEANS, LEAVES A SPARKLING FINISH,
IS INEXPENSIVE & LONG-LASTING

JUST WIPE AWAY LEAD, BURN RINGS, & CARBON BUILD-UP
ON HANDGUNS, RiFlES & SHOTGUNS

*WIPE AWAyTM

LEE'S RED RAMPS, 7252 East Ave. U·3, Dept. AHG, Littlerock, CA 93543
(805) 944·4487

Check, MasterCharge, Vi~a, Moneyorders, & COD welcome.
Minimum charge on credit card $15.00. California residents add 6% state sales tax.

Distributed by Ellett Brothers, Jack First Distributors, The Shooting Shop, California Gun Specialties.

The original red ramp kit, highly fluorescent. Our material should not be mistaken with the "Bull
ogna" offered by would-be competitors.• Mini kit - one color (your choice) 60 sights $13.95.
• Deluxe mini kit - four colors (red, orange, yellow, & white) 250 sights $45.00.• Regular kit - one
color (your choice) 125 sights $25.95.• Deluxe kit - four colors 450 sights $89.95. Super easy
to use. Fully illustrated instruc-
tions provided. No tools pro
vided. Our kits are used by law
enforcement agencies through
out the country & most well
known pistolsmiths in the U.S.
including Bo Clerke, master gun
maker & Camp Perry Champion,
R. W. Loveless, renowned knife
maker & pistolsmith, Jim Clark,
L. E. Jurras, Cheshire & Perez,
Mathews & Sons, & Pachmayer.

Spring kits for New Model Ruger single actions $6.95 each. Ruger Security Six, Speed Six, Ser
vice Six $6.95 each. Dan Wesson .357 Cal. $6.95 each. S & W J Frame (All Calibers) $6.95
each. S & W K, N, & L Frames $11.95 each. All spring kits contain trigger return & hammer
spring. Greatly reduces trigger pull on double & single action.

look for it at your Local Dealer, or send $4.95 & 1.00 P & H to:

Belltown, Lld.-33 Belltown Road, Stamford, CT. 06905 (203)348-0911

lJ1rrba ~Ull §l~l1p
CUSTOM COMPETITION HANDGUNS

Tactics Section, no New York cop has ever
used his flashlight to illuminate or blind a
suspect during a shootout.

From this reality, comes training. New
York cops today no longer train in firing
with their flashlights. For them, it's rele
vant; in New York City, there is almost al
ways some form of ambient light. Still,
even NYPD instructors agree that for rural
cops working in total darkness, Of for high
way patrol officers who always have their
flashlights in hand when they make traffic
stops, gun-with-flashlight training may
well make sense.

NO WEAK-HAND SHOOTING
In the history of NYPDs tens of thou

sands of violent encounters, there is no rec
ord of any officer ever switching the gun to

Continued on page 56

PATENTED

Fred Schmidt
Tel: (004) 746-9269
5004 Signal Hill Rd.
Mechanicsville, Va. 23111

Short Cylinder P.P.C. Conversion u.s. Palent

Douglas 1·10 twist BBl 1,080" Dia. 6" long
Square recess muzzle ,.

Cylinder is shortened to function with 38 spc.
H.B.w.e. only

• Reduced Leading
• No bullet jump
• Reduced recoil
X·Ring Accuracy
Each gun indiV~UallYbuilt

PPC, ISPC, DUTY, TARGET,
SILHOUETTE, AND SPORT

CUSTOM 'SMITH PROFILE,
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r;Aie~M~n=n-=- ,
.6 E. 45th St., Depl..AH NY, NY 10017

I Gentlemen: Please send me the following: I
__ FREE Color CatalogI ::d~:S:~C Patch for which I enclosed $2 for each

I City, State, Zip: ----------

My dealer is: ..._----



HANDLOADING
Continuedfrom page 13

his weak hand unless his strong hand had
been disabled. For this reason, there is vir
tually no weak-hand shooting in NYPD
firearms training.

Because there is so little distance-shoot
ing in real life, it is not represented in train
ing with off-duty guns and service
revolvers, and officers are allowed to cock
single-action for precise fire during 25
yard qualification. Emphasis is on close
range shooting.

So many real-life death duels occur in
darkness that each officer must fire 50
qualification rounds per year in dim-light
situations. This is done on the various in
door ranges NYPD maintains around the
city. .__

While the "average" is only 2.5 rounds
fired per shootout, so many statistical aber
rations have occurred that the Firearms
and Tactics Section subtly encourages the
carrying of a second gun; an estimated
65 percent of New York cops working
heavy-action precincts carry a second,
loaded .38 concealed and ready on their
persons.

In New York City, the police gunfight
capitol of America, the shootouts happen
close and fast and vicious, in the dark. Be
cause the union is so well aware that so
many cops who died, died alone, they've
made sure that NYC cops almost always
work in pairs. And they're trained for the
reality of violence, and ready to fight back
to protect the eight million lives they
guard, fighting back with tactics that make
them the decisive winners in 11 out of
every 12 !111M-
shootouts. ~

(~

does not, despite suggestions to the con
trary, summon the use of a machine rest. I
have worked with numerous such devices,
including the Ransom Rest, and I have
tested from sandbags laid over benchrest
pl~tes. The results of these comparisons
have led me to conclude that little ofwork
able value is to be gained through the
time-consuming hassle of clamping a fire
arm into a contrivance of levers and
springs. Indeed, the purpose ofminimizing
human error is as well served otherwise;
provided, of course, that reasonable pre
cautions are taken to assure steadiness of
aim.

I have managed 25-, 50- and 100-yard
groups with identical loadings that were
equal to those obtained with the use of a
machine rest, and that includes both rifle
and handgun accuracy testing. There are
laboratory advocates who would say that it
is possible to err in favor of accuracy when
the human factor is introduced and, in the
same breath, remind us not to set out to
prove something, because, right or wrong,
we'll prove it. As I said earlier, however,
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excellent definition
all distances and liaht
conditions. Offered In
7x30 and 9x35, they're

relatively light In
weight and have a

generous field
of view.

And our handgun scope mounts for
Ruger and Smith &

Wesson revolvers are
now available in new
silver finish for bright

metal guns.
For target shooters,

Leupold's new f-stop
adapters increase the depth of

field, which also tends to
sharpen the image.
Ask your dealer to see the

full line of Leupold scopes. For a
catalog, write Leupold & Stevens,

Inc., P.O. Box 688, Beaverton,
Oregon 97075 U.S.A.

@
LEUPOLD

QUICKLINE™
SIGHT FOR COLT .45

PYTHON AND DIAMONDBACK
"AS QUICK AS POINTING YOUR FINGER"

~OLT .45 CONVERSIO~S ~
AND PPC REVOLVER~

GUTRIDGE, INC.
2143 Gettler Street, Dyer, Indiana 46311

Custom sights, Complete Gunsmithing Service
Long guns, Silhouette, Bluing, Stocks, Muzzleloading

Send 40¢ in stamps for information-219-865-8617

Performoru;e starts on the Inside

AND MORE NEW IDEAS FROM LEUPOLD
Silhouette shooters, take note of this new
target scope, a Vari-X
1116.5x20 equipped
with target adjust
ments. Now you can
choose the magnifica-
tion best suited to the
situation at hand and keep
the accuracy of a silhouette scope.
Also new are matte finish
models of Leupold Vari-X III
2.5x8, the Vari-X II 3x9 and the 4X.
Leupold's new 2-piece scope
mounts not only look better on
many bolt action rifles, but give
better access to the breech area.
Models are available for Remington
700, Winchester Model 70 and
Mauser type rifles or actions.

These new Porro prism
glasses were designed
primarily for the needs
of the hunter, with
individual-focus
eyepie<;es with click
diopter scales and
superb optics for
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Don Malson-Captain, U.S.
Muzzle Loading Team and
Leading Medalist at the
World Championships

57
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HORNADY MFG. CO.
Dept. AH-7, P.O. Box 1848
Grand Island, Nebraska 68802

Hornady round lead balls helped the U.S. Muzzle Loading
Team dominate the Muzzle Loading World Championships at
Quantico, Virginia. U.S. shooters captured 13 of 20 events,
including 5 world records - an accomplishment unequaled in
the history of competitive black powder shooting. We're very
proud of the U.S. team's performance and of the fact that
they chose Hornady balls for many of these events.

Hornady round balls are winners because we make
them with the same attention to uniformity used in our cen
terfire bullets. There's no worry about sprue tips or con
taminates. Each ball is precisely cold formed - swaged from
pure lead - to be perfect in size and weight.

Whether it's for fun, or for medals, you can make every
shot count with Hornady round balls. Sample the extra con
venience and the precision they provide. See your black
powder shooting supplier and try a box today.

Available now in 13 popular sizes

.310 I .350 I .433 I .445 I .454 I .490 I .535
.375 .440 .451 .457 .530 .570

Black PowderChampions
WinWith
Bornady!

H or:n.ady
III .111 Bulle't,s

MAINTAIN LOAD RECORDS
My approach has driven me to store

powders, left to right, in the order of their
relative burning rates; to keep my tools
clean and working right; and maintain a
complete record of every load combina
tion and its performance.

Most of my loads are based on manufac
turers' recommendations. At least, they
begin that way; with the notable exception
of a wildcat round such as the Super Jet in
the TIC Contender (see July-August/l979
American Handgunner), they generally re
main within safe reach of what has been
worked out by the manufacturers.

The only factor liable to disturb your
sense of compliance is the remarkable
number of discrepancies that exist in
manual-to-manual comparisons for ve
locities obtainable with given powder
charges. Same powder type, same bullet,
same barrel length-yet velocity differ
ences significantly exceed any number rea
sonably attributable to shot-to-shot, or
gun-to-gun, variations. Differences in
chamber and barrel tolerances or, in the
case of revolvers, differences in flash gaps
will account for nominal veloci ty
variations.

Start comparing the results posted in
manuals published by the several compo

Contint{ed on page 58
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the object is to settle on good reloads, with
out becoming pseudo-scientists.

Whether you load for competitive
shooting or hunting, the path to fulfillment
or frustration begins with your reloading
tools and components, and how you set
them up and use them. I'm a nut for neat
ness when it comes to my reloading bench,
and I have an obsession for studying and
planning what I'm going to do. I'll read
everything I can find on the subject of
tools, components, and practices involving
a particular load, then balance what I read
with my own experience, before I prime or
charge a single case.

This thoroughness fetish seems to have
had its rewards, for in putting together
thousands of loads, many of them experi
mental, I have yet to release a firing pin
on an uncharged, or disastrously over
charged, cartridge.

An improperly belled case mouth causes
shaving in this Bonanza seating die.



nent makers, and you'll soon become con
vinced that there's more velocity spread
from book-to-book than you'll find from
gun-to-gun. The same holds true when it
comes to comparing yarn-to-yarn differ
ences, especially if someone is promoting
one of his favorites.

Reloading is like the week before
Christmas; most of the fun is associated
with the getting ready, the doing, the antic
ipation. It's not that shooting itself is a re
run of December 26th, or the day after the
Super Bowl; but a box of handloaded
rounds that fails to perform to one's expec
,lations is like an unsatisfactory gift that
can't be exchanged.

H
1/3 MOON CLIPS

Use .45 acp ammo in place of .45 auto rim.
For Colt 17. S&W 25 and S&W 55 revolvers.
Allows storage in ammo belts & std. boxes.
Reu.sable indefinitely. For a FREE sample. send
a self-addressed, stamped envelope. (We now
make Ruger 9mm clips.)

Clip Pcices: 25 tor $3.95: SO for $6.95 ppd.
RANCH PRODUCTS. PO. Box 145. Malinta. OHIO 43535

STAINLESS STEEL DERRINGER .357 MAX
, • .45 Colt • .45 Auto • .44 Mag • .41 Mag. 9mm

• .44 Special •.38 Special •.357 Mag •.223
For Free Literature send Stamped envelope.
AMERICAN DERRINGER CORPORATION

P.O. Box 8983-Waco, Texas 76714

.,.,-;;..

literature 51.00

High Quality Contemporary
Styled Inli~e Actio.n Muzzle

. loadong Rofles & PIStols

j@~i.:1~!i '~J~~1~j!'J~J ]~!'i,

1449H Blue Crest lane San AntonIo, Texas 78232
'-512-494-3063

DICK CRAWFORD PISTOLSMITH

BONANZA CO-AX PRESS
Another critical factor involves the func

tion of the tools you're using to assemble
your ammo. I have the advantage of using
everything from poke-'em-on-the-trail
quickie devices to the most sophisticated

Continued on page 60

MAXIMUM CONCENTRICITY
The weighing of each powder charge

and each bullet is rightfully set aside for
those who are out to establish a world rec
ord for accuracy. If you want to produce
better handloaded ammo, it is infinitely
more important to make sure that each
round is loaded with maximum concen
tricity (which, among other things, means
minimum deformation of bullets during
the seating process), and that case neck
tension, or crimp, is the same from round
to round.

It is pointless, therefore, to go to the
bother of weighing each charge, or each
bullet, if variances in tension, or crimp,
work to cancel the precision so carefully
built into the propellant, the primer, and

. the bullet. If the crimp varies from round
to round, because of inconsistencies in case
length, the combustion efficiency of the
propellant will vary accordingly.

Part of the reloading process, therefore,
should include making sure each case is of
equal length; not necessarily a prescribed
maximum or minimum (especially in re
volvers or singleshots), but at least
consistent.

Beyond crimping and neck-tensioning
considerations, there's the matter of con
centricity; that is, not ruining the round
ness the manufacturer so conscientiously
imparted to the bullet during its making.
Adjust the mouth-belling feature of your
die, so that the bullet is allowed to enter
without possibility of deformation.

You've no doubt palmed a telltale whis
ker ofcopper or lead while seating a bullet.
In so doing, you were witnessing evidence
that foretold the mysterious "flyer;' Actu
ally, the accuracy potential carefully built
into the component by the manufacturer
was, at that moment, destroyed. A bullet
cannot fly true, point-on, unless its mass
rotates precisely around its axis. If, in seat
ing it in the case, you shave off part of the
rotating mass, it will not fly true.

Rt. 2 Box 80, Hwy. 69A
Altha, FL 32421
(904) 762-8164

Highest Quality Combat
Modifications

Send 1 Dollar
for picture brochure
Refundable on order

IF YOU
SHOOT HANDGUNS,
YOU SHOULD READ THIS BOOK
The Lyman Pistol and Revolver Handbook is the
reference you need whether you're a novice or expert pistol
reloader. The novice eliminates guesswork with over
2000 "starting" and "maximum" handgun loads and a special

"How-to" section on loading and shooting black powder revolvers.
Any shooter can use the comprehen
sive trajectory and wing-drift charts,
along with 74 pages of new bullet
design data for maximum results.
Lyman-when it
comes to pistol and
revolver reloading, we
wrote the book.

~n'~
Write for free catalog.
Lyman Products Corporation
Dept. AH-9073
Rt. 147, Middlefield, CT 00455

CRAWFORD COMBAT PISTOLS
CUSTOM BUILT

.45 AUTOS

LYMAN TECHNICAL LIBRARY
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Prom The@®®OO ®il?®£[b~
At CrowD CitrArms •••
Qualitr Accessories
, Parts Por Your .4& Auto

f\

~z~<}()j CROWN
\UUUUI CITY
~ARMS

"

P.O. Box 1126, Dept. AH
Cortland, N.Y. 13045
Information: (601) 153-8238

Orders Only (24-Hours a Day):
Toll Free (800}841-6703

SteelGM .135 $19.95
StHIComm. "as 19.95
N&OPf&fle·Covered

Comm, mll 26.25
StalnlessGM 1133 24,95
Stainless Comm. 1134 24.95

Pachfnayr Flat 1275
Pachmayr Arched 1276
Colt Ch:eckered Flat 15231
Ste:lnleu Checkered Flat 15239
Colt Checkered Arched #S2:38

ColTlbttOFrafM 1453 $12.50
ColtOFfart'l$w!

Medallion 10022 19.95
IAU Pawm~t MId ColtfPachm«y'r Grips
AveiJabM)

MAINSPRING
HOUSING

EXTENDEDI ~
AMBIDEXTEROUS \ ,.

SAFETY '~
Extended Steel 1312 '12.95
ExtlJl\d&d St8i~less #373 14.95-
Coil Ambidexterous Safew 1375 . 24.95
Extended Ambld~terous

Safety Steal #376 29.95
Extended Ambidex·

ttHOUS Safew St&intess 1377 34.9$
Stainl", Ambide)l·

«lrCu$ Safety #374 29.95

PACHMAYR "i\
GRIPS ~

EXTENDED~
MAGAZINE CATCH
Steel #195 $12.50
StainlQss #196 14.95

Copyright 1983 Crown City Arms, Inc.
All rights reserved.

'tr: WIDE
COMBAT

GRIP SAFETY

MAGAZIN~
01 StM! '180 $ 5.50
Steinless Wi1h Convea

FoIIOWet 1181 8.75
Stainl... Ptemium 'l82 10.95
Steel 11·Shot 1183 11.50
Steinle" 11·Sttot 1184 12,50
Colt ,46 Blue f533S 16.10
Stelnless Pec:~VT

follow« 122' 2.25

'1-85 $1.50

1145 $11,50
1146 14.95
#143 70n

#5015 '11-40
#5169 12.55

VISA

HAMMER
Commander
Stainless Commander
WldaSpl1r
ColtMKIV
Colt Gold Cup

MAGAZINE SLAM
PAD

13]5

'435 $l2.%
'436 14.95

1833$

rifle stock or barrel), 50 cents for each additional, $4.00
maximum, Blue Label add $1,50, Alaska/Hawaii, Puerto
Ako/Guam double shipping amounts, DISCOUNT $1.00 IF
YOU LIST ALL CROWN STOCK NUMBERS IN ORDERING,
Supply street address for U,P,S, delivery, Send current
F, F, L. for Frame or Gun orders, Prices are subject to change
without notice, Prices in effect at time of shipment prevail.

Steel
Stamless

~.~
eingh~meauleCombet 1333 $JD.95
Bingham Combat White

Outline
Illh.u.tr9tedl
MiIlt'tt MKvl Fixed

Sigh"
Mill., .45 Adjtmable

Slgh1s '8336
IAlI Ml1I&tt Sights Available)

SIGHTS

EXTENDED SLIDe
STOP

••26

"20
#422
...21
1423
,425

.S220
i.loo
#&103
R:6i02

GM Guide AS$QlTlbl'l' #365 S12.95
CorM'l GUloe Akf>embly #366 12.95

Sleel '340
Stblnle.s:s: #341
EieClor and Plunger

InSt{llled
1345 9.95

SteelGM
$reel$hotl
SlainleS$ GM
Stairlless Short
SW11 RIbbed and POf1:ed
(dfustrau~;d}

Slai(ll&SS, Rfbbeo and
Poned

~
SPRING GUIDE
ASSEMBLY

45MKJV
45 NM Gold Ctlp

9MMMKIV
,38 Super MK IV
.AS GMBarreJ
4caoB\f&hit\g
Colt 8a(rel Bushlng

C.ellat
t~ Comm, Barret

9MM COl'l'\frl. B~rrel
3S $vper COtrIf'l'I Barrel

COLT ~
BARREL &,~ ~"':
BUSHING KIT ...

15<)7' ",a,ali
'507S Sa,9S
l5tr7o S3.S5
R5fJ77 5:3.95
15<>1. 37.90

'23 a.S!!

MUWeBreke2" GM I2S $17~SO

Flash Supressor 1'4 " GM j2f:l 9.$5
Flash Sl,lpressor 1 ',4 "

Comm. /IV 9.9$

SLIDE

FRAME

~

~
MUZZLE BRAKE!
SUPRESSOR

Send Money Order or Cashier's Check only, Company and
personal checks clear, Sorry no COD orders unless accomp·
anied by a 25% deposit, MC/VISA orders are welcomed 
supply complete card information, MC/VISA charges are
subject to a 4% handling charge, which is what the bank
charges us, NY State residents add 7% Sales Tax or send
Resale Certificate, Add shipping: $2,00 for first item ($3,00 if
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ORDERING INFORMATION

-NO MODIFICATIONS-DO IT YOURSELF INSTALLATION-

speed loaders. I have chosen the middle
ground. My choice is the Bonanza Co-Ax
press, a choice that holds whether you're
spending hard-earned bucks or not. The
only disadvantage (if you can call it that)
of the Co-Ax is that it doesn't lend itself to
file-and-trim reloading, such as making
cases for the .357 Herrett from tediously
reworked .30-30 brass.

Eschewing such insignificant considera
tions, the Co-Ax provides a number of
conveniences that make it well worth an
investment that is slightly above what
you'd spend for a lesser tool. For example,
there's no need to screw dies into its top;
you simply slip the dies you've already ad
justed into a slot, and get on with reload
ing. Another convenience is found in the
method of primer seating; the seating de
vice assures you that each primer is seated
an acceptable .004 to .005 inch beyond the
surface of the case head. That's important,
because a primer that's not seated to suffi
cient depth will cause difficult cylinder ro
tation; a primer seated too deeply will
have its priming compound crushed. Re
sult: inconsistent ignition; hence, loss of
accuracy.

There's also the question of effort
required to actuate the full-length resizing
of cases, such as is necessary with ballistic
behemoths such as the .44 Magnum. I've
discovered a pleasant effortlessness with
the RCBS ultimate press, affectionately, if
not endearingly, known as The Rock
Crusher.

Fred Huntington handed me this tool
following a demonstration of its efficiency
at the Gun Room, in Santa Ana, Califor
nia, 21 years ago. I used it to the exclusion
of everything that was sent to me for test
ing; that is, until I received the Co-Ax,
which equals, or exceeds, the Rock
Crusher in terms of easy operation, and the
capability of producing good handloaded
ammo.

TAILOR YOUR LOADS
Let's say you're satisfied with your tools;

that is, if you haven't settled for one of the
tilt-turret models currently available.
These tools, some of them absolute
gimcracks, promise convenience by virtue
of interchangeable, preset plates that con
tain sets of dies. My experience has been
that generally they are not up to the strain
of full-length resizing and, as a result, in
line concentricity suffers.

Another important consideration in
volves tailoring your loads to the gun in
which you intend to shoot them. Do you,
for example, plan to use your reloads in a
revolver, an autoloader or, as I have chosen
for this writing, a single-shot? It is
important to remember, in this regard, that
single shots-such as Remington's XP-lOO
and the Thompson/Center Contender
series-are capable of withstanding higher
chamber pressures than most autoloaders
and light-frame revolvers.

Speaking of revolvers, it is appropriate

MINIMUM COST

Patents
Pending

P.O Box 233 • Budd Lake, NJ 07828

MATCH TESTED' PROV!N

MAC'S .45 SHOP
Quality service Since 1972

COMBAT "ACCU-GUIDE"TM SYSTEM

Doesn't Think Lead Bullet Selection
Should be a Compromise

Send to: MAC'S .45 SHOP
P.O. Box 2028

Seal Beach, Calif.
ZIP: 90740-1028

PH: (213) 438-5056

DEALER-DISTRIBUTOR INQUIRY INVITED
COMPLETE ACCURIZING & PARTS SERVICE-lend Ige. SASE lor catalog.

MAXIMUM RESULTS

Made
in

USA t

My Combat "Accu-Gulde" System properly aligns the slide assembly with the frame. Thus giving
you these immediate and exceptional results:
- Immediate "felt" smoother operation due to elimination of all distortion during movement.
- Improves accuracy because barrel locks up in same position everytime.
- Reduces felt recoil and torque greatly improving control and reliability.
- Greatly reduced parts wear due to proper alignment.

All parts are: Precision Machined-Heat Treated-Centerless Ground & each unit comes
complete with spring.

FITS-COLT-AMT-VEGA-ETC
ALL MODELS-ALL CALIBERS

IIINO STRINGS LIFETIME WARRANTYIII
If for any reason my system fails. just return complete unit & 1 will send you a new one "ABSOLUTELY FREE",

no questions asked.

THE ALBERTScORPORfSrlON

M.O. or CERT. check will ship immediately. All others must clear.
C.OD.'s ok for "CASH ONLY".
STD. or COMM. model: LIST $18.50
6" or 7" LONG SLIDE model: LIST $28.50
Specily exact modei-add $1.50 for H.I.S ..
Calif. res. add 6% tax.

The Alberts line of swaged lead pistol
bullets now totals 18, from .32 and .380
to .45. And, later in the year, 3 new
designs will be introduced!

Pre-Iubed, subject to the most exacting
quality control standards, and competi
tively priced, Alberts bullets have estab
lished new performance standards.
For complete information send $ .50 for our
latest brochure and Loading Data - 8 info
packed pages. For another $ .25 you can
order a 5" decal for your equipment box.
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Ask your local dealer-or send $1 for our complete accessory catalog

STILL ONLY $7.95

SECOND AMENDMENT FOUNDATION calls it "Must
reading for anyone who keeps a firearm for self
defense," "Should be a mandatory purchase for
anyone buying a gun," (Shooting Industry
Magazine). "One of a kind," (LAW & ORDER). "17
chapters of streetwise information that every gun
owner needs. Ayoob pulls no punches!" (GUNS
Magazine). '" learned more about use of deadly
force from this book than I did in law school,"
(Practicing attorney)
This book teaches YOU how to use deadly force
without being ravaged by a ciminal lustice system
that often seems to favor the lawless over the law
abiding.

II•• W"l.· of Ihf
t 1" •• 0',1:1 f',r"'lIl<,1

flf.l,I IWll

Get the Picture!

MASSAD F. A TOO.'S
~~IN THE GRAVEST EXTREME"

Millett..Sights
16131 GOTHARD 5T, HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA 92647 (714) 8425575

Customize your handgun with precision-engineered Millett sights. Quality
craftsmanship. smooth styling, fine click adjustments make Millett the hand
gunner's choice for autos & revolvers. Ruggedly crafted in heat-treated
steel. White outline or target rear. Blaze orange, white bar, serrated ramp, or
plain post front sights for autos,

Colt • Smith & Wesson • Ruger • Dan Wesson • Browning

----GRAVEST EXTREME P.O. Box 122, Concord, N.H. 03301---

1Please check one:
10 Ch9ck or Money Order· $7.95

1
0 ChargemyMCNo.

Exp. date Name10 Charge my VISA No. Street
Exp. date Cit

IIBank on which account is drawn: y II
______________ State Zip _L J

Ctg. Vel. Vel.
Bullet Powder Grains Lgth. 10" 14"

200 Speer HP HS7 15.0 1-19/32" 1368 1533
200 Speer HP HIIO' 25.5 1-19132" 1575 1715
200 Speer HP BO' 19.0 1-19/32" 1670 1820
240 Speer HP W-W630' 19.5 1-19/32" 1530 1654
240 Hdy, HP HIIO' 24.0 1-19132" 1648 1763
240 Rem. HP H 110' 24.0 1-19132" 1637 1765

'CCI 350 Large Pistol Magnum primers. (Rem. 2\>
primers with liS7 load.)

All loads assembled with light crimp, held uniform
from round to round by trimming once-fired brass to
1.280 inch.

.44 MAGNUM HUNTING LOADS
IN TIC CONTENDER

I'm not saying other loads aren't good;
however, having run off about 40 rounds of
each, it seems that the two just mentioned
suit my particular goal best. Next time
around, with another purpose in mind, the
components will be combined again and
I'll no doubt settle on other favorites.

Testing with the Super 14 provided an
opportunity to give the Pachmayr TIC
rubber grip and fore-end a try. Control of
the gun is definitely more positive with this
combination, an advantage that takes on
special importance when you're hunting or
shooting silhouettes and don't have the
convenience of a benchrest and a sandbag.

In firing fairly stiff loads with heavy cali
bers, I have found the Pachmayrs pleas
antly less punishing, especially in cold
weather, when pain seems to be amplified.
Herrell'S wooden stocks, by virtue of their

Continued on page 62

to mention at this point the great strength
built into Ruger's "Hawk" series and
Colt's New Frontier .45, with its heavy
topstrap.

Accuracy evaluation for my loads was
carried out with two of the Contender .44
Magnum barrels: The standard lO-inch,
and the Super 14. I kept the adjustable rear
sight on the shorter barrel, and clamped
the little IY2-power Lobo on the longer.

From a sandbag rest, I was able to hold
three-shot groups inside a four-inch
center-to-center measurement at 100
yards. The best shooting was done with the
scoped 14-inch Super, which is just what I
expected.

However, since these loads are intended
for bagging one of the many mule deer
that abandon nearby mountains and stray
across my property during the fall and
winter seasons, and because my shot, when
it comes, will probably be taken at less
than a hundred yards, I may opt to use the
shorter barrel. Certainly, it is somewhat
less cumbersome, and I am able to hold
shot spreads within six inches with it at
reasonable shooting ranges.

RECOMMENDED LOADS
Considering the barrels in use, the

sights, my testing methods and personal
limitations as a long-range handgunner,
I'd say the loads I'll rely on when the chips
are down next deer season will be 25.5
grains of HIlO behind the 200-grain Speer,
and 24 grains ofHIlO behind the 240-grain
Remington bullets.
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This rig was designed and made for International Shootist Inc. under the expert gui
dance of Mike Dalton and Mickey Fowler to handle the most grueling demands of top
level practical pistol competition, and exceeds all I.P.S.C. requirements. This is the rig
you have seen used by the I.S.I. team lead by Mickey Fowler and Mike Dalton at world
class events. All I.S.I. rigs feature full contour double thick belt, holster includes 18
gauge steel liner, metal lined hip plate, sight rails, adjustable tension device, muzzle
rake for strong side or cross draw. Revolutionary Tef-Lok double mag pouch which has
teflon coated spring retainers. Holster can also be ordered for strong side butt forward
and is available for Colt Commander Mark IV, Gold Cup, Hard Baller, Brgn. H.P., Safari
Arms, Pin Gun, guns with 6" or 7" long slide, guns with full Bomar Rib at no additional
charge. The competition rig as shown sells for $126.95 plus 5% shipping and handling.
Calif. residents add 6% sales tax. This standard model can be delivered in less than 30
days. If ordering direct from Ted Blocker you may use Master Charge or Visa. Please
include your card number and expiration date.

4-GUN GIVEAWAY
Because of late delivery of the 1983

American Handgunner Annual, the
winners of the four custom guns in our
giveaway program will be announced
in the September/October issue of the
American Handgunner. Look for this
special handgun accessory issue on
your newsstands on or about August 2.

NEW YORK CITY PO
Continuedfrom page 44

greater grip area and contoured thumb
rest, are definitely preferred over the stan
dard factory grip. I like them, especially
with the lighter calibers; but I prefer the
Pachmayr setup with the .44 Magnum.

With any luck, shooting and testing will
be improved with the use of a Herrett re
placement for the miserable, mis-shapen
fore-end that comes with the Contender.
This virtually useless piece of kindlin'
wood is entirely inappropriate for use on a
high quality firearm, such as the
Contender.

Notice, too, that the collet washer on
the fore-end does not seat flush with the
angled surface of the wood. The reason for
this unattractive feature is easily dis
cerned, but why any manufacturer would
allow it to prevail is beyond my
comprehension.

Why reload?
Economy is customarily advanced as the

basic reason, followed by the advantage of
being able to produce ammunition of su
perior accuracy. The initial appeal thus is
activated; but, down the line a ways, the
lure of loading your own assumes~
infinitely greater dimensions. ~

tactics-including common sense.
Let's look at some of those life-saving

lessons. Perhaps the most important is use
of cover. New York cops have learned to
take advantage of any obstacle that soaks
up bullets, or conceals them long enough
to take a better position. It has saved
countless lives on the street. Says one of
McGee's staff, "We've made it fashionable
to run and hide behind things in a gun
battle."

Post-shooting tactics, rarely taught
elsewhere, were incorporated by the Sec
tion after an incident in which two officers
were murdered by a supposedly dead per-
petrator they had cut down on the street.
Today, officers are told to stay behind
cover, reload (or draw their second
weapon, which they are tacitly encouraged
to carry) and call for backup, instead of
running up to the suspect they've shot.

Off-duty gun training at the NYCPD is,
in many ways, a model for other agencies.
Statistics show that 40 percent of New

Continuer/ on page 64
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These ERMA Toggle
Pistols are available
today from your
Excam Distributor.
Send $2.00 for full
color catalog illus·
trating the entire
Excam Line.

International Shootist Inc.
P.O. Box 5254
Mission Hills, California 91345
Ph. (213) 891-1723

TED BLOCKER'S CUSTOM HOLSTERS
PROUDLY INTRODUCES . ..

Mike Dalton and
Mickey Fowler
say, "In today's
competition, this
is the 'State of the
Art' in leather
equipment·r-

fllI/1i llo&ollo (§@lifJ!Pliflllflll@!i!I!J]jj([j

EXCAm,nc

FEATURES: • Toggles hold open after
last shot

• Machined Steel Firing Trains
• Highly polished blue finish
• Made in West Germany
• Accurate and Dependable

Ted Blocker's Custom Holsters
P.O. Box 821
Rosemead, California 91770f(t)
Ph. (213) 442·5772~:',

KGP68A 
.380ACP, the

. original "Baby
Luger" with 5
shot clip and
adjustable sights.
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(HKS)~::,c::c;:~?t~
Build yourown loading plate in minutes

Speedloader Speedloader Case

Independent Competititon Ammo Blocks hold
cartridges in precise circles of six, ready for fast,
convenient loading of HKS Speedloaders.

Fasten the Ammo Blocks onto any size board,
side by side, and create a 60,72,90 or 150
hole customized loading plate. One package of
five Blocks (screws supplied) makes a 30-hole
capacity plate for only $3.95.

Available in these models

Block Model K10 P586 N27

Fits HKS
Speedloaders 10-A, DSA, 547 586-A, PYA, M-3A 27-A

Popular, reliable HKS products
=====---.. '.1--;[ii . I

Ammo Blocks

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER . JULY!AUGUST 1983

Speed loading Ammo Blocks hold both round
nose' and wad cutter .38 and .357 ammo.
Finished size of the 150-hole plate is only 7W'
square-Ammo Blocks save space as well as time!

Perfect for:

• Combat Competition
• Target Shooting
• Police Ammo Backup

See your local gun
dealer for Speedloading
Ammo Blocks and loading
plate suggestions

(HKS)
HKS Produc;ts, Inc.
132 Fifth Street
Dayton, KY 41074
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STREET-WISE INSTRUCTORS
Backing up the training is a fine staff of

street-wise instn.jctors, llO of them (eight
females) around the city, who report to
McGee. Several, including at least one
woman, hold the prestigious Combat
Cross, a NYCPD medal awarded to sur-

TRAINING REDUCES MISTAKES
Officers learn code phrases and numer

ous other tactics to keep from being mis
takenly shot by their uniformed brethren
arriving at the scene. This training has re
duced tragic mistaken identity "cop-by
cop" shootings to virtually nil in New
York; I've been so impressed with it that
I've incorporated some aspects of the pro
gram in my own Lethal Force Institute
training program.

Vests. Since the punks who shoot cops
don't read this magazine, NYPD has no
problem with our telling you that the vests
bought for the men by the Patrolmen's Be
nevolent Association have thus far saved
16 officers from death. The unit strongly
encourages their wear.

In the last II "saves;' the officers were
protected from a 9mm Luger, a shotgun, a
.38 Special, a .38 Special, a .357 Magnum,
a .25 auto and a .38 Special, a .38 Special, a
knife, a 9mm Luger, a .45 auto, and a shot
gun, in that order.

Note the level of firepower New York
cops are up against. Yet, they conti!1ue to
beat the odds, ll-to-l, due to superior
training and street smarts.

Awareness training. There have been
cases in New York where, it is theorized,
the officer was killeq because he' couldn't
find it in himself to shoot his killer first.
Says one NYPD instructor, "We get a lot of
kids from Long Island in recruit classes
who haven't come to terms with the fact
that one day they could be in a 'kill-or-be
killed' situation."

Designed to help change that feeling is
The Tenement, an on-premises mock-up of
a New York apartment building in which
the patrolman will encounter as many as
six different scenarios. It is not uncommon
to be "killed" four times over by the ag
gressor target mannikins, or by live role
players with dummy guns. "By the time
they've left," the instructor explains,
"they're shaking like a leaf. They know
what it's like to be ruthlessly slaughtered.
And they've decided it's not going to hap
pen to them on the street:'

York shootouts involve cops who are either
off-duty or in plainclothes. In a number of
subtle ways, these cops are in a distinctly
different position than their uniformed
counterparts (some advantages, many dis
advantages).

Training requires proficiency with the
typical snub nose .38 (square-butt, 2-inch
Chiefs are by far the most common off
duty guns in New York, followed by Colts).
The full qualification course is fired, ex
cept that 15 yards instead of25 yards is the
maximum distance.

COMBAT MAG. RElfASE
Sculptured magazine release will not snag or

~~~~;;e~c;~~eg~~:I~u~~~i~~~~ t~~n~~~,fj~ns~
drill and lap one hole. (inslalialiOn availabl~for

S10) '?1"""

EXTENDED SAFETY
Positive safety operation with no more
'fumbles', Rounded comers eliminate sni!9'
910g on holsters or clothiOO. Simple, drop-In
Iflstallatioo. '32li$ppd

CYLINDER & SLIDE SHOP,INC.
RO.BOX937
FREMONT, NEBR. 68025
Ph: (402)721·4277
PLEASE! nocallsafter 12:00I10OI1C.SJ:

~u-1liiue ®UUS, ~uc.
Dept. AH

1053 CAULKS HILL ROAD
HARVESTER. MISSOURI 63303
(314) 441-4500 (314) 447-4501

S & W and COLT WARRANTY STATION
S & Wand COLT PARTS DISTRIBUTOR

PLEASE NOTE ..•
All prices are for blue parts,
stainless finish available, please
write or call for prices and delivery.

WIO£ TRIGGER
Reduces lelt tflQoer pull for Detl.ef controL
Exclusive design IS better than atnllller shoe.

~;~p~~l i~~~~la~~~~e:Js~n e8~t~af:s i~S:Il~~:;e
safety. '32"""

•

TO ORDER
$end Money Order or Castller's CI'\ed( only. MasterCardIVrsa orders welcomed,
please supply complete card information inducting expiralion dale. Sorry, no COO
orders. Phone orders accepIed tor credit cards only. All orders prepaid via U.P.S.
in the continental U.S. Alaska and Hawai, please add $1.50 PElf item. Please fur'
nish slreet address for deWvery.

AMBlDEXTlIOUS COMBAT SAFETY
Now right or lett hand safety operation·for the
Hi·Power, Exclusive design WIll positively fit

:~e:Zgafn~~t~:.eslructaDie ~5~:
ISS mdtt lor yoUI oritlnll. IInltttreCl. Inlwning

BROWNING HI-POWER COMBAT ACCESSORIES

Auto Ordnance introdl,!ces
its production of the Govern
ment Model 1911 A1 .45 ACP
Automatic Pistol. The mystique of this
widely recognized pistol is now intensified
by the reputation that accompanies the
Auto Ordnance name. From the select
materials to the handsome finish, this is
the gun you'll be as proud to own as we are to
manufacture. Accuracy of the Auto Ordnance
.45 we tested was significantly better than the
average as-issued MI9II. American Rifleman, Nov.1981

AN AFFORDABLE LEGEND

PYTHON BBLS: 8"-$94 6"-$82

6" & 8" Python Bbl's fit1ed to K & N frame S&W
S&W Model 28 converted to 44SP & 45LC, etc.
K frame S&W converted to 25-20, 32, etc.
S&W N-frame-convertible to 45LC & 45ACP
S&W N-frame converted to K Round Butt
Ruger SA 357 converted to 44/40, 44SP, 45LC, etc.
Ruger SA fit1ed with 10" barrel, any caliber
Cylinders rechambered-Barrels relined
PPC guns built-Bull barrels fit1ed-Actions tuned
Electroless Nickel-Parkerizing-Reblueing

WhHI QgUIl \!CQIlUHl3'iOIl

S& W rear sight with our front sight fitted
to Colt slide & other Combat Modifications!

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Rt. 2, Box 22A· Keithville, Louisiana 71047 • (318) 925-0836

THE BOOK YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO MISS

VHS & BETA Training
Tapes Available
Pistol - $59.95
Shotgun - $49.95

Only $8.95
Plus $1.00 Postage &

Handling

Pistol and Shotgun
courses now available

at Mid-South Institute of
Self-Dllfense Shooting.

Combat Handguns
Megezlne says:
"To all future champions
and to those who want to
defend themselves, You
Can't Miss is a solid hit in
the x-ring!"

Send Orders to:
YOU CAN'T MISS·SN

City Stete Zip __ 503 Stonewen
Memphis, TN 38112

Street

Send me copies of YOU CAN'T MISS
@ $8.95 plus $1.00 postage and handling each.

Send me copies of Limited Edition
Hardbound - YOU CAN't MISS @ $14.95 plus $1.00
postage and handling each.

Neme

Learn how he did it - and
how you can - in his best
selling book, YOU CAN'T MISS.

CLARK AIMPOINT
SCOPE MOUNT
6 oz. aluminum mount made specifically for the Aimpoint.
Replaces left grip on the .45 auto and designed to put the Aim
point scope directly over the bore. Mount clears guns with rib
sights attached. Right or left handed. Mount has 2 extra pre
drilled holes with screws for positive anchoring: Liquid metal
anchoring kit supplied to be used at shooter's option. Use of
screws, metal kit or both, controls all mount movement. Complete
with full instructions. ~37.00 plus $1.50 postage.

CLARK .45 GRIP SCOPE MOUNT
also available

$27.00 plus $1.50 postage

(Please specify Aimpoint or scope.)
Available from Gil Hebard and Brownell

Dealer Inquiries Invited. Write or call for additional information.

JOHN SHAW WINS 1982
"SOLDIER OF FORTUNE"

Jam~sC.Cla,k
PISTOLSMITH

Recommended by Massad Ayoob.

Jim Clark, Bill Jordan and many others!

American Handgunner
Megezlne says:
"You Can't Miss is a must for
the dyed-in-the-wool hand
gunner wanting to improve
his scores...well done and
extremely informative... "

IPSC-45 AUTOS-COMBAT
Full Range of Combat Modifications

CUSTOM SIGHTS-ACCURIZING
TRIGGER WORK

50-Round Test Ftre & Ransom Target on Accuracy Work
Improved Reliability

BROWN CUSTOM, INC.
8810 Rocky Ridge Road Long SASE
Indianapolis. IN 46217 For Brochure & Prices

MANY FAVOR NEW LOAD
A growing number of people in Fire

arms & Tactics agree. Many participants in
the ongoing ammo study favor a new load:
a l60-grain buiIet that would be virtually a
full wadcutter, but with a three-degree
bevel for smoother reloading, and moving
out at about 850 feet per second from a
four-inch service revolver barrel.

It would not be difficult to talk a man
ufacturer into producing such a load.
NYPD goes through six million rounds of
.38 Special cartridges a year, all factory
loaded. (You ask what kind of prices they
get. At that quantity, it's $90 a thousand,
closer to $60 after they've salvaged their
brass as scrap).

The standard load now in use was se
lected as the best then-available compro
mise between extreme controllability and
the ability to get a builet through light
cover or heavy clothing and into a man's
vitals. But it is recognized that it too often
goes all the way through, and all con
cerned would like to see better energy
spread.

Continued on page 6~

vivors of gunfights who handled
themselves with conspicuous gallantry.

When McGee retires this year, he'll
leave his personally trained staff behind
one of the finest police teams ever
assembled. People like Lt. Tom McTernan,
co-author of Street Survival. Sal Perrone, a
street-hard veteran who never lets his cops
forget they're being prepared to fight men,
not paper targets. Sgt. Fred Worell, a mas
ter at distinguishing gunfight reality from
combat shooting probability. Frank
di Mario, one of the most skillful young
cops to ever galvanize a class of bored
street cops into street-savvy fighters.
Richie Rosenthal, a highly competent bal
listics specialist. And Ralph Sorrento, the
police gunfight statistician the JuStice De
partment should have hired, instead of
blowing half a million tax dollars on its
silly "computer ~an"when they wanted to
learn how police bullets terminated
shootouts.

Numerous changes are in the process,
most important of which is a new study of
duty ammo. A previous study s90wed no
significant difference in performance
between officers trained with 158-grain
service loads and those with 148-grain
wadcutters; preliminary tests, however, did
show that a + P load would be more than
the average New York cop could handle, at
least in J-frame, off-duty guns. _

This writer, once the feature editor of
the street cops' union magazine, New
Yor~'s Finest, has had the opportunity to
de-brief many NYPD cops who've been
involved in shootouts. While a few would
prefer .357s, .45s, or l4-shot 9mms, the
overwhelming majority felt the .38 Special
revolver was right for them, but were
equally sure that the standard ammo was
bad and that hot loads would do the job
much better.
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World's Largest Producer of Quality Gunbelt Rigs

over a quarter million sold
MODEL

K-86

Handcrafted
from top grain

American Leathers.
(Not bonded.) 24 bullet loops,

tully lined, welt construction, leg &
hammer tie downs, 100% American made.
Whether you own a Blackhawk, Su
perblackhawk, Buntline, Virginian or other
revolvers, we have the right rig for you.
See your dealer or order by mail
45fs" to 6W' bbl. lengths $69.95
7W' bbl. lengths 74.95
8" to 10W' bbl. lengths n.95
Add $3.00 for postage and handling. Texas
residents add State sales tax. Send cashiers
check or money order.

American Sales & Mfg.
Box 6n, Laredo, TX 78040

(512) 723-6893
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The still-embryonic "NYPD load"
none of which has even been put together
experimentally, yet-might be the ultimate
manstopper .38 that an officer with low-to
intermediate skill level could handle effec
tively under stress. Bear in mind, the hit
potential of the average New York cop
with the current load is only 20 percent to .
25 percent. A load that is harder to control
simply will not be acceptable.

Most people in the Section feel the
clamor for more powerful guns comes
largely from people who have little real
life gunfight experience. They've seen peo
ple hit with 12-gauge rifled slugs and multi
ple loads of 00 buckshot keep walking and
fighting. Placement, they say, is the key to
stopping a violent encounter with a bullet.
There's no argument here.

TRAINING 30,000
True, many of us would rather supple

ment that good placement with a harder
hitting caliber, but most of us aren't re
sponsible for training around 30,000 peo
ple who only come to us twice-a-year, and
making them proficient with their guns un
der combat conditions.

I'm probably the only gun writer from
outside NYPD who has had kind words for
its firearms training. That's probably be
cause I'm the only gun writer from outside
NYPD who has ever ridden with patrol
teams in heavy-action New York precincts,
sometimes as an unarmed journalist,
sometimes as an armed, visiting brother
officer. I've rolled with them on "man with
a gun" and "armed robbery in progress"
danger calls, and have never been less than
totally impressed by their ability to com
mand the situation, from beginning to end.

Every time that happened, a long-stand
ing belief of mine was reinforced: the be
lief that the type and caliber of gun you've
got is only the fourth concern in surviving
an encounter bf cataclysmic human vio
lence. Most important is mental prepared
ness. Second is the use of sound tactics.
Third is skillful return fire capability with
whatever gun you've got. Only when those
three more important concerns have been
answered, does it matter whether you've
got a .38 or a .357, a revolver or a combat
autoloader, NYCPD wimp loads or the
hottest anti-personnel ammunition on the
market.

McGee wisely understood that, and in
more than 10 intensive years he has re
structured NYPD firearms and tactics
training to reflect those three critical im
peratives. As a result, the man who tries to
murder a New York cop today, has an
eleven-to-one chance of signing his own
death warrant, and dying ignominiously
from an overdose of wimp bullets.

As I got into a patrolman's car to leave
the range, dusk was falling. I knew it
would probably be the last of my visits be
fore McGee retired, and the place would
never be the same without him.

Ironically, I had come as I do every year,
to take and review the latest bloc of tactical
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Price list available

upan request.

Dealer inquiries

welcome.

BUEHLER
PISTOL MOUNT

440·AH Miller Valley Road
Presco", Arizona 86301

Telephone: 1-602·445·9650

PERMA·CHROME
600 [l Foster Field

Victoria. Texas 77901
(512) 576·6606

Now available, BUEHLER Pistol Mounts in blue or stainless
steel. The D~n Wesson line of pistols with ventilated or solid
ribs is ideal for scoping. The BUEHLER base is installed on
the barrel shroud with screws. Shrouds can be changed with
out removing the mount. Quality and dependable pistol
mounts available for .22's to .44 Magnum.

Send for FREE Catalog 38H

Custom
Pistols

J. MICHAEL PLAXCO

! -"'.,-_............~. -. , .•~

rr-r-r \.,
PERMA·CHROME L....." "'---:-<1--::::::-.......\ '
provid.s th. following: C-:--....._--...
A) Corrosion Proof-Losting Protection.
0) Non-glare satin finish will never

chip, peel. or crack due to its
molecular bond.

C) Uniform processing of internal and
external parts of your handgun.
rifle. shotgun or muzzleloader.

D) Increased durability due to super
lubricity and hardness (Rockwell
"70" C).

PERMfI- CHROME
THE BEST PROTECTION YOU CAN APPLY TO YOUR GUN

Highest quality workmanship by a champion
competitor:
• Member World Champion USA IPSC "Gold"

Pistol Team, 1982
• Twice Winner Mid-Winter Targetworld

Championship, 1980 and 1982.
• Third Place in USA IPSC Nationals, 1981
Developer of the Plaxco Compensator System

For more information and gun specifications:
J. Michael Plaxco, Rt. 1 Box 203
Roland, Arkansas 72135 501-868-9787

SMITH & WESSON and RUGER
MOST MODELS ,',
IN STOCK

We have Bushnell & Weaver scopes at tremendous
discounts. We also offer many specials on Ruger,
Colt, S&W, SAKO, T / C, Winchester, Armalite.
Hardballer, Back-up. Weaver, Bushnell, Etc. Please
send us $1.00 in stamps or change to cover shipping
and handling on our large illustrated list. Your dollar
is refundable on first order aver $100.00.

HIGH QUALITY MERCHANDISE AT
REASONABLE MARKET PRICES.

SWAGED BULLETS
COTltinuedfrom page 35

training. I was shocked to find that combat
tactics had been preempted this year; a
class action suit against the department
had forced NYPD to educate every officer
in the newest spouse abuse laws. It was cer
tainly a meaningful course, one every of
ficer needs. But the administration had
seen fit to preempt tactics training and
teach that bloc at City Island, because the
trip to the outdoor range is the one time
every cop in New York gets the same
training.

As the guardhouse entrance of the bleak
City Island range disappeared behind me,
I reflected on the fact that every year, when
cops got the new tactical training here,
some would come back and say it had
saved their lives. This year, they weren't
getting it. I wondered which ones of the
30,000 would die because someone Down
town thought it more important to teach
spouse abuse law than Police Survival.
McGee wouldn't say it-he and his men
are as devoted to the PC as soldiers to their
General-but it didn't seem the right way
for NYPD to structure its master trainer's
last year on the force.

Late in 1983, a new cycle of training
would begin on City Island, under a new
commander. I wondered what changes
would come. The one thing I'd ever really
argued with McGee about-the
ammunition-was already being
evaluated. Speedloaders had already been
tacitly approved, so long as the officer kept
his regular ammo pouches on his belt, too;
and another study group was I?oking into
recommended models, carriers and load
ing techniques.

The new commander, I realized, would
inherit a dynamic operation. And also a
dynamic heritage. He would have to fill the
place of Lt. Frank McGee, a living legend
among police, The Master Instructor of
Staying Alive.

Whoever he would be, I
silently wished him well.

the rifling squarely and neatly, it simply
doesn't have enough bore time in a hand
gun to settle solidly into the rifling and
take on the correct co-axial spin. A bullet
that enters the rifling cocked simply will
never exit with its axis true to the bore line.
Thus, the ideal is to keep the lead bullet
from making a long jump, which means
seating the bullet as far out as possible so
that it either abuts or just misses touching
the rifling when the slide closes.

One cannot rely on the camming power
of a pistol to close on loads made for im
mediate bullet-to-rifling contact But one
can experiment with long-seated lead bul
lets to learn exactly how far out one can

Continued on page 77
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•
Mason Williams, another American

Handgunner contributor of long-standing,
firearms and ballistic consultant, police
firearms training instructor and noted au
thor of several books and police manuals,
had this to say about his favorite defense
loads:

.38 Special-6 grains of Unique, 158
grain JHP bullet. "Excellent for use in bar
rel lengths of two, three and four inches;
no unburned powder."

.357 Magnum-7.5 grains of Unique,
158-grain JHP bullet. "Also no unburned
powder; can be used with effectiveness in
both light- and heavy-frame revolvers."

9mm Luger-6 grains of Unique, 115
grain JHP. "Will function well in most
9mm autos; it appears to provide excellent
stopping power."

.44 Special-6 grains of Unique, 230
grain swaged, pure lead (zinc base) bullet;
Federal LP primer. "I use this in my Char
ter Arms revolver with excellent results.
That pure lead really opens up at low
velocities."

.44 Magnum-15 grains of Blue Dot, 230
grain swaged lead bullet. "Expansion is
ideal; a good close-range load in my four
inch.

FAVORITE LOADS
Continuedfrom page37

ROGERS
HACKATHORN

HOLSTER
$33.70

NEVER MIND
THE DOG

•
BEWARE

OF
OWNER!

Allen Decal Sales, P.O. Box 2358, Decatur, IL 62526
Please send __ decals @ ea.
Check for $ __

Humorous warning decal 3 x 4 size $1.50 each
has immediate impact on 6 x 8 size $3.00 each
;~~ndt &br~~~ a~~io;;:'90h~ 1 - 3 x 4 &
white vinyl. Will stick on 1 - 6 x 8 $4.00
any surface. Tax & Shipping Included

DISCOUNTS!
ON ALL PRODUCTS

Aimpoint AutoOrdance
Gerber Choate
HKS Bushnell
MGW Sights B-Square
MTM Selenta
Norton Rogers
Combat PPC Guns
.45 Custom Pachmayr

Work

SA W'Ne.
P.o. BOX 140845 liil....

141 DONELSON PIKE II VIS4
NASHVILLE TENNESSEE 372141

SHOP (615) 889-0862

XM 15 A1

~

\
Silhouette Rifles \'

Silhouette Pistols

I

DEMPSEY CUSTOM GUN
19715 Bolton Bridge· Humble, Texas 77338·713-446-7842

PPC REVOLVERS
IPSC 45 AUTOS
CONVERSIONS

CATALOG $1.00

INFORMATION (615) 889-0862 - ORDERS (Toll Free) 1-800-251-6007

$598.50

TED BLOCKER'S HOLSTERS ARE THE CHOICE OF CHAMPIONS
Mickey Fowler wins 3rd straight Bianchi Cup and the man v I s man speed
event using Ted Blocker's 1.5.1. competition rig.

I.S.1 CANNON SAFE TEAM Mickey
Fowler. Mike Dalton, Craig Gifford
and Mike Fichman remain unde
feated in the Bianchi Cup Team
Match using Blocker's I.S.1. Com
petition Rig. These winning team
members know and demand the
very best leather equipment avail
able. Write for free brochure or see
advertisement elsewhere in this
issue.

MAKER OF CUS'TOM
LEATHER PRODUCTS FOR THE
PRACTICAL PISTOL SHOOTER

GWM DAVIS
P.O. Box 446 • Arcadia· CA 91006

Many new
products for both
autos and revolvers.
Send $1 for new '82 Catalog,

(J. D. Jones) Thompson/Center
Contender.

For dangerous game-such as rhinos
Kelly likes the Hornady 300-grain FMJ;
same load, same gun.

Both loads produce relatively low ve
locities, high muzzle energy (around 2,000
foot pounds).

Another favorite of his is the .44 Mag-
Ted Blocker's Custom Holsters num, loaded with 23.5 grains of 2400

P.o. Box 821 Dept A.H. Rosemead, California 91770 powder, behind a 240-grain Hornady FMJ
';;;===============================1' bullet (for large North American game),

AIMPOINT and 21.5 grains of 296 powder (with CCI
Electronic Sight primers) behind a 320-grain JDJ hard-cast

$148.50 bullet for dangerous game.
~ ,', A photo of a moose taken by Kelly with

a .44 Magnum is shown here.
"It was shot with a six-inch barrel single

action revolver, using the 320-grain JDJ
hard-cast bullet and 21.5 grains of 296
powder.

"The bullet penetrated his shoulder at
40 yards, exited low on the opposite side of
his chest, reentered and broke his leg at the
elbow, and kept on going.

"It had rained for three days, and when
that bullet hit the moose it shed every drop
of water on his body; a devastating load!"

Kelly remarked that the worst load, in
his opinion, is the Remington .44
Magnum.

"I almost got killed by a lion and a bear
using that ammo:' he said.

He did not comment on defense loads.
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::E: ..
Call (80S) 466-6266

Open 9-5 P.ST
Brochure available for $1.00

.100%
reinforced
nylon 
No cheap
plastics.

MODERN PRACTICAL and
DEFENSIVE SHOOTING

is being taught at the CHAPMAN
ACADEMY OF PRACTICAL SHOOTING.
Courses are now available for pistol,
rifle and shotgun. The courses have
been attended and praised by world
class competitive shooters as well as
law enforcement and military person
nel. For information write:

CHAPMAN ACADEMY
P.O. BOX 7035 • Columbia, MO 65205

(314) 696-5544

To Acquaint you with our liquid
honed pistol barrels, send us $10.00 plus

$2.00 for shipping for a 10" x 1'.4" Honed Pistol Barrel
Blank. Honed Blanks available in 7mm, .30, .357, .375,

.41, .44, .458 and .50 cal. List $1.00
McGowen Rifle Barrels, Rt. 3, Sl. Anne, IL 60964

GUN BLUING
NICKEL PLATING

PARKERIZING

THE ONLY $10.00 PIECE AROUND!!

REBEL GUN REFINISHING, INC.
1620 No. Magnolia Ave.• Dept. A' Ocala, Florida 32670

PHONE (904) 629-5465
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED-SEND F.F.L.

Legally. You can ship your gun directly to us.
Quality and satisfaction guaranteed. 3 week
service or less. Send for a price list.
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Made for:
• S & W: Sq. & Rd. Butt K, L & N; Rd. ButtJ
• COLT PYTHON (I-Frame)
• RUGER: Security-Six', Police

Service Six', Speed Six'. '(POSI1976 sena' numbers 151 and above)

MONOGRIP® features include: Unique,
ONE-PIECE construction· Hogue's famed
orthopedic hand fit· Fully relieved for all speed loaders
Exclusive COBBLESTONE® finish

$1895 Checkor HOGUE ®

PIUS$200:S~:~~~er COMBAT GRIPS
handling (California P. O. Box 2038
residents add 6% Dept. AH6
sales tax.) Atascadero, CA 93423

MONOGRlp®
.45 ACP-5 grains of Bullseye, 240-grain

Sierra SP (.45 Long Colt bullet #8820;
.4515 diameter). "It functions excellently,
and has real stopping power."

•
Skeeter Skelton, renowned handgun

authority and retired federal law enforce
ment agent, told the American Handgun
ner his favorite defense loads are:

.38 Special-5 grains of Unique, 160
grain cast SWC (I: 15). "It's a sensible alter
native to + p'''

.357 Magnum-15 grains of 2400, cast
Lyman # 358156HP gas-check bullet. "Ac
curate and potent."

9mm Luger-5.8 grains of Unique,
Sierra 115-grain JHP. "An accurate, 1,250
fps load."

.44 Special-7.5 grains of Unique,
Lyman-Keith 250-grain (#429421). "Ac
curate; more potent than factory loads. In
most revolvers, muzzle velocity is around
950 fps."

.44 Magnum-22 grains of2400, Lyman
Keith 250-grain (#429421). "Standard for
most .44 Magnum shooters."

.45 ACP-7 grains of Unique, Speer 200
grain JHP. "Reliable, accurate, expands
well."

•
Don Zutz, handloader par excellence,

has contributed many articles to national
magazines and is the author of Handload
ing for Hunters, published by Winchester
Press. His favorite defense loads are:

.38 Special-4.7 grains of Unique, 160
grain lead SWCHP. .

.357 Magnum-8.5 grains of Unique,
Speer 146-grain half-jacket HP. "This load
ignites well and is uniform for good ballis
tics in all barrel lengths; bullet expands,
but holds up fairly well for good
penetration:'

9mm Luger-4.8 to 5 grains of Dupont
PB, Sierra 1I5-grain HP. "Excellent ac
curacy; good ballistics. Produces a muzzle
velocity of around 1,200 fps."

.44 Special-4.6 grains of Hi-Skor 700-X,
Speer 240-grain SWC. "Relatively
accurate with ample frontal area for good
impact. Also recommend 5.2 grains of
Bullseye (same bullet); it's a fine load for
self-defense."

.44 Magnum-II grains of Unique, 200
grain JHP, magnum primer. "Ample
power with less recoil and muzzle blast
than some of the hotter loads with slower
burning powders.

.45 A CP-7.2 grains of Unique, Speer
200-grain JHP. "Accurate, powerful load
in most .45 autos. Equally good is 5.8
grains of Bullseye behind a 200-grain JHP
bullet.

•
Al Pickles, veteran police officer and law

enforcement writer, told the American
Handgunner that his favorite defense loads
are:

.38 Special-3 grains of Bullseye, Alberts
Hydra-Shock #1601146-grain HS. "Excel
lent expansion in snubby revolvers."

Continued on page 72
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ALLOW 12 TO 16 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY

.11~l~~~~G•
WORLD'S LARGEST SUPPLIER

OF GUN PARTS
BIGGEST NEW - up to date - ISSUE
EVE R LISTS & PRICES the 200 million

items we stock. GUN PARTS
FLI:-lTLOCK 'oMODERN - U.S.

Foreign· Commercial 
Military - MACHINE GUNS

1000's of Illustrations
Helpful Schematics
OVER 350pgs.

Used by Gunsmiths,
Shooters, Collectors,

Militaries the world over.
Surface Foreign $5.95

Airmail Foreign $12.00 U.S. Funds

Regular
Hammer

NO PROBLEMS
. Throughout the testing, I fired approx
Imately 70 rounds of ammo and didn't ex
perience any problems with the gun. The
battery recharged the trigger almost in
stantaneously, and I never had to wait for

with a specific brand of ammo, I consider
all four brands of ammo used for this test
to be capable of superior accuracy. Each
shooter should attempt to match a brand
of ammo with his or her gun for best re
sults. The real accuracy of this pistol can be
seen by the test target furnished with the
pistol. Each Hammerli is guaranteed to
shoot a to-shot group of20 mm or less at 50
meters.

Although my groups weren't as good as
the factory test target, I feel they were suffi
ciently accurate, considering the condi
tions under which I fired. I did decide to
shoot to more shots offband, to see if I
could duplicate some of the test groups.
Using the Eley Pistol Match ammo, I fired
the 10 and was pleasantly surprised. I
called two high shots, as the gun went off a
hair early a couple of times; but the other
eight shots made a nice group of about IY2
inches. The accuracy of the gun is certainly
there.

HAMMERLI
Continuedfrom page34

IPSC, PPC £7 SERVICE GUNS
tailored to your needs

W. R. MOORE
P.O. Box 17252

Pittsburgh, PA 15235
(send sase for prices)

"Undercover" Police
Bulldog 6·shot

with Pocket Hammer

e ~n~~La~d~§7

CHARTER or COLT?
Why compromise.
choose the
Charter 6-shot.

qS

. ")~oG'
fI ... 00/<,10"

A beautiful collector's Item.
Complete Kit-Easily assembled Includes Quality I

machmed brass key assembly, Investment cast steel
hammer and trigger Full InstructIons Free information

Fernwood Gun Supply, Inc. J
1341 Camino Tassajara, Dept. AFt-t, Danville, CA 94526

Designed to shield you from the
damaging sounds associated
with the shooting sports.

For Free Brochure Contact:
Safety Direct, Inc. __

~~~~~~e~::~431 lilenai. ~
ADYAIICID ..IAR.II. PIlOTICTOR

M~OO CHRONOGRAPH
-VELOCITY TEST [[J

YOUR RELOADS. •

_FROM $79 ~~ •...".. ':':',
-WRITE FOR FREED . /II . .,~.

TEST REPORT: II • . _.
Cus!. Chr. Co. Box 1061 Brewster WA 98812
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Ralph W. Ingle. Master Engraver with 20 years ot experi
ence engraving in the traditional manner of Hammer &
Chisel offers acolor catalog of engraved guns, Presenta
tion Cases for guns with Ivory. Mother-ot-Pearl. Ebony and
Rosewood Grips and Accessories for 53.00.

d\alp I, Jr. c-J.,gle, )lIud... (;'"",m.,,
Zt 4 Missing Link. Dept AH

Rossville. GA 30741
404-866-5589

rings. The lO-ring is only two inches in di
ameter. You must have a pistol and am
'munition capable of su perior accuracy;
the Hammerli Ml52 is certainly one of
these pistols. The accuracy of this gun is
phenomenal. The workmanship and
quality of materials is certainly a credit to
the Swiss manufacturer.

Unfortunately, nothing in this class
comes cheap; so if you're thinking about
buying one of these fine pistols, get ready
to part with about $1,330 (Osborne's
price). Expensive, yes; but if you plan to
compete in this type of shooting, buying a
Hammerli MI52 will be ~

money well spent. ""'

the green light to come on (indicating the
trigger was ready to fire again). Extraction
of the empty cases was flawless. Most of
the time the case was extracted out of the
loading cradle. Occasionally, a stubborn
case would lay in the cradle, but a flick of
the finger got rid of it. The overall recoil of
the gun was excellent.

The low bore line, coupled with the grip
angle, promotes a recoil straight through
the forearm and to the shoulder; nothing
moves. For you ,45 auto shooters, it would
be like firing an air pistol! The grip angle
takes getting used to, since you end up with
a bent-down wrist position; but the Morini
grips were so well designed that the pistol
really does become an extension of your
arm.

The hardest part of shooting this pistol is
to get used to the very light trigger pull.
Unlike most pistols where you have to start
trigger pressure until the gun goes off, with
this gun you get the perfect sight picture
and hold the gun as still as you can and
then gingerly lay your finger on the trigger
and just think about the gun going off.
That's it.

In the free pistol match you fire 60 shots
for record, plus 15 sighting shots (if you
desire), and you have 2\12 hours to do it in.
Certainly not a match for the "hurry up"
person. You shoot these 60 shots at a dis
tance of 50 meters at a target that has a
black area of eight inches in diameter. This
black area encompasses the 7, 8, 9, and lO

#20»' .~
SIDE~~!!R

, SHOULDER '\,
. 'HOLSTER ~ ~.

\ f 'Ma~u actured ,QS

size 'automatics anQ
revolve{s. Molded fer
perfect fit. SpeCial '~ \, ' .
molded compartment f·
sf~oullets. Double "
adjCJstable harness. "

COURTLANDT B,
COMPA:t~Y ,IN"

270 LAFAYE:!TE STREU, N;y~(tlty.

MMC

PHONE: (111) 966-56','

AJAX CUSTOM GRIPS; INC
12229 COX LANE

OALLAS, TEXAS 75234
214-241-6302

D••Ie, Inqulri•• Inlflted
Send $2 for picture catalog

Refundabie with first purchase

High Visibility Fixed Sight System
For The 1911 Pistol

--------------
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Schulz Leather Co. Inc.

CORRECTION

In the Marchi April issue of the
American Handgunner, Seth Nadel
wrote (in his story on the 1982 PPC Na~

tionals) that Officer Kerry Hile of the
Columbus, Ohio Police Department
the match winner-used a center hold
and fired loads with Winchester powder
and primers.

Hile told the American Handgunner
that he used a head hold at 50 yards and
"once-fired R-P brass, Federal primers,
Bullseye powder (2.7 grains) and Preci
sion l48-grain swaged lead wadcutter
bullets purchased from the Precision
Ammo Company, Valley Cottage,
New York:'

.357 Magnum-l3.5 grains of 2400, 173
grain Lyman-Keith type SWC (# 358429).
"I cast them one-half wheel weights, one
half recovered .22s. They perform excel
lently. I carried this load on duty for many
years in my S&W M19. Very accurate:'

9mm Luger-"I don't think I could
possibly improve on the Winchester li5
grain Silvertip HP for maximum reliability
and overall performance."

.44 Special-ll.l grains of Alcan At-8,
Alberts 230-grain lead SWCHP (# 2301).
"This load produces around 855 fps in a
three-inch barrel Charter Arms Bulldog. It
doesn't expand; gives excellent accuracy.
Good substitute: Alberts 240-grain SWC
(#1801)."

.44 Magnum-8 grains of Red Dot,
Alberts 230-grain lead SWCHP (#2301).
"It produces around 995 fps in a four-inch
S&W M29, and a little more in a four-inch
Dan Wesson. Easily controllable; reasona
ble expansion. A good police load:'

.45 ACP-7 grains of Unique, Speer 225
grain JHP. "This is a maximum load (1,000
fps). Very accurate at all distances up to
200 yards. Some expansion at combat
ranges (approximately 15 yards)."

•
There you have it, American Handgun-

ner readers, the favorite loads of nine of
the nation's foremost gun writers and
experimenters.

A word ofcaution: ALL loads are meailt
to be fired ONLY in handguns that are in
excellent condition.

Further, the American Handgunner is
not responsible for any injuries caused by
the firing of any of these loads.

Accordingly, we recommend that the re
loader select the load he feels is best for his
type of shooting, then check it out care
fully against the charts and tables found in
reliable handloading manuals.

What's sauce for the goose isn't .....
always sauce for the gander. ~

FAVORITE LOADS
Continuedfrom page 69

HANDGUNNERS:
Send $1 for catalog.
Get $1 off the
purchase of any item.

16247 Minnesota Ave.
Paramount, CA 90723
(213) 636-7718

PRICE COMBAT GUNS
CUSTOM .45 COMBAT WORK

Reliable - Accurate - Tastefully
executed combat modifications

performed on the .45 auto.

LEG HOLSTER
There are elastic an kle and calf straps CA ,"s;denls

with Velcro closu res at each end. A sweat add 6Y,%

resistant orthopedic elk will mold to the shape of your
gun. Features an adjustment belt between calf and
ankle so it will not come apart when moving. Easy
thumb-break snap. FITS: SMALL REV. and .25
AUTOS (indicate preference). FOR LEFT OR RIGHT.

Write for details and price list.
WESTERN GUN EXCHANGE

Gunsmith - Bud Price Route 2, Box 92 Open 9:00-5:00 Daily
21 years experience Miami, OK 74354 Closed Sunday
NRA Life Member Phone (918) 673-2810

GUNS ON THE WALL. GUN ART.

~

3859 A Hartford, St. Louis, MO 63116

/
,/,< • .,....tr: r

~:: ~
BRINGS YOU THE FRAMEABLE SET BIG-10 Favorite handguns.

Beautifully done copyrighted prints for shop, office, bar, den, etc.
All guns are FULL-SIZE ... drawings ... not photos, but prints. The skilled artist's

hand brings these beauties to life as no photo can.
Large guns on 9" x 15", rest on 9" x 12" heavy top-Quality Artists paper stock.

# 1 = S&W M27 .357 # 6 = Ruger Blackhawk .357
# 2 Colt SA Army .45 # 7 = Colt Woodsman .22
# 3 = S&W M-29 .44M # 8 = Ruger Auto .22
# 4 = Ruger BlkHawk S.44 # 9 = Colt Auto .45
# 5 = Luger 9-MM # 10 = Walther P.38 9-MM
PRICES = Your Choice ... Only $3.00 each or $20.00 the set of all 10, Shipping = Add
$2.00 per total order to help cover post. & packing.
DEALERS =50% off ($50.00 minimum order).

GUN ART
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The only magazine devoted 100% to handguns!

It's the only magazine that
gives you regularly featured
articles on:

* Pistolsmithing
* Reloading
* Handgun Hunting
* Self Defense
* Combat Course
* Customizing
* Conversion Tips
*Siluetas
* Cop Talk
* Competition
* Test Reports
It's the only magazine

that gives you the opportu
nity to win a one-of-a-kind
Customized handgun each
issue, with its Custom Gun
Giveaway Contest.

-------------------------------------------------

•••••••••••••••••••••••
SUBSCRIBE NOW

It's bi-monthly.
• ••••••••••••••••••••••

CALL TOLL FREE!
800/824..7888, Operator 40.

Your name, address and BAC/Visa or Master
Card number and expiration date is all it takes.

(Above 800 number for subscription ordering only.)

AMERICAN HANDGU E
There's nothing
else like it.

If you own a handgun, you need AMERICAN
HANDGUNNER Magazine, it's written for the
competitor, sportsman, collector, hunter or
lawman. If you're one of these, or just enjoy
fine handguns, you can share in the knowledge
and expertise of men who excel in writing
about them in the AMERICAN HANDGUN
NER Magazine.

If you want to gain a thorough knowledge of
handguns and their uses or about reloading or
pistolsmithing, to keep up with the latest
action SUBSCRIBE NOW TO AMERICAN
HANDGUNNER.

American Handgunner Dept. 117

P.O. Box 16439 San Diego, CA 92116

Yes, please send me the subscription ordered below. I understand
that I will receive the American Handgunner 1st Patch FREE for
my paid subscription.

D 1 year $11.95 0 2 years $19.95 0 3 years $27.95
Amount enclosed $__ 0 Bill me. Allow 4, to 6 weeks for
delivery. Foreign subscribers add $6.00 per year.

Credit Card charge: 0 BAC/Visa 0 MasterCard
No. Expiration date _
Name _
Address _

City State Zip _

GUARANTEE:You'll enjoy AMERICAN
HANDGUNNER. If you don't agree, we'll refund
the unused portion of your subscription in full, at any
time.

FREE!
This colorful aU-fabric American Handgunner
1st Patch with each paid subscription.



HANDGUN
MARKET

Classified ads 50¢ per word per insertion, (35¢ per word-per insertion for 3 or more) including
name and address. Minimum charge $7.00 per ad. Copy must be submitted with payment in
advance. NO AGENCY DISCOUNTS. All ads must be received with advance payment by not
later than the 14th of the fourth month preceding date of issue. Example: Closing for JullAug
issue (on sale May 1) is March 14th. Ads received after closing date will appear in the follow
ing issue. Please type or print clearly. No proofs furnished. Include name, address, post
office, zip code, city and state as counted words. Abbreviations count as one word each. Mail
to AMERICAN HANDGUNNER Magazine, 591 Camino de la Reina, Suite 200, San Diego, CA
92108.

ACCESSORIES

COATED CLEANING RODS. All sizes, all Cal. 50¢ for list
of precision shooting acees. J. Dewey Mfg. 186AH Skyview,
Southbury, CT 06488

GUN ENGRAVING on your firearms, Customized Artwork
-monogram, ornamentation, hunting scene-whatever you
wish. No case hardened, Knife handles-no blades. Hand
rubbed walnut plaques for all your awards presentations.
Jewelry, Trophy and Gun work. Sundance Engraving, PO
Box 912, Reading, PA 19603

SHOESTRING HOLSTERS for automatic pistols. Specify
1", Ph" or 2" belt. $2.00. Bore cleaner 2 oz. $0.90. Gun maga
zines, catalog $2.00. Earplugs, 2 pair $2.25. ARMSCO, Box
384, Canton, CT 06019.

BUILD YOUR OWN bulletproof vest. Inexpensive. Details
$5. Plans, Box 873(H), Pearl City, Hawaii 96782.

RELOADING BENCH. Build your own in less than one day.
Convenient working area and storage space. Complete draw
ings, material list, and instructions. Send $3.00 to: KLM De
sign, 47 Old Stage Road, Chelmsford, MA 01824.

IVORY GRIPS-All Makes-Hand Carving. Free Colt
Medallions-Stamped addressed envelope for list. Gunart,
Box 22, Lakewood, NJ 08701.

GENUINE ELEPHANT IVORY GRIPS for Colt 45 auto
matics $110 per pair, satisfaction guaranteed. Send check to:
Ivorygrips, Bon 830AH, West Dover, Vermont 05356-0830.
Void where prohibited.

HAND GUN Caddys-All nylon molded, mounts under
tables, desks, dressers, bed boards, on metal, etc. Hardware

~~I~'k"'a.~~.'in~~~d'a~~xCl~~~tC~~I(Ja~~~~Ft~~1.

COONAN MAGNUM AUTOMATIC Cap and Emblem.
First quality, American made, no foam, built to last! Silver
Cap with 100% embroidered 2"x4" Emblem (Silver with
Green Trim). Limited first production run. CAP-$7.95.
Order two for $15.00 and receive an extra Emblem,
EMBLEMS-$2.00, or only $1.50 each for two or more. Add
$1.00 shipping for Cap orders, 50¢ for Emblems. N. Y.
residents add 7% sales tax. Contact your area COONAN
ARMS DISTRIBUTOR or, ELMIRA ARMS COMPANY,
DEPT. H, 205 S. WALNUT STREET, ELMIRE, N.Y. 14904,
Phone orders 607-734-8168.

.45 Auto Magazines, Stainless steel, regularly $10.95 sale
$6.95, 3 for $18.00. Blue steel .45 mag, Regularly $8.95 sale
$4.75. .45 combat model; extended bottom for positive insert,
lock and quicker release regularly $12.95 sale $7.50. Add $2.00
Shipping/handling. Send certified check or money order to:
R&S Enterprises, P.O. Box 6117, Wilmington, DE 19804.

ORIENTAL JADE PISTOL GRIPS CUSTOM MADE
FOR ANY HANDGUN. $1500. For information Call Color
ado 595-0302 or 1-800-525-3050.

NEW! The MUZL-TAMER (Pat. Pending) from CELLINI
INDUSTRIES! Absolutely GUARANTEED to be the best
recoil reducer you can buy or your money back! Eliminate
recoil and barrel climb on your AR15 or M16, and reduce
muzzle flash for only $39.95 plus $1.50 postage and handling
from: CELLINI INDUSTRIES, 135 W. Rhapsody, San An
tonio, Texas 78216. TEXAS RESIDENTS add 51h% sales tax.

IVORY: complete scrimshaw and ivory supplies. Cabs, inks,
belt buckles, elk burrs, ivory handled knives. Pistol grips in
ivory and hardwoods, for SAA, .45 Auto, Rugers, Browning
high power. Raw ivory in slabs, tusks, and sections. For cata·
log, send $1 to: Midwest-Artan, Sec. 3, P.O. Box 325,
Thomasboro, IL 61878.

SPEED-LOADER USERS: SPEED-LATCHTM will help
you shave seconds off your reloading time! Available for
S&W K and L frames, also Ruger Security Six and the
Redhawk. Send SASE for descriptive literature to: FIRE
ARM TECHNOLOGY CO., Box 266, Massapequa, NY
11758.

ADVENTURERS-Procurement Index for security "con
sultants," agents, operatives, discerning individuals who take
life seriously. Offering: Specialized leathergear; miniaturized
electronics; disguised self-defense devices; countermeasure
specialties. Our illustrated catalog, $2.00 (refundable). ASp,
PO Box 18595/AHC, Atlanta, GA 30326.

AMMUNITION

FAST DRAW SHOOTERS: Machined stainless steel car
tridge adaptors for wax slugs. Available in 45LC & 44cal. for
use with 209 primer & 22 blank. 38 spec. with 209 primer.
$18.00/6 Discounts available for large quantities. Blancett
Inc., P.O. Box 972, Altus, OK 73521.

BOOKS

ART OF ENGRAVING by F. Brownell. The authoritive
book on Custom Engraving: How to engrave and how to
truly appreciate fine engraving. A true necessity for the gun
collector or enthusiast. Main $24.95 plus $1.09 postage to:
GUNS BOOKS/Dept. CA, 591 Camino de la Reina, Suite
200, San Diego, CA 92108."

STATE PISTOL LAWS, latest pistol carrying, purchasing,
etc., regulations for all states and FEDERAL GUN LAWS.
Both booklets $4,00. POLICE EQUIPMENT CATALOG
$2.00 Schlesinger, Department E., P.O. Box 882, New York,
NY 10150.

"SURVIVALIST" Book Catalog. l00's of titles covering
m.my subjects. Rush $1.00 Cash: I'll send free if you're broke,
BUT GET IT NOW. To: Ken Hale (205), McDonald, Ohio
4447-0395.

UNUSUAL BOOKS. Silencers, lockpicking, survival, knife
fighting, undercover investigations, weapons, fake ID, crime,
police manuals, more! 500 titles in huge illustrated catalog.
$2.00 Loompanics, Box 1197-F, Port Townsend, WA 98388.

TRAVEL WITH A GUN? Know State and Federal
requirements for residents and non-residents transporting
handguns, rifles and shotguns by vehicle, interstate common
carrier or through the mail. "TRANSPORTING PER
SONAL FIREARMS." Send $4.95 (PPD) to Sparrow Pub
~~~.g Hou.se, Dept. AH, P.O. Box 121, Boulder City, NV

DEATH IN THE SILENT PLACES by Peter Hathaway
Capstick. Your chance to explore the vanishing world of the
big game hunter. The realities of hunting elephants, jaguars,
leopards and other big game. For your copy, send $13.95 plus
$1.50 postage to: GUNS BOOKS/Dept. CA, 591 Camino de la
Reina, Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92108.··

MODERN HANDLOADING by Maj. George Nonte, Jr. For
the serious beginner or advanced expert. Up-to-date refer
ence provides more authoritative information and specific
loads than any other handloading book in print. Fully illus
trated with section on reloading tools. Lengthy reference and
appendix. Only $6.95 + $1.00 postage. HANDGUNNER
BOOKS/Dept. CA, 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA
92108"

IN THE GRAVEST EXTREME by Massad Ayoob. How
and when to use a gun, authoritively written by an active
duty policeman. For your copy, send $7.00, plus $.75 postage,
to: GUNS BOOKS/Dept. CA, 591 Camino de la Reina, Suite
200, San Diego, CA 92108."

TRACKING by Jack Kearny. A blueprint for learning how
by an unchallenged authority and author of the U.S. Border
Patrol course. His skills have led to scores of people lost in the
wild and solved criminal cases. $8.95 + $.75 post. HAND
GUNNER BOOKS/Dept. CA, 591 Camino Reina, San
Diego, CA 92108"

NO SECOND PLACE WINNER by Bill Jordan. A fascinat
ing book about gun fighting and the equipment to use, from
loads to leather. $8.50 + $1 post. HANDGUNNER BOOKS/
Dept. CA, 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA 92108"

GUNS '82 ANNUAL AND SURVIVAL GUIDE. All new
collection of information for the gun buff. From do-it-your
self\ips to black powder, there's great reading on all types of
firearms. Major section on Survival weapons, tactics and
gear. $3.95 includes postage. HANDGUNNER BOOKS/
Dept. CA, 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA 92108.*·

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER '83 ANNUAL. Pre-publica
tion issue includes a catalog of handguns and accessories.
Each major handgun shooting sport is covered plus a run
down of ammo and ballistics information. Some outstanding
examples of leading custom pistolsmiths. $4.95 includes post.
HANDGUNNER BOOKS/Dept. CA, 591 Camino Reina,
San Diego, CA 92108."

Shooting Handguns Safely and Accurately. Excellent 28
page manuaL Proven techniques. Instructive photographs.
$2.50, Seitzer Publications, Dept. AH, Box 4414, Albany, GA
31706.

PERSONAL DEFENSE by Collins & McLoughlin. A guide
to personal safety with common sense do's & don'ts, defense
against firearms, edged weapons, etc., what to do after it's
over and more. $9.95 + $1.00 post. GUNS BOOKS/Dept. CA,
591 Camino de la Reina, San Diego, CA 92108.· ..

"America's FIRST First World War: The French and Indian
War," by Tim Todish, Limited, numbered edition, 125 pages,
hardbound. 35 illustrations, including unpublished art by
Gary Zaboly. Special emphasis on Rogers' Rangers. $7.95
plus $1.00 postage. Suagothel Productions, Dept. AHG, Box
2083, Grand Rapids, MI 49501.

FEDERAL GUN LAWS-Covers machineguns, silencers,
rules and regulations pertaining to all aspects of dealing in
firearms and ammo-20 pages. . ... $3.95. CONCEALED
WEAPONS PERMIT BOOKLET, How to receive one
· ..... $2.50. YOUR OWN STATE GUN LAWS, Know the
regulations and laws in your state $1.75. STATE GUN
LAWS for all FIFTY STATES, A very detailed booklet
· ..... $4.95. S.G.S.E., P.O. Box 780-AH, Mocksville, NC
27028.

TRANSPORTING PERSONAL FIREARMS. Traveler's
handbook of state regulations for carrying handguns, long
guns by private vehicle-Federal restrictions-Bus, train,
airline policies, requirements-Mailing rules-Laws of
CanaQa, Mexico. Revised edition. $4.95 postpaid. Sparrow
Publishing House, Dept. GM, P.O. Box 817, Boulder City, NV
89005.

New updated catalog every two months! The best new books
on weaponry, the martial arts, self-defense, survival, and
creative revenge. $1.00. Paladin Press, P.O. Box 1307-BC,
Boulder, CO 80306.

REMINGTON 1100 EXOTIC WEAPON SYSTEM is now
available. Seventy close-up photos illustrate how to convert
your 1100 semiauto into a selective-fire assault shotgun. 9 x 12,
softcover, 96 pages, $14.00 postpaid. Paladin Press, P.O. Box
1307-BA, Boulder, CO 80306.

GUN OWNERS-KNOW YOUR RIGHTS. You State Gun
Laws, all published City Ordinances, selected Federal Laws,
nationwide toll free telephone numbers. Send $4.95. Inter
state Enterprises, Dept. AH, Box 19466, Houston, Texas
77224.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

"LEARN GUNSMITHING." Yavapai College is a fully ac
credited community college with V.A. approval. Excellent fa
cilities, experienced instructors, great mountain climate
makes this the place to learn gunsmithing. Write to Yavapai
College, Attn: GUNSMITHING INSTRUCTOR,l100 E.
Sheldon, Prescott, AZ 88301, 602-445-7300.

MAKE MONEY AS PART-TIME GUN DEALER ... How
to receive your Federal Firearms License ... $2.00 75.Top
Gun Wholesaler's Directory, $2.00. Your State Pistol Laws
· .. $2.00. How to receive a Concealed Weapon Permit. $2.00.
All four Publications $5.00 ppd. Moneyback Guarantee.
KEVCO HA, Box 1630, Bakersfield, CA 93302.

BE A GUN DEALER, Official Federal Firearms License Kit,
Application Forms, Instructions, Wholesale Sources of fire
arms, Ammo & Accessories. The Most Complete kit
Available. You can Start Selling Guns & Ammo for Full or
Part-time Income Today. Send $4.95 to S.G.S.E., P.O. Box
780-AH, Mocksville, NC 27028.

PRIVATE SECURITY: Prestigious recession-proof busi
ness, not a get-rich-scheme. Services needed everywhere;
cities, small towns, boondocks. Start, operate your own low
capital guards/patrolmen agency with our complete step-by
step manual. $5.95. SecuriTech, Dept. H, Box C, Vashon,
Washington 98070.

WILDLIFE Hat Tacs, over 400 available. Realistic Money
Maker, wholesale only, $3. for two samples and price list;
CIC, Box 1006, Decatur, IL 62525.

BECOME A GUN DEALER: Professionally prepared kit
includes official forms, covers licensing, purchasing, records
everything! List hundreds of top wholesalers. Guaranteed!
$4.95. Business Consultants, Dept.-H, P.O. Box 1232, Union
town, PA 15401.
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BE A LICENSED FIREARMS DEALER. Full or part time
income. We tell how to start your own Firearms Business at
home. No Cash outlay for inventory, You take gun orders,
then buy one gun or many wholesale by mail. We send SAME
DAY your order received: LATEST Official Federal Applica
tion Forms, complete instructions, UPDATED Wholesale
Directory. BATF 800 numbers, practical dealer tips, dis
counts on business cards, rubber stamps, dealer supplies, dia
monds, and more. Send $5.00. Interstate Enterprises, Dept.
AH, Box 19466, Houston, TX 77224,

COLLECTORS

100 COLLECTOR'S Stamps only $2, with approvals! Send
$2, to Piedmont Stamps, PO, Box 346, Piedmont, SD 57769,

ATTENTION COLLECTORS-RARE FIND: Brand new
Prolite Pro-2 ftashlights made of MODEL lO-B HighStan
dard Police Shotgun, each serial numbered in manufacturer's
box, $49,95, free shipping; No CODs, only bank checks ac
cepted. Large supply, 20% discount on five or more dealers;
K&M Enterprises, 2920 S,E. Ocean Blvd" Bldg 4-5, Stuart,
FL 33494, (305) 283-8049,

FAMOUS WEAPONS OF THE OLD WEST, Collector's
Print Series, Beautiful 8"'-'x11" full color prints of 8 of the
most famous weapons owned by some of the best known Qut
laws and lawmen of the old west, Only $24,95 including at
tractive portfolio or $4.95 for sample print (can apply toward
1st order). Satisfaction guaranteed. Texas residents please
add 5% sales tax, Make check or MO payable to: Mega Media,
Depl. AG-7, 2104 E. Randol Mill Rd" Arlington, TX 76011.
Allow 6-8 weeks for delivery. Dealer inquiries welcome.

EMBLEMS & INSIGNIA

TOP QUALITY ALL-FABRIC PATCHES FOR YOUR
JACKET OR CAP! Guns Team Member Patch: $3,50,
American Handgunner 1st Patch: $3.50, 25th Anniversary
Guns Collectora Patch, $5,00. Special-all 3 patches only
$11.00 postpaid, GUNS Patches, Dept, HP, 591 Camino de la
Reina, Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92108. u .

OFFICIAL SHOOTERS CLUB OF AMERICA all·fabric
patch and decal-$3.00 postpaid! GUNS Patches, Dept. APS,
291 Camino de la Reina, # 200, San Diego, CA 92108,"

"Gun Control Stinks", Bumper Sticker. $2,00, PW" Dept.
AH, Rt, 2, Box 125-A, Prudenville, MI 48651.

CUSTOM EMBROIDED EMBLEMS-Shoulder patches,
caps etc. Highest quality-Lowest prices NO minimum.
MONEY Back Guarantee, Send Sketch to: STADRIAH, 61
Jane Street, New York, NY 10014,

FIREWORKS

List of Chinese and Domestic Fireworks sources, supplies,
plus formulas, instructions and sample safety fuse. Send
$5,00, DALTON, Box 2162, Williamsport, PA 17703,

FIREWORKS-Fun, safe, patriotic, top quality, lowest
prices; illustrated catalogue 50¢; Pyro-Sonic Devices, Box
7ll-G5, Grand Haven, MI 49417,

FIREWORKS Supplies, DISCOUNT LOW! LOW! prices,
Tubes, plugs, sheila, mortars, tooling, much more. SAMPLE
KIT $3,98 or SASE for price list. NORMICO INDUS
TRIES, 1025 Jefferson Street, Suite 100, Santa Clara, CA
95050,

GREAT LAKES FIREWORKS Company Brings fireworka
to your door!!! New Illustrated catalogue with many
wholesale prices, Send $1.00 Refundable to: GREAT LAKES
FIREWORKS COMPANY, PO, Box 5324, Cleveland, OH
44101.

Fireworks-Order direct, Send $2.00 for a catalog to: Spark
Fireworks, 8669 Lake Road, Seville, Ohio 44273,

FOR SALE

COLT .45 AUTO PISTOL. COMPLETE MANUAL. More
than 100 pages, 80 photos and illustrations. Details on dis
assembly, repair, construction, and marksmanship. $6.50 Cat
alog $2,00. MONEY ORDER or CREDIT CARD ONLY.
SURVIVAL BOOKS, lU06 Magnolia Blvd" North Hol
lywood, CA 91601. (213) 763-0804,

CROSSBOWS-For hunting, target competition or juat plain
fun, Cat, send $2,00, RW Dist" PO, Box 1817, Des Plaines, IL
60018,

CARTRIDGE COLLECTION, For information write: Earl
Julson, Box 428, Estes Park, CO 80517,

GUN PARTS

MAKE YOUR OWN HI VELOCITY lead alloy CAST BUL
LETS, the only practical way; with 2 copper 30 cal rotating
bands you make yourself. Jacketed celocities, superior ac
curacy, at lA cost. Send SASE & 25¢ for literature and sample
band from a Barnes Die. Barnes Driving Bands Die Co., P.O.
Box 3343, Escondido, CA 92025-0590,

GUNS FOR SALE

Wholesale price on every new gun in America. Complete or
dering instructions. Thousands of gun prices. Hundreds of
sources, local contacts, phone numbers. One great reference.
Send $4,95 for latest issue, The Straight Shootin' Gazette,
3317 Montrose 1191D, Houston, TX 77006,

We will sell ANY gun at 1(y'{' above wholesale cost. We also
pay cash for used guns. For quotes, call (evenings/weekends)
or write: BULLSEYE ARMS, 701 N, 20th Street, Banning,
CA 92220 (619) 849-3235,

COLLECTORS ITEM one pre-war PA,F. 6,35MM, "Junior"
Make in South Africa. What offers? Write to: Mr. M.
Borstlap, PO, Box 5740, Durban, 4000, South Africa,

GUNSMITHING

PISTOLEROS, I will hand fit and poliah all action parts for
the lightest and smoothest Double action trigger pull possi
ble, Guaranteed Work, All Smith & Wesson, Ruger Double
action revolvers. Send SASE for shipping info. and prices to:
GUNS, 7411 Ryan Rd" Medina, OH 44256,

INSTRUCTION

FUNDAMENTALS OF COMBAT PISTOLCRAFT, N,PL
is now accepting applications for the instruction of qualified
students in the basic practical skills of modern defensive
pistolcraft. For information and applications, send $1.00 to:
Northeast Pistol Institute, Dept, 714C, PO Box 453, Union,
NJ 07083,

UNDERGROUND STORAGE of guns, valuables, etc. Practi·
cal, Illustrated instructions to do the job safely. $3.95 and
SASE, United Distributors, Dept. HG, P,O, Box 1313, Santa
Cruz, CA 95061.

BUY FIREARMS, AMMO WHOLESALE! Federal
Firearms License Application Kit (forms, suppliers, instruc
tions), $5, Operating A Profitable Business (fUll time, part·
time), $7.50, Both, $10.00, PFRB/8, Box 2800, Santa Fe, NM
87501,

KNIVES & SWORDS

SURVIVAL KNIVES!! Extravagant selection, superlative
quality, premium grade, factory production, swordcanes,
push daggers, commandos, hollow-handles, hideouts,
throwers, razors, icepicks, whetstones, and more. 100% Satis·
faction-Guaranteed, sliding scale Quantity DISCOUNTS
to 35%, expeditious AIRMAILED shipments, FREE
Itemized invoices, plus FREE "Surprise" GIFTS!
Photographic (40 + page) Discount/Reference/Catalogue,
$2,00 (Airmailed!), SELECTLINE, (established 1977), Box
391AHGX, PC., Hawaii 96782-0391.

GERBER LEGENDARY BLADES, Canadians send $2,00
for catalog to Porter Enterprises, Dept, AHG #1, Oxford Jct,
N.S, BaM lRO,

Apache Arrowheads, 10 for $5,00, Free catalog only with
order. Councel, 1239 HM, Apache Junction, AZ 85220,

MILITARIA

WANTED: GIANT BINOCULARS WWII, 10x80, 25xl00,
25x150, also handheld Binoculars; Write: Binoculars, Box
541-H, Scranton, PA l8501.

MILITARY SURPLUS

JEEPS, CARS, pickups from $35. Available at local govern
ment Auctions. For Directory Call 805-687-6000. Extension
921, call refundable,

Military Surplus-Chemical/biological warfare equipment,
military clothing and equipment, SASE for catalog; JR
Sales, Box 4253H, Lancaster, CA 93535-4253,

MISCELLANEOUS

SHORT-RUN CUSTOM BELT BUCKLES WITH YOUR
LOGO MY SPECIALITY. SOLID SANDCAST SILICON
BRONZE ALL HAND FINISHED, BUCKLES BY MIKE,
1225 MANZANITA, DEPT. AH, LOS ANGELES, CA 90029,

NINJA EQUIPMENT CATALOG-Nightsuits, handclaws,
footspikes, calthrops, blowguns, shuriken, reference materi
als for the "shadow warrior," Send $1.00 to Ninja, Box 282221
AHC, Atlanta, GA 30328,

POLICE TRAINING, Special courses for POLICE ONLY,
provided by POLICE MARKSMAN ASSOCIATION Ad
visor, Graham Knowles, Courses cover: DEFENSIVE TAC
TICS, S,\V.A.T., NIGHT TACTICS, COUNTER SNIPER,
SHOTGUN, PISTOL, Send $2,00 for 1982 course catalog to:
Suite 417, 207 East 85th St" New York, NY 10028,

FEDERAL FIREARMS license application kits! Official
Fonns, Wholesale Sources, BATF "BOO's," instructions. Only
$3,50, Graphics, Dept, A-H, 428 S, Main, Grapevine, TX
76051,

MILITARY & MARTIAL ARTS-LD, Cards & Certificates,
Airborne, Special Forces, C.I.A., Police, etc. Brochure $1
Kenwood, Box 66, Dept, H, Long Green, MD 21092,

"WARNING ANYONE UNLAWFULLY ENTERING
THESE PREMISES WILL BE SHOT" Display this bold all
weather decal to show intruders and undesireables you mean
business! Order 4 for just $2,75 plus ,25¢S&H. CJC Products,
PO, Box 497, Sicklerville, NJ 08081.

PASSPORTS, DUAL CITIZENSHIPS available from Cas
tellania. Information package $5.00. Box 40201, Pasadena,
CA 91104,

IMPROVE ANY ACTION on Colt or S&W yourself and get
a superior job-the first time. Detailed drawings show tricks
of the trade, for the novice or pro. Specify make and model.
Send $5.00 for instructions. The Gunroom, PO. Box # 5,
Ca""'lberry, Florida 32707.

UNEXPECTED RELEASE Beer and Beef Chile with
mouthwatering variations plus special gift! Send $1.00 to: A.
Bellamy, Box 549, Lancaster, CA 93534,

LEE jeans, Factory outlet work clothes, shoes. Bargains on
new shirts (low as $4,95), LEE jackets, boots, gloves,
coveralls, Send $1.00 for catalog, SARA GLOVE COMPANY,
16 Cherry Avenue, Dept. C-121, Waterbury, CT 06704,

MILITARY INSIGNIA SPORTSWEAR-catalogue as
advertised in (solider of fortune, gung-ho, leatherneck, new
breed, combat illustated, shotgun news) illustrating our
complete selection on (t-shirts, sweatclothing, jackets)-we
also feature "knives for life" from cold steel inc., and
military /civilian achievement certificates-only $1.00
Military Graphics, Box 228HM, Dunkirk, MD 20754,

FREE! World's Leading Novelty Catalog, Things You Never
Knew Existed. 1600 Novelties, Jokes, Tricks, Science, Sports,
Hobbies, Johnson-Smith, C-8522, Mt. Clemens, Mich, 48043,

WARNING! Thia Property Protected With FIREARMS!
Impressive window decals, four for $5.00, SECURITY, 6305
Westward Suite 128-B, Houaton, TX 77081.

Gun control is a battle. Let others know where you stand
with these bumper stickers. "I'll control my own guns
Thank You" or "Gun control will not stop crime." $2.25 each
to: JRW Enterprises, Box 4055, Ft. Lauderdale, Florida
33338,

COLT SINGLE ACTION, Pre-War parts & repair Services,
Hammers &Triggers rebuilt. Blk. Powder replacement parts
available, Parts correctly fitted, Send STAMP for free list,
John Kopec, PO. Box 157, Whitmore, CA 96096,

ATTENTION GUN DEALERS & SURVIVAL STORE
OWNERS-Sell SOLDIER OF FORTUNE & SURVIVE.
Inquire about our quantity discounts on these two adventure
magazines. Write to: Dealer Program, PO. Box 693, Boulder,
CO 80306. Or call 1-800-525-0504.

ELECTRIC Igniters, perfect for Electric Detonation of
Cannons, Pi~ Bombs, Time Bombs, etc. Requires only 6
volts for igrntion. $1.00 each or $10.00 a dozen ppd, Camp
bell's, 3526 Cabalier, Garland, TX 75042,

WHOLESALE PRICE list of gun parts and accessories,
Send $2.00 to: Texas Armament, P.O. Box 220, Brownwood,
TX 76801.

Hatcher's formula of Relative Stopping Power for handgun
cartridges-Simplified! Calculate stopping power for your
own gun and loads with these simple instructions. Indispen
sable for the handloader, $2,00 Post Paid from: FireFall, PO,
Box 247, Walled Lake, MI 48088,

KNUCKS: Genuine brass paperweights, not cheap alumi
num, sameday delivery. $7. prepaid: Mathews Police Supply,
PO, Box 1754, Mathews, NC 28105,

FREE BOOK CATALOG! Privacy, Tax, Credit, Divorce,
Employment problems? Our books have solutions, Write:
Eden Press, 11623 Slater, Box 8410-GC, Fountain Valley, CA
92708.

Value your privacy? Use our confidenti~l mail receiving
forwarding service. For details write: Security Mail Service,
8935 North 2nd Way, Phoenix, Arizona 85020,

NAZA War souvenirs and daggers! Illustrated catalog $10,
bill (refundable), Disco, Box 331-H, Cedarburg, WI
53012-0331.

VIETNAM VETERANS-OUTSTANDING VIETNAM
WAR NEWSLETTER SAMPLE ISSUE $1.00, Box 122,
Collinsville, CT 06022,

SURVIVAL

SMOKE GENERATING DEVICES (Candles, Bombs, Gre
nades)-An essential part of the survivalist's inventory.
Excellent for smoke screens, dispersing crowds, signaling, fire
drills, etc. Large generating capacities and extremely dense
smoke. All fresh and fully guaranteed. We pay shipping
charges in U.S,A, Send $2.00 (refundable with order), for
catalogue of these and other important products. Signus, Box
337l2-E, Phoenix, AZ 85067,

WANT TO PURCHASE

WANTED: Old Toy Trains and Buddy L, Top Values paid,
Thomas Sefton, PO, Box 1871, San Diego, CA 92112.
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Special Shirts
for Shooters

[,3 j)rriJyJr;vF1 ifUlli
Box 55045 Dept. A Little Rock, AR 72205---------

,Extended Magazine Release
Button for Colt. AMT and
Crown City Autos. Completely
replaces the existing release.
No drilling or tapping
necessary. Instructions
included. $19.95 postpaid.
N.Y. res. add 7% tax. WE pay
ALL Shipping Charges.
Satisfaction or your money
back.

Bianchi Holsters: Chapman ::+ SO/Inti" :;; 52 41.00
Bianchi 8-9 Belt 24.00/0avis :# 114 Belt 24.00
Davis Holsters: Realist # 1145 or Usher ::+ 1045 65.00
Davis Liberty" 453 33.00

Davis MP .45 Pouch 21.00
Blocker Holsters: lSI or Fowler Speedmaster 69.95

(X-Draw/Strong side/5"/6" Bbl/Basketweave add 10.00)
Blocker Slant Dbl. Pouch 28.95

Basketweave 35.95
Blocker 151 Belt· 28.95

Basketweave 35.95
Rogers/Plaxco World Speed Holster 5" /6" Bbl. .. 42.00
Rogers Compensator Model or Hackathorn Combat 42.00
Plaxco Compensator Systems for Colt .45 Auto:

Drop-in unit with sights 215.00; No sights 190.00
National Match Unit (fitting required) 240.00

Wilson Shok-Buff Kit (gov'tlComm) 5.50; Washers 1.00
Wilson Extended Ejector 18.95

Commander Hammer 16.95
Wilson Trigger 14.95

Long Deluxe Trigger 11.95
Wilson-Rogers Competition .45 Magazine 19.50
Devel8 Round Magazine for .45 Auto 17.95
Devel 8 Round Magazine Conversion Kit for .45 6.50
Breskovich Advantage Grips 39.00

Diamond 41.00
Wichita Adjustable "Combat" Sights 49.50
Colt or King (b/ss) Drop-in Wide Grip Safety 24.00
Swenson Ambidex Safety 40.00

Combat Safety 26.00
Swenson ,45 Auto Rear Sight "Swensight" 29.95
Wolff Spring Kits: State gov'tlComm & Weight 4.80
John Shaw Pro Shooters Case 69.95
"You Can't Miss" by John Shaw 8.95
Checkered Mag Pads . t .00

Quickloader Mag Well 6.00
JIM'S FLYE SHOPPE, Dept. AHG, Rd. #1,9518 Rt. 60,

Fredonia, N.Y. 14063

*GoId on Royal Blue
* H.and screened on Hanes T-shirt
*Men's sizes S. M, L, XL
*Satlsfaction Guaranteed

* Just $7.50 plus $ 1.25 postage

Please send Colt shirts in size _I Enclosed is $7.50 plus $1.25 postage per shirt. I
Name _

I Address I
~ City State__ Zip 6

~---------,

p·········11
:.ft!m~:
• HOLSTERS.
• Lawrence Holster # 14 •
_ for revolvers and auto- III

matics is a flap·type

•
that offers better gun •
protection than any

•
other belt·style holster. •
Available at leading

•
dealers or bv mail. •
14 Plain

•
14B Basket •

Weave

•
(as illustrated) •

14F Flower• •SEND FOR FREE CATALOG featuring custom· •
• made shooting equipment, plus over 100 hoi-

ster styles.

• THE GEORGE' LAWRENCE CO. •

1.0;.;.~ .i.a
• ;'89••Oil

COMBAT AND IPSC SHOOTERS

SHORT BARRELS AT 100 YARDS
Long Range Pocket Pistol (barrels up to

3Y2 inches allowed) and Black Powder are
both shot at 100 yards, The course of fire is
two strings, of five shots each in 30 sec
onds. The same 100-yard stage is used for
Long Range .45 A CP and Service Pistol
(Browning 9mm) matches. They also in
clude a 200-yard stage on a ring target with
a l2-inch bull.

Service pistols in general, and the .45
Colt in particular, are generally thought of
as short-range weapons; but these com
petitions prove otherwise,

Top scores with the .45 ranged in the low
30s (x50) at 200 yards.

The most popular of the long-range
competitions is Allcomers, open to any
open iron-sighted handgun (.30 to .455 cal
iber) with a maximum barrel length of
nine inches, It is shot at 100, 200, and 300
yards; the 300-yard bull is 18 inches across,

This year, III competitors entered, Some
shot prone; others used garden-beds 'is a
back rest for Elmer Keith's well-known
long-range position, with the gun clasped
between the knees; some rested the butt of
the pistol on specialy constructed adjust
able-height platforms.

A lleomers was dominated by long
barreled magnum revolvers, with the .357s
doing better than the .4ls and .44s.

But the wheelgun's domain is now beil!g
invaded by the arms technology of the last
and most outlandish of the long range
events shot at Pistol '82: Free Pistol.

Free Pistol was won by scope-sighted
bolt action or slide-activated handguns
firing .30 caliber rifle cartridges. It is shot
at 200 and 300 yards only. Possibles are the
order of the day with these guns; the first
three places at Pistol '82 were decided by
the higher number of V-bulls (4-inch
diameter at 300 yards).

The Pistol Galleries are the oldest exam
ple of pistol range architecture in Britain;
they portray the target shooting heritage of
the last century. Cast-iron pulleys are still
hand-cranked to wind targets along rails to
and from the butts. Here, Flintlock Pistol
and Percussion Pistol (both 13 shots at 25
meters) were fired, along with the four
Classic events derived from pre-19l4 com
petitions and shot on facsimile period
targets,

Long-range pistol shooting, governed
by the rules of the International Long
Range Pistol Shooters Association since
1976, has been one of the fastest growing
branches of the shooting sports in Great
Britain. The nearest equivalent in United
States is metallic silhouette shooting, The
British sport is shot on conventional rifle
targets, at ranges from 100 to 300 yards.

GREAT BRITAIN '82
Continuedfrom page 29

BELLS CUSTOM SHOP
3313 MANNHEIM ROAD
Franklin Park, Illinois 60131

Over 50 Yrs. Experience
Satisfaction Guaranteed

Send self
addressed
stamped
envelope for
complete price
list.

Specialists in
Combat & Competition

Handguns

RELIABILITY
ACCURACY
QUALITY

BELLS
CUSTOM SHOP

C-H TOOL & DIE CORPORAnON
Dept AH, 106 North Harding Street

Owen, Wisconsin 54460

First with push-button primer feed-
er and powder measures!

Costs much less than a Dillon
See your dealer or send $2 for a C-H
Reloading Equipment Catalog. We will
give you $3.00 back on first order of
$25.00 or more. -

Nothing
to

turn

G)

(312) 678-1900

C-H 4-Station
Handgun or
Rifle 'H' Press

FAST - 200
rounds an hour

SIMPLE - you
only move the
case

PRECISE - no
turret to turn,
wear or wobble

Big opportunities. Big
profits. Earn quickly.
Full or part time. Learn
at home, it's easy. Do
real jobs: All Tools
- Materials Supplied.
Lie. State of NJ 
Appd. for Veterans. Send
Name and address for
FREE book.

LocksmithinE institute, Dept. 091-1l53
Dlv. TechnlCill HOllie Study Schools. Little Falls, H. J. 01424
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WILSON COMBAT

NO.9 Commander Style
Hammer 4140 steel

$17.95

WILSON COMBAT
No. 2 SHOK·BUFF~

Shock Absorber kit
(govt. G.c. or comm.)
5550

8--.
WILSON COMBAT

No. 12 DWYER "Group
Gripper" ~ Kit (govt.,
G.C.) 522.95. No. 12C
commander model
527.95.

TSON'S .45 SHOP
2057 CLINE AVENUE

FAYETTEVILLE, AR 72701

E':~~~~";;~:~:~;~~j~~~

'frdwn
CC~nl

FINE CUSTOM COMBAT HANDGUNS and
ACCESSORIES for the DISCRIMINATING

SHOOTER.
No. 2B SHOK·BUFF'· Replacement buffers
(pkg. of 6) . . . . . . . .. ..55.50
NO.6 Extended Combat Safety (blue or
stainless) 519.50
NO.7 .Extended Combat Slide Release (blue
or stainless) , 521.50
No. 10 Heavy Duty Recoil spring (govt. or
comm.). .. 52.50
No. 11 Heavy Duty Recoil Spring Kit (qovt.
or comm.) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 54.50
NO.5 Maqazine base Dads. .. 51.50
No: 60 Devel 8 rd .45 magazine, blue
finish 518.95
No. 13 Pachmayr GM·45C Combat
Grips 517.50
No. 14 Pachmayr Mainspring Housing (B or
C) .510.50
No. 23 Break·Free CLP (90 Gm.) . .53.45
No. 16 Rogers E·Z Loader Magazine
Well... . 59.95
No. 15 Rogers PPS Combat Grips
(black) . 514.95
No. 51 Rogers, Plaxco Model World Speed
Shoot Holster, pl., br., leather (govt. or
longslide) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .... . 544.95
No. 22 Bbl. Bushing Wrench... . 53.00
No. 31 Extended Magazine Release 521.95
No. 21 Combat Blue Magazine with base
pad 511.95
No. 50 YOU CAN'T MISS, book by John
Shaw 58.95
NO. 44 Hallock's .45 Auto Handbook .511.95

Add 52.50 postage and handling per order, COD's welcome. NO Credit Card orders please. Ark.
r~S1dents add 3 percent sales tax. Dealers Inquire.

All M.O. Cert. check and COD orders processed within 5 business days. Send SASE for price sheet
OR 52.00 for 1983 Illustrated Brochure of Custom Combat Modifications and Accessories.

How To Buy And Sell Used Guns
So you want to buy Charlie's Colt single·action,

or sell your old Luger. What do you need to know
to get the best deal? This new guide to buying
and selling used guns tells all: gun contrallaws;
how to make a preliminary inspection; firearms
identification; care and maintenance; determining
current market value; what malfunctions to look for;
trading shotguns, rifles, handguns, black powder
arms; what and what not to restore. Fully illustrated.
To order your copy. send $10.95 plus $1.50 postage and handling to:
HANDGUNNER BOOKS, Dept. 8 AH-7 591 Camino de la Reina, Suite 200.
San Diego, CA 92108.

NAME _
ADDRESS _
CITY STATE ZIP _
California residents, add 6% sales tax. Allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery.

NO. 34 Extended Com·
bat Ejector, precision
machined from 4140
stock & heat treated
Ric 38·42. 100 per·
cent positive ejector.
$19.95 ..

77

WILSON COMBAT
No. 1 Competition
Match Trigger (long.
adiustable)

515.95

WILSON COMBAT
No 3 High Visibility
Combat Sights 525.00.
No. 3D with 3 dot

~~h~~~ i~~~~Tlmw~~~~:i
wks. for a 520.00 labor
charge.

,...seat lead slugs for dependable cycling in a
.45 Auto.

SWAGED BULLETS
Continuedfrom page 67

CYCLING TEST
First, strip the pistol to the point where

the barrel is free for .easy handling.
Then work up a dummy round in this

manner: Resize and deprime the case,
opening the mouth with a Lyman 2-step
neck expanding die. Do not reprime or add
powder. Merely set the bullet in the case
mouth and seat it for an overall loaded
length of about 1.35 inches, which is ob
viously longer than the 1.275-inch overall
length standard for the .45 ACP. Remem
ber, the l.35-inch length is strictly experi
mental, to be used only with this dummy
round; live ammo should not be run
through the gun.

Take the long-seated dummy round and
put it into the chamber of the removed
barrel to see how much of the case head
protrudes beyond the rear barrel lug.
That'll give you an idea of how much
deeper the slug must be seated to conform

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER . JULY / AUGUST 1983

PRE-1914 GUNS
All guns for the Classic events had to be

either original or copies of pre-1914 guns.
So all variations of the Colt M1911 were not
eligible; nor were Webley Mark VIs, and
Smith & Wesson Mark II hand ejector
revolvers.

All shooting was conducted in the tradi
tional one-handed way. For Classic Re
volver, the course of fire was six shots in
three minutes at 20 yards, repeated with
three shots fired with each hand, and then
six shots in 20 seconds.

For the privileged owners of the old
Webley-Green, with its superb double
action, this competition was a delight. The
Classic Single-Action course included two
series of six shots each at 20 yards in one
minute, followed by two series of six shots
each in 90 seconds at 50 yards.

The Classic Self-loading Pistol match's
main variation from the other Classic
courses was its inclusion of an advancing
target, on which six shots had to be placed
as it was hand-cranked forward from 10 to
25 yards in 10 seconds.

In-between matches at Pistol '82, com
petitors could wander around the trade
marquees, where 60 firms displayed the
latest wares of the shooting world.

The National Pistol Association has ad
ministered the annual matches since 1979,
and it has done a fine job. Pistol '82, with
its four days of top-level competition ih an
unparalleled variety of disciplines, was the
best ever. We expect Pistol '83 to equal it,
in every respect. Try to. make it to Pistol
'84. It's worth crossing the ~

Atlantic to attend. ~



No Minors

Baseball is one of the dullest sports
around, but TV coverage almost always
shows the exploding scoreboard whenever
something happens. Horse races have
track announcers, hockey fans see the red
light go on whenever a goal is scored, and
even the drab announcements from judges
at tennis matches let us know what is hap
pening on the court.

There is much excitement at the
matches I've mentioned; but even I am
getting a bit tired of walking back and
forth, to and from the scoring shack to find
out who has the highest scores or the fast
est times.

To paraphrase a popular Olivia New
ton-John song, "Let's get visual!"

THE ONCE-GREAT OLYMPICS
I am sitting here on March 10th, 1983

and, as of this date, there are no facilities
under construction for Olympic shooting
events in 1984. And, I am stewing! Three
California military sites-Miramar Naval
Air Station, Camp Eliot and Camp
Pendleton-have all been turned down
because of noise levels from heavy aircraft
activity. There was a rumor that Caesar's
Palace in Las Vagas had offered-at its

Continued on page 23

has all the ingredients for TV coverage;
but when you talk to the people in the me
dia they all say that IPSC shooting is too
"assault-oriented." Nonsense!

TV is a visual medium. Perhaps the an
swer is not so much in the visual aspects of
the courses, but in the methods used to let
participants, spectators and, hopefully, the
camera know what the heck is going on.

COMBAT SHOOTING
With the Bianchi Cup match scheduled

in May, the Steel Challenge Speed Shoot
ing match in April, the Silhouette Interna
tionals in November, and the World IPSC
Match in September, there will be consid
erable attention focused on combat shoot
ing by those participating; but will the na
tional news media give a damn?

That's Incredible had a nice segment on
a young silhouette shooter in February
and the 1982 Steel Challenge match got
good TV coverage on a local cable channel
in th6' Los Angeles area. But that's about it
for any audio-visual exposure of handgun
shooting.

We learn that John Bianchi is breaking
his back (and his wallet) to get national
exposure for his match; we hope he is
successful.

The IPSC World Match, for example

'"1 Te hear through the grapevine that
VV Ruger soon will have some stiff com

petition in the .357 Maximum revolver
field. Reports are that Dan Wesson shortly
will have its .44 Magnum frame adapted to
this new cartridge, and with a cylinder
about 118" longer than Ruger's.

United Sporting Arms of Arizona had
one of its Seville single-actions at the 1983
SHOT Show in Dallas and should be pro
ducing this gun chambered for the .357
Remington Maximum by the time you
read this. Can S&W and Colt be far
behind?

Speaking of the .357 Remington Max
imum, the dust has not yet settled from the
flurry of press releases and already there
are reports of many who are wildcatting
the cartridge. Our silhouette reporter, Phil
Briggs, is working on a .30 caliber wildcat;
we'll have his report as soon as the conver
sion work and load development are
completed.

Elgin Gates reports in The Silhouette
that The TIC Contender will be
chambered for the .357 MaximUJTl car
tridge in both IO-inch and Super 14-inch
barrels. He also announced that the TIC
soon would be chambered for the 7mm In
ternational Rimmed cartridge.

As to 7mms, we hear that Sterling soon
will offer its X-Caliber single-shot pistol in
the 7mm INT-R. We will have a test report
on the gun and the cartridge in a future;:
issue.

JERRY RAKUSAN

VETERAN GUN EDITOR REPORTS ON
.357 MAX., TV COVERAGE, OLYMPICS

INDUSrRY INSIDER

48-HOUR
SHIPMENT!
To all 50 states

TOLL FREE
1-800-321-9226

Highest Quality' Lowest Prices

AMERICA'S ALL-TIME FAVORITES!
Missiles * Rockets * Aerial Bombs

Roman Candles * Fountains * Comets
Firecrackers * 80arklers

to the individual gun's chamber dimen
sions. Then, adjust the seating die's stem
downward by small increments, until the
dummy round enters the chamber and
stops with its head flush with the rear edge
of the barrel lug. At this point, the round is
heads pacing on the bullet, totally filling
the gap between the bolt face and the rifl
ing, and obviating the need for bullet
jump. Leave the seating die thus adjusted
and reload a dozen or so rounds to see if
the auto will operate perfectly with such
long-seated bullets.

If the pistol doesn't function perfectly,
tum the seating die's stem down a mere
quarter tum and try again. This leaves but
a hair between bullet and rifling, minimiz
ingjump while also leaving a slight leeway
for chambering ease.

There will be variances in the chamber
lengths of .45 autos, and each shooter will
have to check his own gun by using the
technique I've described.

If the initial dummy round slops into the
chamber, it may be necessary to start with
a dummy seated to more than 1.35 inches
overall. The ogive of the individual bullet
(where it tapers to the point) also has a role
in accuracy potential.

The sophisticated hand loader can work
to improve accuracy with swaged slugs in
the .45 auto by both the selective use
of powders through the trial-and-error
method, and' by careful bullet seating to
avoid deformation and ~

cocked hare entry. ~

Send For New $1
CATALOG

FREE GIFT
With Purchase I

~§§R&R FIREWORKS1= &NOVELTY
(602i 963-240-7

1808 W. Shawnee-AH • Chandler, AZ 85224
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the BIanchi Cup Competition for . .

2 years straight. TheIr custom I I
guns are irrepIacabIe. So when CANNONthey're away from home they rely I I

on the Cannon Model 24 to SlIfeguarcl I I
their equipment. SAFE CO., IIC.

I 11666 McBean Avenue I
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it about time
discovered

H quality? You
c n learn more

out why
iscriminatlng
portsmen choose

HK by sending
$3.00 for our full
color 24 page
catalog.
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